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I. Introduction 
Thia docum nt r.pr.aent. the final t.chnic.l r.port of r •••• rch 
.ponaored und.r NASA Grant NSG 520', Mul tidiaciplinary "'ea.arch 
Progr .. in Atmo.pheric Science. ~I~. preaent document conaiata of 
t.n individual re.earch reporta involving atudie. of aat~llit. and 
radar baa.d indirect aenaing of the atmoaph.r., aapect. of atmo.-
. 
pheric radiative tranafer through cloudy atmoaphe~ea, and numerical 
mod.ling of large sCAle atmo.pheric flow. Combined with a previou. 
report., ther6 ar., thu., twenty-two extensive review. of research 
conducted during the period of th1s grant. 
In addition to the inJividual research projects, the grant 
has sponsored joint NASA-U. Maryland Summer Research Colloquia in 
atmospheric science each summer since 1977, and a spacial working 
seminar on atmospheric •. blocking during the past 15 months. The 
j. grant haa also supported developmental research involving remote 
computer graphics cdpabilities. This has l~d to system software 
development which will support graphics on three separate types of 
plotting equipment for the dozen or so remote university user 
groups of the NASA-Goddard Modelling and Simulation Facility. 
I' 
I • 
r 
I 
*Multidisciplinary Research Program in Atmospheric Science-
A Quasi-Biennial Report. Department of Meteorology, UnIVersity 
Maryland, College Park, MD. April, 1980. (0. E. Thompson, 
Principal Investigator.) 
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II. HIRS-ANTS Satellite Sounding Sy.tea Te.t-
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ABSTRACT 
A th.or.tie.l .n.lvsis of the v.rtie.l r.solvinl pow.r 0' 
the High r'lolution Infr.-r.d R.di.tion Sound.r (HIRI' .nd 
the AdvAnc.. ".t.orologie.l T.mp.rAtur. Sound.r (~Ta, is 
c.rri.d out. First, the in'r.-r.d tr.ns.itt.ne. w.ightinl 
'unttions, .n. A.soei.t •• rAdi.tiv. trAnsf.r l.rn.ls, .r. 
An.1VI.d throulh Sinlul.r v.lu. d.composition. Th. AMTS is 
'ound to cont.in s.v.r.l mort pi.c.s of ind,p.nd.n' 
in'orm.tion thAn H!RS wh.n the trAn.mitt.nc.s Ar. 
conlid.r.d, but the two inltrum.nts .pp.Ar to b. much mort 
,imilAr wh.n the t.mp.r~tur. I.nlitiv. rAdiAtive trAn.'.r 
k.rn.ls Ar. AnAIVI.d. 
Th. HIRS And AMTS inltrum.nts Ar. .1.0 subJ.ct.d to. 
thorough .nAIvsis uling the th.or.tieA' m.thods of aAckus 
.nd Oi Ibt1"t. Froll this AnAIVlis, it is 'ound thAt the ttAlO 
!n.trum.nts .hould hAve v.rv limilAr v~rtic.l r~lolving 
pow.r b.low 'OOmb but th.' AMTa Ihould hAVI sup.rior 
" •• olving pow.r AboVI 200mb. In the IAV.r ~OO-'OOmb, thl 
AMT! .howl b.dlV d'grBd,d .pr.Ad 'unction which m.v or m.v 
not bl A r.Ali.tic A ••••• m.nt 0' v.rticAI r •• olving pow.r 
th.r •. 
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Thi. paper concern. the vertical resolvln, pow.r 0' 
.ateillte borne teMperature loundin, Instru.ent.. Speci'I-
c.llv, we wllh to pre.ent in'orm.tion on the car.bilitie. 0' 
the Hi,h Relolutlon Infra-red R.diatlon Sounder (HIRS' and a 
propoled soundin. inltrument called the Advanted "olsture 
and T.m~erature Sounder (~TS' d'ligned 'ollowin, the work 0' ~apl.n, Chahine, Suslkind and Searle (1977'. In thi. 
paper and the one which 'ollow., we di,cuss two ~uite dl"e-
rent met.l;odl 'or al,elsin, the vertic.l re,olving power 0' 
.at.llite ,ou~der.. The 'ir,t i. the theoretic.l method 0' 
Conrath (1972' whi~h ",a. patterned a,ter the work 0' .acku. 
and Oilbert (1968»' In thl. m.thod. vertical relolvin, power 
il d.fined in term. 0' certain properties 0' the tranlmit-
t.nce weighting 'unctiQn. corre.ponding to the sounding 
ch.nn.l. o. the ,atellite radiometric device. Re,olvin, 
power de'ined in this theoretic.l appro.ch de.l. with the 
characteri,tic thickne,. 0' averaging tern.l. which relate a 
temperature .,tim.te. at a given atmo'pheric level. to the 
distribution 0' temperature throughout height.s it e.i,t. 
to produce the radiation mea,urement.. The relation between 
the two i. an integral relation deriving 'rOM the atmo.-
pheric radiative tran,'er e~uation with a prelumed linear 
dependence b~twee~ e'tim~~ed temperature and mealur.d r.di-
ance. The Dacku.-Gilbert-Conrath (OOC) approach include' a 
'ormali,m 'or deriving a retriev.l .Igorithm 'or opti~iling 
the vertical re,olving power. However. • retriev.l ~lgor­
ithm con,tructed in the BOC optim.l 'alhion mav not nece.-
l.rilV b. optimal •• '.r a. actual temperature retrieval • 
• re concern.d. Thi. i. due to the fact that integr.l .vlrag-
ing kernell which h .. v. minimum thieknel' m.v .lso h.ve ulide-
,irablv large ,ide-lobe. which d.grade the oVlr.ll retriev.l 0' a pro'ile 0' temper.ture. 
For the reason. intro~uced above. we h.ve developed .n 
independent criterion 'or vertical resolving power which i. 
based on .ctual retriev.l. 0' lignal structure in the temp-
eratur. 'i.ld. (S •• the 'allowing paper bV the present 
author.) The criterion i. patterned .,ter that introduced bV 
Lord R.Vleigh 'or te,ting the relolving power 0' ~ptic.l 
in,trument.. Speci'ic.IIV' in the paper which 'ollow.. "'. 
de'ine the vertic.l r~solving length 0'" ,atel1it. b.,ed 
t.mptr.ture lounding 'Vltlm .1 the minimum ,epar.tion 0' two 
diltinct lignal, in the "'ield 0' view" (th .. t it, .long the 
vertical pro'il.) which coin Ju,t JI r-,olved •• diltinct 
,ign.l. bV the ob,.rving sv,te •. 
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In what i. to foltow in thi. pape~. we pre.ent an anal,-
,i. of the vertical re.otvin, power of the HIRa an~ A"T8 
instrument. ulin, the theoretical crite~i. develope~ ., ftac-
'u. an~ Oilb.rt an~ Conrat~. The \wo .tu4ie. taten to •• the~ 
will pr~vide a co.parl,on of theoretical an~ e_pirical 
r'lult, concernint vertic.l re.olution of ,atellite te.pera-
ture .ounder.. It will al.o Vl.t~ a fairl, con.i.tent co.-
pari,on of the vertical re.olution of HIRa and AMra in,tru-
~Int.. but will alto rlveal ,o.e imp~rtant di.cre~anc'e. in 
the two method. of analv,i.. Since vertical re,olvin, power 
,_ e.pleted to be a .trong function of in,tru~lnt noi.e 
~h.ractlriltie., we will carr, out our analv,i. for the .0" 
rlprl.entattve I.ti.atl' of in.trument noi,e available for 
thl,e vir V high tlehnotog, in,trumlnt •. 
2. Thl conelpt of vlrtical rt,olving power 
It i. worth a few p.r.gr.ph, to dl,eu" the genera\ con-
el pt of vlrtic.l rllolving powlr 0' a lateilite temp.rature 
sounding IV,tl.. Even 'or r.dio,ond. measurement. of the 
t . mper.tur. profile, it i, not imm.di~tel, cloar what the 
vlrtieal rllolving power actuall, i.. For a ~Inlor 0' low 
th,rm.l inlrtia (~uie' r ~. ponll to tlmp.ratu~. ch 4nge' the 
relolving powlr Ihould be clolel, relatld to the Mlea,t 
c:)unt M 0' the I'jlte., t.~.t ii, the vertical .pac: ing between 
,u,e~llive measurlmlnt,. I' the ~Inlor hal I~rge thermal 
inlrtia 10 that it, rl s pon,e time Ilelld, the time to .,clnd 
to the nllt mea s ur ement Ilvel, the rl.olvfng l~ngth would 
"c ~ ld the lealt count. If the "~ ''Uor or it, at+lndant 
,lletronic packag. wire noi.v, th~n the true r'lolvin. 
l ength blcom., a It.tiltical function 0' the instrumlnt 
nol.e . , Will. Furthlr, i' the tll.mltl~ing IVltl. i. not 
pt r'lct, thin IVln thl llalt count dilt ~ nce i. imper'ectlv 
.nown and the true ~.~olving length allo dlplnd. on the 
trror. in the t.l ~ mltlring Iv,te •. 
In ••• tlliit. templraturl sounding 'V~tl.' thl litua-
tion il tVln morl compllx. Thl int~gral n.ture 0' thl radia-
tivi tr an.'.r phvsic. of thl atmolpherl a.lurl. th.t trul 
te mp~r a turl signal. arl grosllv smooth~d into bulk radiation 
mea lur e/tle nt.. (See, 'or .tlamp 1 I, Th omp s on, Eom and l-lag In-
ho'ir (1976),) Whill narrowing thl 'pletral bandwidth 0' 
thl radiometric instrumlnt will Ih.rpln the transmittane. 
w.ighting function., on. can nevlr de.ign an inltrumlnt with 
• trul Dir.c d.lta- 'vnetion r.lationship to thl tvmp.r.ture 
pro'll.. Tho., the int.gral smoothing i. alw.v, r .... l and 
,ignifieant and vlrtic~l rllolution will alwav. su"lr 
b_eaUII of it. The int_gral naturl of atmclph.ric radiativi 
trans'.r .110 m.... the I.a,t count of the 'Vlt •• (in this 
e.'I, the Ipacing b.t~ •• n adJaeentlv positioned 
( 
fi 
n 
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t~.n •• ltt.nc. w.II~tlnl 'unctton.' • ,oo~ •••• u~ •• 'n .n' o. 
it •• l'. 0' v.rtic.l r •• olvinl ,ow.~. W. n ••• onl, co.,.~. N 
cn.nn.l. 0' ,~. NIH_U. III aIR. 'n.tru •• nt w't~ N .'.'I.~I, 
,o.i'lon.' ch.nn.l. 0' t~. HIR. o~ ~T. 'n.t~u.ent. t • 
• "r.c'~t. 'hi. 'act. Th. chann.l. of ~ll. aIR. 'n.t~u •• n' •• 
overl."e' 'h.'" coul. not ~ •• olv. v*r'i,.1 .t~uc'ur ••• 
w.II.. • .I.il.~ r.u.'.~ 0' ch.nn.ls 0' th. cur~.nt HIR. 
in.tru.ent.tlon. Thu.. th. wi.t~ of the \~.n •• itt.nc. 
w.I,h'Inl 'unction ••• w.11 •• the I ••• t count, o~ num'.~ 0' 
.e,.r.t.l, loc.t., ch.nn.I., .'-.ct th. ~ .rtical ~e.olvinl 
power 0' the .,.te •. 
Noi •• in • _at.llit. 'orne .oundlnl tn.trument will al •• 
de,rad. I'. vertical tem,eratur. re,olvinl powe~ Ju.t a. " 
would In • radlo.ond. ,v,te.. Such In.trument nol •• i. fac-
tored e.pllcltl, into the a.c'u.-Ollhert -eonrat~ re,olvlnl 
power analv,I. where there i. a trade - o" betwe.n the ,~ar­
acteri.tlc width 0' Integral averaglnl 'ernel. and the ,en-
• itivitv 0' • r.tri.~al to In.trument noi ••. 
A verv important aspect 0' v~rtlcal r.,olvlnl pow.~ i. 
the algorlth~ 'o~ tran,'ormin, ,atellite radtomete~ mea,ur.-
ment, into temperature p~~'ile e,timate.. Unlike an in L~ 
direct mea.uring sv'te~. ,uch~. the radiosond., wh.re the 
,.nsor ,ignal i • . di~ .ctJ" related to the temperatur., the 
,atellite radiation ~! asurem.nt i. indirectlv and int.grallv 
related t~ the vertical distribution 0' temperature and mu.t 
~. unrav.l.d bV .om. sort 0' invers. solution to the integ-
ral relationship. The solution i. not uni~u. a nd there ar. 
manv possible temperature e.timation Qlgorithm., each p.r-
'orming ,ome lort 0' comple. tran,'ormation 0' radi~~ce into 
t emperature. The importanc. 0' thi, .tep i. dr~matiz.d bV 
the 'act that one can construct an algorithm which tran.-
'orm, all radiomet1 ~ c measur ement, 0' a ,ate11ite sounding 
instrument into a coar,. vertical mean value 0' temperatur •. 
tn such a case, the resolving length i. the entire depth 0' 
thl atmosphere. (For e •• mpl., the inv.rse solution given bV 
Conrath (1972) 'or the case \-0 do •• e'5,ential1v thi •. ) In 
such an e.ampl., what inherent resolving power there mav 
have b.en in the ,at.l1ite radiom.ter mea~ur.ment. ha. be.n 
d. ~ d.ned bV the temperature retrieval algorith.. The mlni-
mu~ in'ormation .olution 0' Smith, Wool' and Fleming (1972) 
can be tun.d to me~.lv reproduce the 'ir.t gue.. 'i.ld 
it,el', therebv complet,lv nulling the resolving power ro' 
the r.d i om.ter mea,ur.mlnt. To one e x tent or anoth er, a ~ 1 
temperature retrieval algorithm' will modi'v what mav b. 
considered an inherlnt r.solving capabilitv 0' a ,atellit. 
sounding instrument. 
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I' ,. ,.~ 'h • • '.v. ~ •••• n. 'h.' w. con.'d.~ 'h ••• '.1-
I". '.~,e~.'u~e .ound'n. ,~o'le. t. 'nv.lve two .e,.~.'. 
eo .. ,on.n' •• , •• ound in ••• ,.,.... The ,,~., ,. 'h. 'n'~u-
•• n' wit. "~I 'nh.~.n' ch.~.c'.~'."e •• f .pee'~.1 •• ndp •••• 
I ••• , count. 41! i IIn.1 •• n."'v"" no'... .'c. Th •• eeond ,. 
the ~.'he •• 'ic.1 .I.o~"h. u •• d ,. .., the Mea.u~.d ~.d'­
.nc •• in'. e." •• 'e. 0' 'h. ' •• p.~.'u~. p~o"I.. wi'. "~I 
'n'~'n.'c •• oo'hin •• nd •• 'h ••• 'ie.1 .'."Ii', ch.rac'.~'.­
'ie •. 
Th.r. i. on. "n.1 a.pec' 0' 'h. , •• u. 0' v.r'ic.1 
r.tolv'n, power which i. import.n'. Th.' i.. 'h. ver"c.1 , 
r.tolution .,. prior' d.'. u.ed in the .oundin.. Rodg.r. 
(1976) h.. .pol.n '0 'hi. point b, .howint th.' ~ priori 
d.t. 'ncr..... the ov.r.ll vertic.1 r •• olu'ion 0' t.mp.r.-
tur. pro'il.. deriv.d 'ro. .a'.ll". m.a.ur.m.n'.. In.n 
.ven .'mpl.~ •• ampl., t~. ~'n("'u. 'n'orma'ion m.thod. tun.d 
a. di.cut •• d abov.. ,i.ld.. v.rtical r •• olution 'or 'h. , 
~ whic~ i. JU" th. ver'ical r •• olu'ion 0' the • priori 
dat.. In pract'c., " ,. upon this initi.l v.rtic.l re.olu-
tion that the ,oundin, ".te. m., improv •• o~ d.gr.d.. Ev.n 
tuch gro" in'ormation a. eorrec' tr~popau •• level can ma •• 
tub,tan'ial improv.ment. to re'ri.val accurac, (Thomp.on and 
Wolt.' (1977), W •• tw.t.~ and Orodv (1981)). In our ,tudi." 
the i"u. 0' the r.solution 0' ~ prior' d.t. i. ,p.ci'icall, 
and care'ullv rimoy., ·~ro. our an.lv.'. '0 'hat w. ma, 
addr.,. onlv the ,u •• tion 0' the lat.n' charAct.ristics 0' 
the inttrumen' and a r.tri.val algorithm, which incorporat •• 
ontV a grot. a priori dlpiction 0' the v.rtical structur. 0' 
the atmolph.r •. 
Figur. 1 thows the trAntmittanc. weighting 'unctions, 
drc 1, )/d., 'or the HIRS and AMTS in.trumltnts. The •• 'unc-
tionl w.r. comput.d 'or a standard atmo'ph.ric temper.tur. 
pro'll. u,lna ~ransmittanc. dat. kindlv provIded bV ~. Sus.-
kind, NASA/CLAS, and ar. nor~alil.d bV th.ir ma.imum valu.s. 
We Iho~ her. 11 •• lect.d chann.ls 0' .ach inttrum.nt in the 
4.3~m or t'~m ~O~ ablorption band. Th. circled labels indi-
cat. 4.3~~ chann~ls. Th.l •• ub-I.t. 0' channel. w.r. 
lel.cted 10 that th"r • • r. the 141m. numb.r 0' 4 . 3J.t'" and 1'.&4" 
chann.ll in each 1.\ and th.ir ~iltribution with h.ight i. 
a' uni'orm a. potlibl •. The AMTS chann.l. ar. generallv nar-
row.r than the HIRS and there would appear to be more in'or-
mation gather.d above tOOmb bV the AMTS me.luremltnt chan-
nel.. We not. the r.gion 'ro", About 150mb to 300mb in which 
each instrument ap,.a,. to have low.r v.r'ical ,.nlitivi'V. 
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Fllure 2 .how.. co_,arl.on.f the ra41.tlv. tran.fer 
ternel., (d.C,)I,TC."/dT CI')(dC'c/l'/41), whlc" heve ~een 
com,ute4 '.r e .tandard etMo.pher., en4 nor~eli •• 4. The •• 
'unction. er. perticularl, r.leven' ,. 'h. e.,Irlcel te.' ., 
yertlcel re.olylnl power dl.cu •• e4 in the co.,enl.n pep.r 
(Thomp.on, CI911" where the, ere u •• 4 In lineerl.e4 Inyer •• 
retrl.~el .llorlth... Th. te.p.r.tur. de,.ndenc •• f the 
tr.n.'or •• tlon t. radlatlv. tran.'er ternel. cau.e. .0 •• 
• Ilnl'Ican' dl"erence. betw.en tho 'unction. In Fllure. I 
.nd 2. Channel. 1-6 0' tho A"TI are onlv .II,htlv .odl,Ie4 
but 7-11 are dra.tlcallv · chanle4. The l.y.l. at which tho 
radiatlYe tr~n.'er ternel. p.ak are .1,nl'Icantlv low~· than 
corr •• pondlnl I.yel. 0' the tran •• lttance wellhtlnl 'unc-
tion.. Th •• e latter channel. are al ••• harp.n.d wh.n r.n-
d.r.d •• radiative tran,'.r t.rn.I.. How.y.r, the combine • 
• ".ct I. to cr.at. an In'ormatlon -,ap· around 200mb 'or 
the A"TS In.trum.nt. For the HIR', chann.l. 1-3 ar. onlv 
,IIghtl, modl'Ied, ch.nn.l. 4-9,11 haye th.lr p ••••• Ignl'i-
e nt1V low.r.d and .harp.n... Ch.nn.1 10 compl.telv change. 
charact.r In the tr.n,'orm.tlon. Th. main p.ak I. low.re. 
'rom n.ar the 100mb l.y.1 to 300mb with onlv e .econd.rv 
p.at n.ar 100mb wh.r. the tr.n.mlttance w.Ightln, 'unction 
p..... AI.o, the r.dlatly. tr.n.'er '.rn.1 'or Chann.1 10 
,how ••• n.ltlyl', at Y.r, high ley.l. (~lmb' which add. t. 
the in'ormation coll.ct.d in Ch.nn.1 1 0' the HIRS . 
.. 
Th. di,tributlon 0' radla'iy. tran,'.r k.rn.l. 'or tho 
HIRS al.o thaw. an In'ormatlon gap around 200mb .lthough 
Chann.l. 4 and 10 h.lp to luppl, I~'ormation in this r.glon. 
On. 0' the mo.' .igni'Ie.n' di".r.nc.. In the •• t. 0' k.r-
n.l. I. that HIRS ha. a chann.l •• tronglv •• n.ltly. b.low 
200mb .nd 3 or 4 stronglv s.nsitly. abov.. AMTS .how. 6 
chann.l. ..n.i'lv. to the hlgh.r l.v.l. .nd 5 •• n.I,Ive 
b.low 200mb. 
To 'urth.r an.1VI. the in'ormation m ••• ur.d bV 'he 'wo 
In,trum.nt., w. per'orm.d a .ingular valu. d.compo.I'Ion 0' 
the w.ightinl 'unction. and radi.tlv. tran.'.r 'ern.l. 0' 
e4ch. Figur. 3 show. the cumulative .um~' normaliled, 
r n.~d .Igenvalue... a 'unction 0' Indl. 'or the HIR9 and 
AMTS. Th. lolld curv •• r,'.r to characteri.tlc_ 0' the tran-
Imitt.nc. w.f,htlng function. while the d •• h.d curv •• r,'.r 
to the r~di.tive tran~'er 'ern.l.. Th. r.sult_ Ihow that 
about 99X 0' the in'ormation ~~thered bV a HIRS instrum.nt 
could b ••• plained bV onlv thr •• or 'our orthogonal .1gen-
'unction. 0' the transmittanc •• whil. Ii. to ,even eigen-
'unction. 0' the AMT! would b. re~ulred to •• plain 'h. ,am. 
amount 0' In'ormatlon. Thl. implies tha' the AMTS in.'rument 
.hould po,.... mor.· v.r'ical re,olvin, pow.r _ince 'he 
in'ormatlon in the w.ighting 'unction. i. ,pr.ad over more 
f ORIC1NAL PAGII~ OF POOR QUALITY 9 
The situation with radiative trans'er kernels 'or the 
HIRa and AMTa is Q.uite di'ferent. The information distrib,;-
tion 'or the kernels is verv nearlv the same 'or each 
instrument. The AMTa instrument shows perhaps onlv one more 
~igni'icant eigen'unction than the HIRS when in'ormation is 
rendered in terms of radiative transfer kernels. For each 
instrument, onlv about 3 or 4 eigen'unctions are necessar, 
to 3ccount 'or most the information contained in the radia-
tive transfer kernels. 
4. Theoretical analysis 0' vertical resolution 
The ~ork 0' Aacku\ and Gilbert (1968) opened a theoreti-
cal approach to the subJect of resolving power in inverse 
geophysical problems. Conrath (1~72) adapted the work 0' 
Backus and Gilbert specifically to the satellite temperature 
retrieval problem. ~ .• this section, we present an analysis 
~f vertical resolving power following this theoretical 
approach. 
In the notation 0' Conrath, the measurements 0' spectral 
radiation bV a satellite radiometric device ma~ be repre-
sented bV the e~uation 
J(r 
,1 I l == f K i ( V) .1 T ( V) d V + <: i i :-. t, 2, . . . , N ( 1 ) 
. /I.. 
where Ii is the measured radiance at each of N fre~uen­
cie~, ~l' les'l the surfac.e contribution, which i'l contami-
nated 6V errors E" T(V) is the atmospheric temperature at 
some vertical level V, Ki(V) are the radiative transfer ker-
nels defined earlier for the sounding fre~uencies J,. The (A) 
indicate'l that differences have been taken betw·.en true 
and bac~ground values, (ta. g. AT(V)=T(V)-T.Ifc(IJ)J III =1, -I~ ). 
If one considers the class 0' linear temperature retrieval 
algori~~~s, yielding estimates of temperature at levels x, 
expressible by 
" L1T(x) == 
-
(2) 
then, the retrieval estimate, ~T(x), is integrallv related 
to the ambient profile, ,1T(V)' bV 
. A jJ(r N . . 
6TCx) == E dc'(X) K;{y) ~TCy) dV 
~o 1=1 
the estimate 0' temperature at each level, 
(3) 
In (3), in 
, 
1 
I 
I 
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the atmosphere is given bV. w~ighted average 0' the entire 
.Jmbient vertical profile, ATCv'. Th. 'idelitv Q' this e.ti-
mate depends on the n~rrown •• s 0' the averaging '.rne1. or 
'pelnning 'unction. ACI,V'· £a.CI' K.CV" and the amount 0' transfer 0' mt'el5urt'ml!!nt errol., fe,' into the temperature 
retrh:val. Th. error transfer also depend. on the narrowne.s 0' the averaging .ernel '0 that r~solution and error trans-
fer are not independent but. rather. plav against each 
other. 
The Backus-Oi lbert-Conrath (aOC) analtJsis define, two 
properti@, 0' t~e sounding svstem. The characteristic verti-
cal width of the averaging .ernel. or "'ip,'ead", i. given bV 
~ 
s(xl -, 12j(X"VIA {A!X'V»,t dV (4) 
~. 
Th. err 0 r, 0 f r a d i ., n c & m ~ as u rein ~ nt, £. C"' i n (1) will con t a-
min:~t. the retriev.tl thro'ugh (~), 'fhe m.lpping of meclliurement 
error. into t~mp~rature retrieval space mav be expressed .s 
an error variance. 
M N ,., 
0·"<.) .'" (11M) L)"':2.: ai(l) t:;~: <lj(l) (5) 
~., (II' J'" 
, • - It 
where w. imagine that M soundings have been made with ~i 
the mea$urem~nt error in the i'th rddiometric channel during 
the kith sounding. In matrix notation. the spread and -ror 
variance may be written 
(-;)7 (8' .-s ( x ) ... ; (.1 ) 
.z ..... , - ....., 
o-(x) 
'" 
(a) (E) ( iJ ) 
-(!lllere (a) i\s a column vector whose elements are the selected 
retri~val coefficients ai(x), a~d matrices g(x) and ~ are 
giv~n bV 
..., 
SCx) ;~ 
,.~ 
= 12 f (x '~"'Ki(~1 K)(~I dV 
1.. 
,.., M 
Eo: (F.,,,) 0-: (1/M)L 
~ -: I 
Therefore. th~ spread function depQnd~ on instrument design 
(K,CV» and retri~val coefficient9 aiCI) wh~le the noise 
transfer depends on the retrieval coefficients and the noise 
l 
I 
..... j 
-f 
r 
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I covariance matril 0' the radiometric instrument. 
For the theoretical analvsis 0' resolving power, we com-
pare the two instrument, - \he HIRS and AMTS using apprG-
priate matric., SCI) and E for each. 
To proceed with the analvsi" we specifv the ra~iative 
transfer kernels, KiCV)' and noise characteristics, (~), for 
each instrument. Figure 2 shaWl the radiative tr3nsfer ker-
nels K,CV' for the infra-red sounding channels selected for 
the HIRS and AMTS test. For the noiSIl characteristics, we 
specifv two noise covariance matrices for the AMTS and three 
for the HIRS. All are diagonal and the first in each set is. 
what we shall call the 1'1. set. The noise values are approxi-
matelv 11. of radiance values emanating from a standard atmo-
srhere. The values are actuallv rounded so that there is a 
si~gle characteristic value for the 15~m channel. and a sin-
gle value For the 4.3~m channels. The second set of noise 
valuqs for each instrument were provided bV L. McMillin u' 
NOAA/NESS and represent a more realistic set of noise valuel 
based on NOAA/NESS investigations. A third set 0' noise 
values are used in the HIRS test which simulate the noise 
levels of a HIRS instrument assuming its detectors w~re 
cooled in a way similar to the proposed AMTS sensors. McMil-
lin(*) has estimated that cooling the HIRS detectors in a 
manner similar t~ that ~pecified 'or the AMTS would reduce 
the noise values bV a factor of approximatelv 2.5-3.0. We 
use here a reduction factor 0' 2.5. Table 1 summarizes the 
noise charact~ristics of the simulated instruments tested in 
this paper and the paper to 'allow. 
Figure 4 shows spread and noise variance as a function 
of height for the HIRSI instrument with 11. radiometer noise. 
Spread is shown here in t~rms of geometric length rather 
than a pressure related variable. Graphs are shown for vari-
ous values ·of the retrieval parameter~. For comparison, 
Figure 5 shows corresponding curves for AMTSI. In all 
cases, varying the retrieval parameter has a larger effec~ 
on reducing noise variance than on increasing the spread 
function. The spread function curve for ~=1.000 is a mini-
mum limit on spread function values. The spread function 
varies From a rew kilometers in the troposphere to greater 
than 15 or 20 kilometers in the stratosphere. At 500mb, the 
curves indicate that in order to reduce noise variance to ~ 
toler~ble level -say, lass than lK - the spread function 
must take on a value roughlv twice as large as the 
<*) Personal communication 
r 
r 
I 
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theoreticallv minimum valu •. 
t h • n 2. 5 k m , 0 r q, -I. 000, ) 
(About 5km 'or q,-O.990 rath.r 
The 11. AMTSl instrument shows. bett.r stabilitv 0' it. 
spread characteristics over the range 0' solution parameter. 
usod. For elample, the degradation in spread 'une t io'l which 
occurs whfn q, is reduced to 0.990 'rom 1.000 is not star-
tling even though the associated reduction in noise variance 
is significant. The spread function 'or AMTSI is slgni'l-
cantlv smaller than for HIRSI at high levuls above 100mb but 
the two in~truments ~how comparable r.~pons. in the tropo-
sphere. The mo~t notable r~ature of the AMTSI curves is the 
apparent degradation 0' resolving power in the layer 
200-400mb which is not exhib~ted in the H:RSI channels. 
Figures 6 and 7 show similar spread-variance curves 'or 
HIRS2 and AMTS2 instruments WhiCh incorporate more realistic 
values 0' radiometer noise. An imrortant thing to notice is 
that reducing instrument noise certainlv improves the noise 
transfer char~ct.eristics of an instrument but does not lead 
to order 0' magnitude improvements in the spread 'unction 
characteristics. This is ~articularly true for AMTS2 as com-
pared with AMTS1: the spread function curves, i' super-im-
posed, are clustered very close togetheT'. For HIRS2 compared 
with HIRS1, tnere is ~n impl'ovement 0' 2 to 3km in th" 
spread function between the surface and 100mb for comparable 
noise variance levels. (E, g. compare HIRS1 with q,=0.990 with 
HIRS2 with q,=O.998.) As with HIRSt and AI1TSt, the AMTS2 
theoretical spread characteristics are superior to HIRS2 in 
the stratosphere, comparable to HIRS2 in the lower tropo-
sphere but worse than HIRS2 in the layer 200-400mb. 
At the suggestion of L. McMilHn, NOAA/NESS, lIIe also 
t~~ted a simulate~ cooled version 0' the HIRS instrum~nt 
\.1 her e i n r a d i 0 met ern 0 i s e 1 eve I s we r • r Po d u c e d b \I a fa c tor 0 , 
2.5 0' current noise estimates. The resulting spread and 
variance curves are shown in Figure 8. Such cooling would 
produce a modest improvement in the theoretical spread char-
acteristics; about 1-2km in the stratosphere and less than 
that in the troposphere. By this analysis, the HIRS3 would 
be more competitive with an AMTS2 in the stratosphere and 
comparable in the troposphere. 
As a convenience to the reader, spread and error variance 
ror the five simulated sounding instruments are compared in 
Figure 9 for values of the trade-off parameter. q. leading 
to similar traces 0' instrument noise transfer. 
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In this paper, we have given • dis~ussion 0' the concept 0' vertical resolving power 0' a satellite temperature 
sounding ~~stem. We have noted that the vertical resolving 
power should depend on the number, separabilitv, and sharp-
nts. 0' transmittance weighting functior .• , the noise level. 0' the in~trument channels, the resolution 0' a priori 
information used in the retrieval, and, importantl,., on the 
retrieval algorithm used to tra~sform radiance information 
into temperature information. We suggest two independent 
methods 0' assessing vertical resolving power, one 0' which 
was carried out in this paper, the other appearing in a com-
pan i on pap er. 
t~ the present stud,.. wu ~ave obtained measures 0' verti-
cal resolving power using thl theorv 0' Backus and Gilbert. 
That is, we have presented distributions of th", spread func-
tion, corresponding to the Backus-Gilbert integral averaging 
kernel, and the error variance function representing the 
transfer of radiometer noise into the temperature retrieval. 
Such results have been presented for three simulated ver-
sions of the HIRS instrument and two simulated versions 0' 
the AMTSI the versions differing onlv in the assumed noise 
levels of the radiometric channels or- the instruments. 
In analuzing the transmittance weighting furetion, of the 
HIRS and AMTS instruments, we find that the AMTS has one or 
two more pieces of significant information in its C02 chan-
nels than does HIRS. This conclusion is based on a singular 
value decomposition of the transmittance weighting func-
tions. However, when the instrument characteristics are ren-
dered in the form of t~mr~~~ture sensitive radiative trans-
'er kernels, we find that the "amount of information 
collected bV each instrument is verv nearlv the same, but 
with AMTS still showing a slight advantage. 
In the spread function analysis, we find that the optimum 
parametric condition (q~1) leafing to averaging kernels with 
minimum sprea~ generallv allows too much noise transfer for 
both in~trument~. When the trade-off parameter is set to 
reduce tha noise transfer to tolerable levels, the corre~­
ponding spread function increases a significant amount. This 
tuning degradation is much less seve~e for the higher preci-
sion versions 0' the sounding instrument where noise levels 
are extremelv small to begin with. 
Generallv speaking, the theoretical analvsis 0' vertic~l 
resolving power indicated that the AMTS instrument should be 
super~or to a HIRS instrument at high levels above 200mb 
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whero the ~pr@ad 'unction 'or AMTS 1. onlv 50-60X 0' that 
'or HIRS. The two instruments should be comparable below 
500mb havi"g spread function 0' order 2 or 3 km. In the 
laver from 200-500mb, the AMTS instrument .hows a di.turbing 
surge in spread 'unction not evident in the HIRS instrument. 
The theorv vields a spr@ad 'unction 'or the AMTS 'rom 5 to 
10 km in this laver, but onlv 4 to 6 km 'or the HIRS. 
Now Newman (1979) and Newman and Sagan (1978) discJssed 
lome de'iciencies of the Backus-Gilbert method of ~nalv'is 0' vertical resolving power. Ir particular, th@~ have shown 
anomalous behavior 0' the spread 'unction to th. extent that 
as de'ined here, the .pread 'unction mav not be an accurate 
m •• sure 0' the resolv(ng abilitv 0' the averaging kernels. 
tn the contllt 0' our ~resent comparison 0' HIRS and AMTS, 
this issue is important especiallv in light 0' the rather 
large values 0' spread runction For AMTS in the 200-400mb 
la~.r. 
To ~elp resolve the issue, the ~uthQr has developed a 
test For vertical resolving power which deals specificallv 
with retrievals 0' temperature signal structure. This empir-
ical test indicates that the vertical resolving power 0' 
AM.S around 300mb is much better than indicated bV the BGe 
anal~sis. Thi'.i test, wJ.th a comparison with Backu'i-Gilbert 
theorv, is discussed in the paper which 'allows. 
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TABLE 1 
CharactRristics 0' th. simu\.tRd HJRS and AMTS instrumentS. 
HIRS AMTS 
------,._--
1---------_._-----_._------------------- 1 1------_·_·_-- ---·-------------1 
ChannellCenter HIRSt HIRS2 HIRS:3 ICente" AMTSt AMTS2 1 I 
(Noise Value~)'" 
I (cm-
'
) (1Y.) (Current) (Cooled) 
.. (Noise V .. Jlues) 
(1Y.) (Current) 
----.~----------
--' 
------- ------ _.-- -_ .. _- ..... -- ----- ~-, ------------------_ .. _---_._-------------------
1 669.60 O. 63 _. C. 82 0.328 b67. 50 O. 50 O. 222 
2 679.05 0.63 O. 15 0.060 668. 70 O. 50 0.?20 
:3 689. 70 0.63 O. 11 0.044 667.00 O. 50 0.220 
4 703. 80 0.63 0.08 0.032 666.00 O. 50 0.222 
5 716. 70 0.63 0.05 0.020 652. 75 O. 50 0.222 
I:. 731. 85 0.63 0.06 0.024 646. 75 O. 50 0.250 
7 2192. 50 0.0044 C.OO11 0.00044 2383. 74 0.0025 0.000282 
8 2211. 65 0.0044 0.0012 0.00048 2386. 10 0.0025 0.000360 
9 2237. 35 0.0044 0.0009 0.00036 2388. 19 0.0025 0.000293 
10 2271. 20 0.0044 0.0007 0.00028 2390. 19 0.0025 0.000336 
1 1 2506. 60 0.0044 0.0005 0.00020 2392.34 0.0025 0.000298 
'*CNoise 
• A-in units of! -. ) ) values are mw/(m -sr-cm 
6M !;i.-nil"",,' **.'ji. We ·KH*MdMi+'elctk-t ....wrM~ 
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Figure 1. Transmittance weighting functions for eleven 
comparable channels of the HIRS and AMTS instruments. Cir-
cled curves refer to channels in the 4. 34m C02 absorption 
ban d , w h i let h e 0 the r s ref e r to c han n e 1 sin the 154m C02 
absorption band. 
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Figure 2. Rad~ative transfer ~erne]~ for the eleven chan-
nels of the HIRS and AMTS instrumertts shown in Figure 1 . 
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III. HIRS-Ai'1TS Satellite Sounding System Test-
Empirical Vertical Resolving Power 
by 
Owen E. Tl&~mpson 
ABSTRACT 
An empirical method 'or a',e'ling vertic.1 resolving 
power 0' satellite temperature sounder. is developed and 
applied to the Uigh resolution In'ra-red Radiation Sounder 
(HIRS) ~nd the Advanced Meteorological Ttmperature Sounder 
(AMTS). The empirical method involve. c~rrving out the 
resolution assessment in a temperature retrieval mode rather 
than in a theoretical mode. Resultl are compared with the 
standard theoretical Backus-Gilbert analvsil. 
Using two well known, physical inverse retrieval 
algorithm" the empirical test demonstratel that the Backus-
Gilbert spread function does not represent the minimum 
~eparation 0' resolvable signall in the atmospheric 
temperature profile. We find that the HIRS and AMTS ~hould 
~ave similar vertical resolution in the troposphere with 
vertical resolving length around 2 or 3 km, quite consistent 
wi~h theory. The AMTS exhibits a slight advantage over the 
HIRS above 200mb, a result which is qualitatively consistent 
~ith theory also. In the layer 200-500mb, the two 
instruments appear to have very similar resolution 
characteristics with AHTS showing a slight advantage over 
HIRS. This is totally ~ontrary to theoretical results which 
would indicate that AHTS should be very poor in this layer. 
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In the previou, paper (Thompson (1981'). the author dis-
cussed the vertical resolving power of the HIRS and AMTS 
,atellite temperature ,ounding instrument, 'rom a theoreti-
cal vi.wpoint. The spectral channel and noi.e characteri,-
tic, of each instrument were subJected to an analvsis der-
ived 'rom the work 0' eackus and Gilbert (196811970) and 
Conrath (1972). In thi, paper. we wish to .xpand upon the 
studV bV deriving independent measure, 0' vertical resolving 
power 0' satellite sounders which are based on the actual 
retrieval 0' 'ina scale structure in the temperature pro-
f i Ie. 
Thompson. Eom and Wagenho'er (1976) conducted an empiri-
cal test 0' the NOAA/VTPR sounder in a retrieval mode. In 
that studV' a single smooth perturbation on a mean tempera-
ture pro'ile was retrieved in a simulation mode and the 
smoothing characteristics 0' the retrieval svstem were ana-
Ivzed. There are at least two maJor limitatiuns to that 
studV. First. it involved a sounder whose spectral channels 
and measurement noise characteristics are 'ar in'erior to 
current instruments. such as HIRS and the proposed AMTS. 
Secondlv. the retrieval 0' a single smooth input perturba-
tion does not tell us whether two or more closel~ spaced 
perturbations could be ·sensed by the satellite system. In 
this paper. we will generalize the simulations to come clo-
ser to the real issue 0' vertical resolving power. 
2. Empirical resolving power 
The Backus-Gilbert-Conrath analysis provides ver~ use'ul 
information about the transmittance weighting 'unctions 0' a 
radiometric sounder. However. Newman (1979) has discussed 
some limitations 0' this approach and has demonstrated that 
one ma~ obtain spurious values 0' spread 'unction which do 
not accuratel~ reflect true vertical resolving power. More-
over, when one uses such a satellite sounding device in 
prattice, one normally attempts to retrieve temperature 
structure fro~ the radiance measurements. The 'idelit~ 0' 
those retrievals certainl~ depends on the nature of the 
transmittance 'unctions but also is very sensitive to the 
range 0' difficulties with the inverse problem. Thus, it is 
relevant to develop a resolving power test which is carried 
out in the retrieval, or inverse mode 0;- the problem. 
In developing an empirical retrieval resolving power 
test, we appeal t" concepts 0' Lord Ravleigh. The resolving 
length of an optical s~stem, s~ch as a telescope. is the 
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minimum ,~paration 0' twa paint sources Csav, stars' which 
could Just be detect~d as two distinct signals bV the tele-
scope. Adapting this conc~pt to a satellite sounding s"st~m, 
one ma" de'ine the resolving length 0' a sounding s"st~m as 
the minimum separation a' two temperature signals along a 
vertical pro'ile which can Just be retrieved as two separate 
signals b" the retrieval s"stem. It is important to reem-
ph.,ize that t~e retrieval svstem consists 0' bath the 
instrument, with its transmittance 'unctions and noise cnar-
acteristics, and the mathematical algorithm 'or analvzing 
the measurements. 
In the version a' the empirical test a' vertical resolv-
ing power to be di$cussed here, we wish particularlv to omit 
the issue 0' the resolution 0' l priori temperature in'orma-
tion which might be used 'or a retrieval. Although Rodg~rs 
(1979) has shown that l priori data can ba us~d to 'urther 
decrease the spread 'unction below the minimum values estab-
lished bV the Backus-Gilbert theorv, we wish to 'ocus hera 
on the resolving power 0' the radiance measurements alone 
without adding anv additional in'ormation except a knowledge 0' the mean temperature pro'ile and a good model a' atmos-
pheric transmittance. For this reason, wa sought a 
retrieval algorithm which does not use a priori statistical 
data but does explicitl.V use the atmospheric transmittance 
'unction in'ormation. In 'act, in our tests wa used two 
algorithms meeting these re~uirements: A Backus-Gilbert-Con-
rath (BGe) retrieval algorithm and a modified minimum infor-
mation algorithm, called Moderate In'ormation (MI) here, 
which is patterned after Foster (1961) or Smith, Wool' and 
Fleming (1972). This algorithm uses di'ferent noise levels 
for each channel 0' the radiometric device and a single 
(temp~rature variance) tuning parameter, s~. Further, we 
biased the problem towards the ideal so that we could obtain 
upper limits to system capabilities. Accordinglv, no cloud 
effects or other error cont~mination 0' the simulated radi-
ance meaurements were considered, although the noise charac-
teristics 0' the instruments are explicitlv included in the 
retrieval algorithms and the convergence criteria. 
The simulations to define a resolving length were con-
structed as 'allows. Two carefully defined gaussian temper-
ature signals separated bV a known vertical distance were 
super-imposed on a standard atmospheric temperature profile. 
Exact radiances for each channel 0' the HIRS and AMTS 
instruments were computed for this profile. These radiances, 
in turn, were submitted to each 0' the retrieval algorithms 
mentioned above to produce a retrieved estimate 0' the dou-
ble peaked signal. 
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For ~ach retrieval, the 'irst guess 'ield was a tempera-
ture pro'il~ evervwhere 2K cooler than the base profile upon 
which the temperature signals were super-imposed. Thus, the 
first guess pro'ile contains no in'~rmation about the temp-
erature lignal. Each of the two retrieval algorithms 
involve the transmittance weighting 'unctions and a covari-
ance matrix repr~lenting radiometer noise in'ormation. The 
noise covariance matrix was assumed diagonal with noise var-
iance, 'or each channel 'or ~ach particular instrument as 
speci'ied in Table 1 of Thompson (1981' distributed along 
the diagonal. Preliminarv tests were run on each of several 
versions 0' each algorithm using di"erent methods 0' han-
dling temperature updating and linearization. Generallv 
speaking, the retrieval algorithm, wpre iterated until the 
root mean s~uare deviation between actual and retriev~d 
temperature pro'iles reached a 'irst minimum. This conver-
gence criterion is not identic I to reQ.uiring that radiances 
corre~ponding to the retrieval converge to the measurement, 
to within the instrument no1;e level For each channel, nor 
to req,uiring that the radiances converge in a least sQ.uares 
sense. When linearized, physical matrix inverse algorithms 
are used with high precision instruments, such as HIRS or 
AMTS, it maJ well happen that the algorithm will diverge, in 
the rms temperature sense, before reaching an acceptable 
lwvel 0' convergence in a radiance sense. This, presumablv, 
is due to a conglomeration 0' difficulties related to the 
linearization approximation applied to such high precision 
instrump.nt~, and to the implicit ill-conditioning of the 
linearized solution. Although the temperatur~ convergence 
criterion could not be used in practice, w~ feel comfortable 
in using it in thi~ a~alysis 0' optimum resolving power. 
3. The simulation approach 
Figure 1 illustrates the general nature 0' a determinQ-
tion of empirical resolving length for a given instrument 
(AMTS), a given retrieval algorithm (SGC), at a particular 
atmo~pheric level (100mb). In Figure 1. the base atmosphere 
has been subtracted 'rom both the input and retrieved sig-
nals so that onlv the perturbations are shown. The input 
perturbation is a super-position 0' two gaussian curves each 
of amplitude 10K and half-width 0' 8 levels (8 equal incre-
ments ~~ p**2/7) separated bV a distance L. The separation L 
is set at some small valu~, radiances are computed and the 
retrieval algorithm is iterated until convergenc~. At that 
point, a determination is made a' whether the input signal 
has been resolved. This resolution criteria is as follows: 
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(a' There must be t~o local ma.im. with an 
intervening minimum in the retrieval "ne.r" the 
input perturbation. 
A ( b 1 Q i v e n ( • , , i' the ~ ma lima are den 0 ted (t., 
and (t,l' and the minimum (t." then the perturba-
tion is consider~d to be resolved i' 
A A ,. 
<1/2'«t,' + (t.l.» - (t.' ~ Ce' 
where (e' is an rms deviation between input and 
retrieved signals "awav 'rom" the perturbation. 
The regi~n aver which (e) is computed is 'rom the 
.ur'ace to 10m~ but excluding the region between 
e.T , and C. o ' wh~re 
(Ir ' :a (x.z' - H 
(X.,:a (X,, + H 
(c' Given that (a' and (b' are met, a simple 
measure of the ~ualitv of vertical resolution 0' 
the input signal is given b" ~ =P/Q where P is the 
rms deviation between the input and retrieved sig-
nal. between 1000mb and 10mb, and Q is the rms 
signal strength of the input signal calculated 
between 1000mb and 10mb. 
31 
( In Figure 1, results for three successivel" larger values of 
L are shown. It is clear that the input signal is not 
resolved, b" the criteria above, for the first two experi-
ment.. In the third, the input signal has been separated b" 
a sufficient distance so that the retrieval system resolves 
it although with reduced amplitude, shifted center, and 
separated maxima. 
4. Retrieval method test 
In the course 0' completing the research reported here, 
we encountered man" difficulties in carr"ing out retrievals 
using the two linearized ph"sical inverse methods applied to 
the high resolution, low noise sounders. The convergence 
criterion mentioned earlier had to be used, instead 0' one 
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r.~uiring that r,adianc •• converge to .imulated m.asurementS. 
becau.e 0' certain over-relaJation p~opertie. 0' the inverse 
solution •. In .ome e.periments, the la.t channel to converge 
would converge so reluctantlv - or possiblV not at 4111-
that the algorithm either would diverge altogether, in the 
sense 0' rml retrieval error. or would swing awav onlv to 
begin a slow convergence again. Twomp.v (1977. Rettion 9. I) 
showed. similar e.ample 0' residual error oscillation, alt-
hough with. direct rather than phvsic.l inverse solution. 
Further, in some cas.s, • solution satis'ving the radiance 
convergence criteria would be wors., 'rom the v.rti~al relo-
lution criteria, than one which had not converged in the 
radiance sense. The di"icultv lies. in part. with the 
linearization used in the retrieval algorithm. applied to 
instruments with low noise levels, and possiblV due, in 
part, to the algorithm for temperature updating 0' the tran-
smittance •. Put simplv, • se~uence 0' linearized 'Solution 
iterations incorporating temperature correction 0' the tran-
smitt~nces mav not converge, within the verv small toler-
ances 0' the HIRS or AMTS, to a correct solution of the ,u11 
non-linear problem. Further, a linearized solution which 
does produce radiances within noise levels of the measure-
ments mav not, in fact, be optimal in temperature space. 
For the empirical test 0' the AMTS and HIRS instruments, 
we began bV using iterat~~ retrieval algorithms which start 
with the first guess te~perature field and with transmit-
tanc@s al~o computed for this profile. At each iteration 
step, trans~ittances were recomputed using the NASA/GLAS 
algorithms. provided to us by .J. Susskind, and the new esti-
mate 0' temperature. In this paper, this is called Version 
1 of either al~orithm. In our experiments, we experienced 
inordinate difficulties with this version 0' the HI 
retrieval algorithm applied to HIRS2 and HIRS3. 0' course, 
to obtain the sharpest possible vertical resolving power, 
the algorithm was tuned as close to a high resolution limit 
as feasible. Generallv, the algorithm was mostl~ unstable 
for the higher values 0' s" tried. When sa was lowered, so 
as to stabilize the solution, the resolving power was suf'i-
cientlv reduced so as to produce no meaningful dete~mina­
tions. The moderate information regularization 0' the 
inverse problem does not seem to be an optimal solution 'or 
the HIRS when verv low noise levels are incorp~rated into 
the solutio"' at least in the case 0' the~e simulations. 
Therefore, we used an alternata version of the MI solution 
Tor the HIRS2 and HIRS3 in which kernels corrected to the 
true input perturbation temperature profile are used in the 
iterative solution. (This is called Ver'Sion 2 of either 
algorithm.) For the AMTS2. we used both versions 0' the HI 
algorithm Tor comparison. Version 2 ought to represent an 
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ideal optimu. ca ••• inc. it contain. co~r.ct •• rn.l. 'ro. 
the out •• t ev.n though the algo~ith. op.~at •• on the .mooth 
'ir.t gu ••• t.mp.ratur. 'i.ld at the 'ir.t it.ration. Whil. 
Ver.ion 1 do •• not achi.v. th ••• optimu. r •• ult.. it giv •• 
some indication 0' how clo •• to optimum on. c.n g.t op.r.t-
ing obJ.ctiv~l~ ~ith no J priori in'ormation what.v.r. 
In our trial.. .ach .olution wa. it.rat.d until the rm. 
deviation b.twe.n input .nd r.tri.v.d t.mp.rature reached 
it. fir.t r.lativ. minimu~ (C.n.rall~ .p.aking, this 
""nal" solution do •• not n.c •••• ril~ produc. radianc •• 
within the noi •• 1.v.1 0' the input radiance •• but do •• pro-
due. the be.t .olution in temp.ratur •• pac •. ) Al.o. optimum 
retrieval paramet.r. w.r. d.t.rmined for each in.trum.nt and 
each algorith~ b~ •• t.n.iv. cuning te.t •. 
,. Empirical resolving l,"gth result. 
Figur. 2 show. empirical resolving l.ngth a. a tunction 
of! height flor the HIRS2 instrument. Th. two curve. shown 
were obtained bV using each 0' the retrieval algorithm. dis-
cus~ed abov.. Th. dot. appearing on the diagram repre •• nt 
~mallest resolvable differences at edeh level in our det.r-
mination. 0' empiric.;l resolving length. The lucce'l.iv. dotl 
at a given level rrpresent successive incr~ase. bV two lev-
,I. (two increment. 0' ·p**2/7) 0' the separation of the 
input perturbati~nl. Also. shown as a dotted lin. is the 
theoretical ~pread function 0' Backus and Gilbert, taken 
from Thompson (1981), for tho same \ paramet .. r as used in 
the BGC retrieval. Though the BGC retrieval re'Jults w.r. 
limited to the troposphere. thev follow verv closelv the 
theoretical spread function. The empirical resolving length 
using the BOC retrieval is smaller than the theoretical 
spread 'unction in the layer 200-50~mb and onlv sli~htlv 
grt·ater below that. Th. result 'or the MI-Version 2 solution 
show. an empirical resolving length Ie •• than the theoreti-
cal spread function at almost all levels. At 200mb. fot" 
exampl., the MI-2 empirical resolving length i. onlv about 
hal' a. great a. the theoretical spread. These results give 
us our first indication that the theuretical spread function 
does not r&present the minimum resolving length possible fot" 
a remote sounding device. Even though the MI-2 is an ideal-
ized algorithm, it is one which should be approachable in 
practice. 
The panel to the right in Figure 2 shows th~ normalized 
retrieval error , .s a function of height corresponding to 
the retrievals in the le,t pan.l. The MI-2 retrievals were 
verv good at all levels producing an rms retrieval error 
from lOOO-lOmb varying from lO-35Y. of the rms temperature 
'-
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input .ign.l strength. Thu •• not onlv were the input pertur-
bation. resolved. but thev were re.olved with re.sonablv 
high qu.1itV. The qu.litV of the BGC retriev.l, w ••• 0mewhAt 
lower and the re.ult ne.r 400mb w.. of p.rticul.rIV low 
qualltv, even though It also vielded .n emplrlc.l relolvlng 
length Ie •• than the theoretical Ipread 'unction. 
Figure 3 show •• ,imil.r displav 0' resultl 'or the AMTS2 
instrument. In thil ,eri.' 0' e.periment., we were able to 
obtain excellent, alld qUite comparable relult. 'rom Version 
1 0' both retrieval algorithm.. We also show r~,ultl 'or 
Ver.ion 2 0' the MI algorithm 10 that the mo.t optimum ca.e 
il Ihown a, well. The curve, Ihow that retrieval. using the 
AMTS2 inttrument come verv clole to the ideal in the lower 
tropolphere with resolving length - bV anv measure - being 2 
to 3 km. Above 200mb, the empirical retult. 'all short of 
the theorvtical result. Even the MI-2 retrivval, have verti-
cal resolving length ligni'icantlv l.rger than the theoreti-
cal spread 'unction. The OQC-I and MI-I algorithml Vield 
quite comparable retultl throughout the entire atmosphere 
with the larg •• t ditcrepancv around 100mb wh.re the BGC 
algorithm show. a decidvd advantage. Elsewhere, the HI 
algorithm produced sharper rOlolution with lower retrieval 
error. 
The mOlt Itriking '~~ture 01 Figu~e 3 i. that th~ large 
peak in the theoretical spread function between 200-400mb 
appears to represent a grosl underestimate 0' the actual 
vertical resolution 0' the AMTS2. On the other hand, the 
right panel 0' Figure 3 show. a substantial increase in the 
retrieval error for both the BOC-l and MI-I algorithml in 
this same r.gion. Thil mean. that while ~he input .ignal. 
are resolved - bV the criteria set out for this studV - the 
qualitv 0' the retrieval it not a. high in this layer at in 
the troposphere. Note, however, that the idealized MI-2 
algorithm vielded higher qualitv retrieval. through this 
same region. Thi~ is near the region where the distribution 0' the AMTS radiative trans'er kernel. leave. an apparent 
information gap and the ability to retrieve fine structure 
in the profile was expectE>d to be degraded. <*) The large 
di~crepancv in theoretical and empirical measurel 0' 
<*) It shculd be emphasized here that our test 0' AMTS i. 
not altogether fair since we used only 11 sounding ch~nnels, 
few.r than are actually availablr.. Susskind, in personal 
communication, has pointed out that an additional AMTS CO2 
channel near 300mb would be available to an operational ver-
sion 0' the instrument. 
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vertic.1 re,olution In thl. region c.ll. for • deeper 100. 
I nto the m.t ter. 
Figure 4 .how. the AHTS2 .ver_ging kernel •• pproprl.te to 
the 300mb lev~l computed 'or the BOC and "I retrie~·.l coef-
ficient.. Th. amplitud •• of th ••• curv.. .re arbltr.ri1v 
norm_liled 10 th.t onlV the Ih_p. il import_nt here. The 
kern.l for the DOC coef'iclent. il ,epar_ted into tw~ promi-
nence" on. Ilightiv above 200mb and on. between 400-'OOmb. 
Th. 300mb lev.l it.elf i.. loc.l minimum for the DOC aver-
aging ternel. Figure' ,hOWl the ,eri-~ 0' BOC retrieval 'or 
perturbationl centered at 300mb, and 'or separationl ranging 
'rom 6 I.vel. ct.94"m) to 16 level, (',16km). Th. resolution 
criteri. il met for • ~eparation of 16 level" nearlv 
exactlv the separation of the prominence, in the DOC averag-
ing kernel. Thil ,ugge~tl that thil experiment mav onlv b •• 
"re,onanc." phenomenon where perturbationl are un1v ret-
rieved when thev become svnchronized with prominence, or 
side label 0' the av.raqin~ kernell. HO"'l'var, the averaging 
karnel in Figur. 4 'or the HI retrieval coefficient. i. 
4lharp, at 300mb, with no such prominence •. The corresponding 
serill of retrieval experiment, ar. shown in Figure 6 wh.r. 
the input signal i~ also resolved .t ~eparation' 0' 14 and 
16 levell; even better than for the BOC retrievall. We con-
clude, therefore, that the resolution of the,e signall bV 
both methorl, il an eve~t more fundamental than resonance 
with kernel side lobel. T~at ii, the empirical resolving 
lengthl determined between 200 and 400mb are JUIt al ligni-
ficant al thOle determined at other atmospheric levell. 
The empirical resolving length resultl for the HIRS3 
instrument are shown in Figure 1. Once again, we had di,fi-
cultv in producing stable, highlV resolving retrieval. with 
the HI-l algorithm. Even with the BGC algorithm, the inter-
plav between the high sensitivitv tuning of the algorithm 
and the temperature correction 0' the kernell produced 
unstable retrievall at manv 0' the levell investigated. 
Those BGC-l results obtained are consistent with the MI-2 
re~ult. and we take the pattern of both to be repre~enta­
tive. BV comparin9 Figure 1 with Figure 2, one ~ee. that 
lowering the noise level of the HIRS instrument should pro-
duce an increase in the vertical resolving power, ~~ 
!lLO.11.9b., ll.!. theoretical uread. functionl. ~_~ for tt..1R§G 2.!"J!. 
tU-'!:'i~ in. i.h~~ fJ q u r e!. gr..!, vir t u allit in d i • t .... tM t,J.i ~ h aJtil.. The 
empirical resolving length for HIRS3 i. significantlv better 
than HIRS2 above 200mb and slightlv better in the tropo-
sphere. AI with HIRS2, HIRS3 show. consistentl~ better Ml-2 
result. than are predicted ~v B~cku.-Gilbert theorv. Even 
the few oQC-l results obtained ~uggest that th~ high empiri-
cal vertical resolution mav not be solelv due to the ~ 
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priori in'ormation in the •• rnels 'or method MI-2. 
For convenience to the reader. the MI-2 results 'or each 
inltrument telt.d here are grouped together in Figure B 'or 
i~ltrument comparilon. The thr.e instruments b~have comp.-
r.blv in the tropolph.re with the HIRS3 •• ner.llv showing 
the highelt ,ualitv r'lolution o. input ,ign.ls and AMTS2 
g.ner.ll~ outper'orming HIRS2. a.tw •• n 200mb and SOmb, the 
HIRS3 .pplars to h.ve a decided advantage over AHTS2 ~ven 
though the th.or.tical spread 'unction relults would l.ad 
one to blliev. Just the 0ppolit.. Th. pr.lent v.rlion 0' 
HIRS (HIRS2) would appear to b. in'erior to the ANTS2 in 
thill .... r. Abov.50mb, the AMTS produces higher resolution 
than eithlr vlrlioa 0' HIRS. 
6. Cone I us ions 
In thil p.p.r, w. h~v~ developed and ~relent.d • m.thod 
'or a,s.,sing the vertical relolvin2 ~~w.r o' satellite 
borne temp.rature lounder, which is c.r~t~d out in a 
retrieval mode. The m.thod i, conceptualiv ~imilar to matb-
odl of dl'ining resolving power 0' tel.lr.opel and micro-
scopel. Th. advantage ~, this m.thod ov.r the theoretic.l 
m~thod 0' Backus and Gilbert is that the retrieval algorithm 
it,el' plavs a strong role in the determination o. resolu-
tion properties. Th. m~thod could b. uI.d 'or anv retriev.l 
algorithm, including dir~ct relaxation methods and non-li-
near method~, sinci ~ssessment il carried out in temperature 
retrieval spac •. Moreover, in light of certain known 11mit.-
tionl of the theuretical Backus-Gilbert approarh, the empir-
ical method showl directlv - instead 0' in'erentiallv - the 
minimum separation 0' signal perturbations on the temp.r.-
ture profile which car be resolved bV • temperature sounding 
s~!item. 
P ,/ m 0 s t I i g \1 i fie ant dis a d van tag e ° fI t h. met hod i s t h • t 
the simulation used to d.'ine resolving length i~ decidedl~ 
unatolospheric. On the con4;rarv, isolated o:.ignall ar. ret-
rieved centered around specific levell instead 0' a mor. 
natural super-position 0' irregular signals such as might be 
encountered in nature. 
Nevertheless, the approach developed here il rea~onabl~ 
obJective and does vield a baseline measure of the vertical 
resolving pcw~r of satellite spectral radiation measurem,ntl 
absent the expectation of structure derived from independent 
~ priori informatio". 
The empirical method has been applied to two high tech-
nologv sounding in .. truments, the HIRS and ~: IS, using each 
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0' two standard, well known phvsical inverse retrieval solu-
tions. The,e results, in turn, have been compared with the 
standard theoretical a"e,sment given bV the Backu,-Cilbert 
method. 
We have 'ound that the empirical resolving length 0' a 
sounding svstem mav b •• ither smaller than or larger th~n 
the aacku,-Gilbert spread 'unction, depending on instrument, 
retrieval method, and atmospheric lev~l. That the empirical 
resolving length mav be smaller than the theoretical spread 
give, evidence that the latter mav not comprise the belt 
test of vertical resolving power. That the empirical mea~ure 
may often be larger than the theoretical measure gives evi-
dence that a given retrieval algorithm will not alwavs 
extract the most temperature structure in'ormation incorpo-
rated in the radiation me~surements 'rom satellite sounders. 
Based on our empirical tests 0' vertical resulving power, 
w" have found that the HIRS and AMTS instrument~ should have 
nearlv comparable vertical resolution in the troposphere --
AMTS shotl<llg. slight advantage -- t:lith 'Vertical resolving 
length varying around 2 or 3 kilometers. The AMTS instrument 
also e.hibit, a slight advantage over the present version of 
HIRS. 'rom the resolution standpoint. above 200mb with maxi-
mum advantage occurring near 20mb. I'. however. the sensors 0' a HIRS instrument wert cooled in a 'ashion similar to the 
proposed AMTS. our results show that the vertical resolving 
power above 200mb would be substantiallv improved. perhaps 
e.ceeding the capabilities 0' the AMTS. The effect 0' sensor 
cooling 'or improving tropospheric retrievals by HIRS does 
not appear to b~ dramatic. In the layer 200-500mb, we 'ind 
a significant dif'erence between our empirical results 'or 
the AMTS and the theoretical, Backus-Gilbert results. The 
empirical resolving length is much less than the Backus-Gil-
bert spread ~vn(tion in this layer and is also generall~ 
smaller than ~he resolving length for the HIRS. We conclude 
that the spredd function for the AMTS is misleading in this 
la~er and that the AMTS instrument is superior to HIRS bet-
ween 200 and 500mb. rather than inferior as would be inler-
red from Backus-Gilbert theorv. 
Finaltv. it is important to note that we experienced manv 
difficulties in cond~ctlng empirical tests 0' vertical 
resolving power using the high precision HIRS and AMTS 
instruments. Some of these difficulties can be traced to the 
lineari:ation 0' the fundamentally non-li~ecr problem w~ich 
is incorporated into the physical inverse retrieval solu-
tions used in our tests. The present author, therefore, cc.n-
siders the comparisons between HIRS and AMTS shown here to 
be tentative and ver~ much in the context of the appro.imate 
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retrieval methods u.ed. We suggest 
similar to ours be adapted 'or more 
~Igorithms be'ore 'in.1 •••• s.m.nt 
in\trument .re mad •. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of the determination of empirical 
resolving length. 
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Figure 2, Empirical resolvin~ length and qualitv for 
HIRS2, 
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Figure 3. Empirical resolving length and qualitv for 
AMTS2. 
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Figure b. HI retriev.l experiments at 300mb for the AMTS2 
• 
corresponding to Figure 3. 
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Figure 7. Empirical resolving length and quality for 
HIRS3. 
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IV. Transfer and Distortion of Information in a 
Satellite Temperature Sounding System 
by 
~ en E. Thompson 
Donald D;)zlich 
• • 
ABSTRACT 50 
In'ormation concerning the a~bient at~o.pheric thermal 
,tructure can be .everelv distorted b~ ~atellite temperature 
retrieval Iv,tems and sub,equent analv,is algorithms. 
Cenerallv ~p.a.ing, we know that a finite ,et of 'pectral 
radiance mealurements bears onlv a coars.. integrated 
relationship to the ambient temperature Itructur. which 
~mitl th. radiation. Temperature ~etrieval algorithml mav 
smooth, add, or further distort in'ormation depending on how 
\t.ble il the algorithm, and how heavilv in'luenced it is bV 
l priori data. Further analVlil of retrievals in 
prep~ration 'or a 'inal meteorological ItudV will ,pnerallv 
distort the information further. 
In thil p~per, the transfer and distortion 0' the ba,ic 
ambient temperature information il discussed. The approach 
il to ~lamine the variance spectrum 0' information a. it 
take, di"erent 'orml in the retrieval-analysi, cvcle. 
It il shown that the (total) adJusted variance 0' 
r~diative brightne,s temperaturel measured bV the HIRS 
~atellite instrument il onlv about hal' the variance 0' 
corresponding atmospheric temperature profiles in middle 
13titudes, and onlv about 30Y. in the tropics. For 
statistical (regression) temperature retrievals, about 
48-491. of the inFormation content il attributablv to l 
priori data while for phvsical retrieval methodl, onlv ~bout 
2S-27Y. il attributabl. to prior in'ormation (such al 
transmittances). Other retrieval methodl lie between these 
extremes, Th~ distortion of in'or~ation is explicitlv shown 
by examining ~mpirical orthogonal 'unctions of corresponding 
RAOa and retrieval profiles, 
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Th. impact ~~ r.mot. sensing data on gl~bal and mesoscale 
models 0' atmo~p~eric behavior depends fundamentallv on the 
~u~ntitv and ~u~litv o' ~ obs.rvational information 
provided bV t~D remote ,enling d.vi~.. In r~rticular, 
,at.llite baled soundingl of temperature and moiltur. should 
have an impact on diagno~tic and prognostic models 
pro~ortion.1 to the amount of new ob,.rvational i~'ormation 
imbedded in the retrievall. However, owing to the well known 
difficulti~1 with the inv.rs. problem, ,atellit. derived 
,oundingl are mOlt .lw~vs a comple. bl.nd of the new 
r~dio~rtric measurementl with ~ priori in'orm.tion on the 
~tmo~~hi~ic ,tructure. This. priori information mav involve 
clima\~logic.l mean structure, Itati,tic41 or probabili,tic 
inform.tion, in situ me.,urem&nt, nearb~ in tim. an~ ,pace, 
numerical1 .. 'o1'ec4Ited structur., and so on. 
In thil paper, an anal .. 'is 0' in'ormation tranl'er 'or 
the ~atellite sounding problem il pres~nted. 0' particular 
int~r.st is the distortion 0' the atmospheric in'ormation -
the in'or~ation content 0' the ambient atmo'pheric th&rmal 
field - at it naturally producel the outgoing radiance 
fi.ld, ~nd t~e 'urther distortion 0' this information ~~ the 
radiation field il tran~'ormed back into t~ermal structure 
information through the retrieval step. The amount and 
1u~litv of n~w in'ormation about the ambient atmo~ph.re 
provided bV thil satellite sounding procesl il not alwaYI 
clear but il of fundamental relevance to the meteorological 
imp~ct of that observing s~~tem. 
F!gUl'. 1 c;chematically illustrate~ how in'ormation 
~1T,bodi!!d in, !:-<!V' the ambient temperature structure il 
trans'ormed into different forml of that information in. 
,atellita temp~rature retrieval and analysi. system. The 
v~riables enclos~d in ovals in Figure 1 represent varioul 
v~rsion' 0' the uriginal temperature in'ormation which are 
~JP~cted to be moder~telv to highlV distorted versions 
compared with the original information in the ambient 
temperdture structure. In th. retrieval-analysil system 
illustrated in Figur. 1, the original information hal been 
tran~'ormed into various kind~ of radiance ensembles or 
t~~perature estimate ensembles b~ the various steps in the 
retrieval-analysis proc~dure. In order to know how accurate 
is the depiction 0'. meteorological phenomena described bV 
some v6riate based on remote radiation mea~urements, one 
must know how the original information '" the ambient 
f;.?rnper..:dure field has been degraded by the flatural radiative 
trdnsfer integration, bV the error contamination of radiance 
measureme~tl' an~ by $ubse~uent processing and analysis 0' 
th~t radiQnce dat· (See, for example, Thompson, Eom and 
Wagenhofer (1976), Thompson <1982a. 1982b)') The radiative 
transfer physics and th~ finite, spectral resolution of a 
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r.diom~ter a~,ure that ,ub~tanti.1 vertical averaging hat 
been done to the actual temperature dat. in tran~'erring 
that in'orm.ti~n to the radiance dom.in. Temperatur. 
" retrieval algorithm~, 0,t2n involving a priori or 'oreca~ted 
temperature in'ormation which i~ independent 0' the radiance 
observation, supplV their own in'ormation tran~'er 
propertie~ ~o that the retrieval i~. distorted ver~icn 0' 
the ambient si9nal. The di~tortion i~ partlv due to ~ia~ bV 
the ~ priori in'ormation used and partl~ due to the inherent 
mathematical propertie~ of the retrieval algorithm. Further 
analv~i~ of the retrieved temperature pro'ile~ contribute 
even more distortion of the in'ormation. 
The information can be examined at each step of the 
proce~s illustrated in Figu~e 1 - either in the temperature 
domain or the radiance domain - and the ~ualitv and ~uantitv 
of inFormation existing at each step compared with the 
original ambient temperature information. A systematic 
approach to this comparison is given in section 3. 
2. Previous relflv..::ont I.JH)rk 
Satellite meteorologists havp. sought to retrieve the 
structure inFormation of the ambient temperature field by a 
vari~ty of techni~ues. Retrieval algorithms based on the 
methods of ~ackus and Gilbert (1968) seek to o~timize the 
vertical r?solution of structure in the temperature field by 
sharpening the integral everaging ~ernels so as to extract 
the structure informati~n directly rroffi the radiance data in 
C:·:J.ne optimal sense. Another method sl?eks to recover 
structure by optimizing the construction of a first guess 
~ield using, s~y. a numerical forecast model. and thQn 
constraining the retrieval to deviate minimal amounts from 
that field. (Smith. Woolf and Fleming (1972) for ~xample). 
Other methods constrain the retrievals statistically so that 
they have the structure of an independent. but presumably 
representative. set of tempe~ature data derived from RAOas 
(Smith. Woolf and Jacob (1970), Smith and Woolf (1976) for 
, example), or by performing a final interpolation or fitting 
of radiance based temper~ture information by empirical 
0rthogonal functions derived from an independent set, (J . 
... 
j 
, 
~':jusskind, personal communication). In methods utilizing a 
priori information ind~pendent of the r~di~nce measurements, 
it is sometimes dif'icult to know how much of the final 
information has actually been synthesized from ~ priori data 
and how much is new inFormation contributed by the radiance 
~easurements themselves. 
The issue of information content has been studied by 
several investigators. Crosby and Weinreb (1974) analyzed 
inrormatlon content of satellite retrievals based ou 
statistically optimized solutions and hav~ furt~er shown how 
incorrect independent statistics incorporated in a retrieval 
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solution can distort the in'ormation produc~d 'rom radiances 
bIll that solution. Spankuch, Timo'evevand Quldner (1977) 
also showed the distortion 0' measured radiance in'ormation 
that can occur i' one use. incorrect statistics to produce 
retr ievals. 
In a discussion 0' ~arl", TIROS-N temperature r~trievals, 
Phillip., McMillin, Cruber and War. (1979) .howed, among 
other thing', that the variance of .atellite derived 
temperatures about their m.an i, o,ten signi'icantl", less 
than the variance 0' co-located RAOB temperature, about 
their mean for most lave"" in the atmosphere. The ratio 0' 
variance of TIROS-N sounding. to the variance of RAOBs are 
shown to be as low a, 0.~-0.3 in the higher la",er, and 
generall", range somewhere between 0.5 and 0.9. This implies 
that actual temperature information gets filtered bIll the 
satellite sounding ,,,,stem. often severEl",. 
Schlatter (1981) showed the result. of comparisons 0' 
TIROS-N temperature soundings with an NMC (optimum 
interpolation) anal""is of RAOB data. The TIROS-N sounding. 
~ere done using procedure. described bIll Smith. Woolf. 
HaIJden. Wark, and McMillin (1979), The NMC anal",is, done 
without satellite soundings during the period of Schlatter'. 
comparison.. is described bV eergman (1979) and McPherson, 
Bergman, Kistler, Rasch and Cordon (1979). Schlatter's 
comparisons showed a significantl", different pattern 0' 
error between TIROS-N soundings and analvzed RAOB data than 
on. normallv •• es in comparisons of satellite soundings 
directl,., with co-located RAODI. The rms differences between 
TIROS-N soundings and NMC anal",zed temperatures shown bIll 
Schlatter did not exhibit the larger values at tropopause 
level that man", other studies have shown. (Eg. Fig. 6 from 
Schlatter a. compared with Fig. 4 from Smith. Wool'. Ha~den. 
Wark and McMillin (1979)). Schlatter showed rms errors 0' 
about 2K from 700-70 mb with no apparent strong maximum near 
the tropopause. Smitt" l't .1 (1979) showed rms deviation. 
between TIROS-N soun~ings ~nd co-located RACes which 
achieved local maxima around 200mb of 2.5- 3. OK. While 
somewhat mixed, the results of Phillips. et al (1979) also 
show local maxima in errors at tropopause level when 
considering deviations between TIROS-N soundings and co-
located radiosondes. Halem. Ghil, Atlas. Susskind and Quirk 
(1978) examined NIMDUS-6 soundings during two periods of the 
Data System~ Test and also found prominent errors at 
tropopause level ranging to al much as 3K. 
Schlatter's result. when compared with the other studies 
cited above, illustrates the smoothing of the RACe 
information which is effected bIll the NMC anal".is an~ which 
l.aves a result involving the comp.ri~on 0' two '1eld~ each 0' which are smoother than the original RAOB data. The two 
smoothed fields (TIROS-N and anal"zed RAOD) seem to agree 
with each other better, most likel"" than either would 
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compare with the original RAOB information. That ii, the 
original in'ormation in the ambient temperature field hal 
b~en transformed into the smoother in'ormation contained in 
the anal~si'. Further. the radiative transfer phvsics and 
the retrieval algorithm also transforml the ambient 
temperature structure in'ormation into smoothed temperature 
retrieval information. The comparison or these two fields. 
then. is that of two smoothed and distorted versions 0' the 
original temperature in'ormation p05sessing much more 
struc ture. 
In an earlier studv, Schlatter and Branstator (1979) 
showed. in 'act, that the degree of accuracv in comparing 
NIMBUS-6 temperature retrievals to anal~zed radiosonde 
profiles depends signi'icantl~ on the amount of smoothing 
p~rrormed on the radiosonde data during the analysis cycle. 
If sateliite retrievals are subJected to a further analysis 
routine alone or mixed with radio~onde data the 
information cont&nt of the radiance measurements ~ould be 
further distorted. 
The issue of the transformation of atmospheric 
t~mperature inFormation through the various stages of 
distortion which it encounters in a pa~ticular application, 
is ~uite important to meteorologists. Satellite temperature 
so IJ n din g St·, i 11 c on tin u e to b e us e din 0 b s e r v in g t h .. 
structure of atmospheric systems. It is important to know 
rather accurately what the relationship is between the 
r.trieved temperature structure and the ambient temperature 
structure. Sounding systems such as VAS will be providing 
d3ta From which meteorologist will hope to infer the thermal 
structure of mesoscale phenomena. The inference of structure 
~nd variation on th~t scale will undoubtedly pose an even 
more difficult problem than the large scale weather 
prediction problem. Moreover, one may generally expect that 
satellite soundings constructed to analyze mesoscale 
sy~tems, or to initialze model5 thereof, will need to 
possess more detailed, accurate vertical and horizontal 
structure than is new obtained for the global problem in 
order to ha~e a positive i~pact in that arena. 
In the section to follow, a systematic approach to 
investigating the transFer and distortion of information in 
the tem~~r~ture retrieval problem is discussed. 
3. The flow of information 
To quantitatively analyze the flow of inforr;.ation. it is 
n::?Cessary first to define information for this stUdy. A 
large ensemble of RAGa profiles and corresponding satellite 
j' a d i 0 rTf e t e rob s e r vat ion s wi I 1 for m the bas i so, the d a tat 0 
be analyz~d. The RAGa data have been assembled under the 
glJidance of N. Phillip,:;, NOAA/imC to serve as tt,e basis of 
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,.v.ral t •• ts 0' ,at.llit. sounding syst.ms. Using this 
data, w. haY. synthesized radianc, ob •• rvations that would 
b. gath.red by the HIRS and AMTSC.' sounding instrum.nts. 
Information for this .tudy is d.fined to b. the varianc. 
~pectrum of empirical orthogonal functional representation 
of the ensembles 0' .ith.r t.mperatur. profil •• or rudianc. 
values in each oval in Figure 1. While the data in each oval 
in Figur. 1 may be taken as a representation of the data in 
any other oval, it is certainly expected that the 
corre~ponding variance ~pectr. will be ,uit. di"er.nt. For 
example, Figure 2 shows plot. of cumulative percent 
e.plained variance plotted as functions of the number of 
empirical orthogonal functions us.d in representing t~e 
ensembl. of RAOes and corresponding (synthesized) satellite 
radiance, for 200 wintertime observations between 30 and 60 
north latitude. The bro3d spectrum of RAOe information is 
compressed into f.~er significant orthogonal 'unctions of 
radiance. 
Cle.irly, Fig. 2 demonstrate'3 the significant smoothing of 
information uhich occurs even before a satellite measurem~nt 
is made. A temperature retrieval method based only on the 
radiative transfer physics (that i~, not incorporating a 
priori information on the atmosphere's thermal structure' 
~hC'uld exhibit tt,t! same drastic smoothing of information. 
Now, in fact, sate1tite temper~ture sounding algorithm. 
g en era 1 I" add s t r u c bJ t' e in' 0 r mat ion tot 1'1 era d ian c e 
in'ormation in p~oducini retrievals. For example, highly 
statistical temperature retrieval methods, such as the 
regression method of Smith, Woolf and Jacob (1910) or its 
structured variant (Smith and Woolf (1976)~ will add a good 
deal of structure inFormation b" using historical knowledge 
of the atmosphere's thermal structure and its relationship 
to satellite radiance measurements. In fact, since the 
physics of radiative transfer is not explicitly included in 
these algorithms, such methods produce retrievals with 
a~mosphere-Itke thermal structure even though they operate 
on the much smoother r~diance fields. In the middle of the 
~pectrum of retrieval methods, there are physical-
-:;tatistical methods, such as minimum rms (Foster (1961), 
St.rand end t.Jestwater (1968», known also as maximum 
prob3bility (Rodgers (1970», statistical regularization 
<Tichonov, as quoted by V-ondratiev and Timofeyev (1970», 
which blend historical therm~l information with the 
radiative transfer physics to produce a retrieval possessing 
more structural detail than is provided solely by the 
r3diances. Finally, there are methods which are mostl" 
physical in the sense that no a priori statistics are used 
at all. Such physical methods include the minimum 
( .• ) See V-aplan, Chahine, Susskind and Searle (1977) 
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information inver~e method (Foster (1961), Smith, Wool' and 
Fleming (1972», and direct, relalation methods such as 
those bV Chahine (1968) and Smith (1970) or Smith and Wool' 
(1981). These phvsical method., as with ~ome of the others 
above, do make use of ~ priori transmittance data, and all 
methods us. some ~ priori first guess field. 
Statistical methods (pure or miled) add historical 
thermal information to the radiance information in producing 
an estimate of the atmosphere's thermal 'ield. If the impact 
of the ~atellit. observation on some analvsis or forecast is 
to be fairly assessed, then it ii important to distinguish 
how much of the retrieval is really due to the radiance 
observation and how much is due to the climatology of the 
atmosphere. 
4. The ffiethod of analysis of in'ormation flow 
Let us imagine an ensemble of RA03s which we consider to 
d~!iQ~ 100% of the thermal structure information 'or a given 
situ,ltion. For the prE'':ent study, we will restrict our view 
to only the vertical dimension so that this original 
inFDrmation m~y be described by the empirical orthonormal 
Functions of the ensemble (eigenfunctions of the covariance 
matrix of the RA03s) and the corresponding eigenvalues which 
give the variance described ~y each orthonormal structure 
Function. We consider that the eigenvalues are normalized bV 
the total variance 0' the ensemble (the trace of the 
covari~nce matrix) so that they represent 'ractions of total 
vdri3nce explained b~ E~ch eigenFunction. If thes~ 
€' i g e n val u e s ,::. r e r .3 n k f! d fro m h i g h est t 0 I 0 tJ) est val u e and 
.1CclJlnuL~ted, one obtains curves such as those in Fig. 2 
1,;b<?led n:r·1PU~ATURE. 
Now, suppose radiances for some given satellite sounding 
instrument are synthesized using the radiative transfer 
equ3ti0n. Then, that ens0mble may be similarly decomposed to 
produce a variance spectrum such as that l~beled RADIANCE in 
Fig. 2. The variance spectra For the ensemble of retrievals 
m~y be compared with the spectra For the RADDs to assess the 
distortion of information as it passes through the radiative 
tr3nsfer equation and through the retrieval algorithm. 
In the remainder of this paper, four temperature 
r~trieval algorithms distributed bQtwuQn the extremes of 
pure statistical to pure physical will be tested to discover 
their information transFer characteristics. The methods are 
the Regression Method (Smith, Woolf and Jacob (1970», 
S t ~ tis tic a IRe 9 u 1 a r i z a t ion ( F 0 s t e r ( 1 '16 1 ) ) , Min i mum 
InFarrr,,3tion (Foster (1',61), Smith, (,Joolf and Fleming (1912» 
-3nd the itel~af;ive, physical method of Smith (1910), ali 
modified by Smith and t~oolf (1981), The Smith iterative 
~lgorithm is generallv a numerically stable, physical 
!',·s-thad. rt involves no sensitive matril inverse step, and no 
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• priori statistic~ elcept for a fir~t gu.~~ pro'ile and. 
priori estimat.~ of atmospheric transmittance~. The 
r.gression algorithm i~ also mathematicallv ~table but 
possessel the greatelt Itatistical influence 0'. priori 
data with virtuall~ no elpli,it radiative transfer ph~~ic. 
involved. The statistical regularization method involve. a 
matrix inversion of the linoarized radiative tranlfer 
~~uation hence, hal the possibilitv of numerical 
instability through ill-conditioning -- but is efficientl~ 
r~gularized through the use 0' • priori statistical 
information derived from historical temperature data. The 
minimum inFormation special case of statistical 
regularization also involves matrix inversion of the 
radiative transfer ph~sits with r~gularization obtained 
through a minimal amount of a priori statistic~l 
information; namely, a single, menn value of atmospheric 
t~moerature variance. 
In the analysis to be presented here, several important 
simplifications or appro~imations are involved. First, 
satellite measurements were synthesized Trom RAGa proFiles 
Ij,Ji tho uta n V m 0 i stu r e • 0 z 0 n e 0 r c lou d e f F e c t s . For s 0 m e 
erperiments. random errors were arlded to these simulated 
measurements while other experiments were conducted with 
"perfect" measurements. Thus, our simulation of satellite 
m~~surements is much cleaner than act~al measurements would 
b~. Also, only results for the HIRS ~,oundiny instrument are 
included in this paper. Retrievals involving transmittance 
weightin~ Functions mad~ use of exactl~ the same functions 
as those used to synthesize the radiance measurement. ThuS. 
even in iteration cycles of a retrieval algorithm, "correct" 
transmittances were used throughout. Next. the surface 
~ontribution to the radiance measurements is subtracted 
eractl~ from the problem so that the integral term in the 
radiative transfer eo..uation is isolated perfectly. The 
minimum information 3nd statistical regularization methods 
~ppl~ to linearized versions of the radiative transfer 
eo q, IJ a t ion in l!J h i c h r ad i a t i vet l' a nsf e r k ern e I san d t em per a t u r e 
devi~tions about the current temperature estimate replace 
the transmittance w~ighting functions and Planck function 
prcfiles. (See Conrath (1972) for the linearized version of 
thr: direct problem used here.) These tl.L10 methods are also 
iterated with the required statistical inFormation 
reclJ.nputed at each step of the it.::ration (either the whole 
temperature covariance matrix about the current estimate. 
ror statistical regularization, or the average diagonal 
element for minimum information). Finally. eleven C02 
sounding ch~nnels of the HIRS instrument are used in this 
study -- the same used by Thompson (1982a). The instrument 
~eighting functions are computed for each obJect profile 
rather than being computed for the current (or first) 
~stimate. The noise covariance m~tril for the HIRS was 
Formed as a diagonal matrix using valu~s supplied by L. 
McMillin of NQAA/NESS and are explicitly given b~ Thompson 
.'h.~Al 
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normalized bV the total variance 0' the appropriate 
~~,embl.. In considering In en,embl. 0' temperature 
r~trievals, it. is mar. interesting to normalize on the total 
variance of the original RAOB in'ormation so that on. can 
dilcuss the relative amount 0' original in'ormation which is 
explained bV the ensemble 0' retrievals. Thus, i' P is the 
total varianc. 0' a given ensemble of retrievals, and Q i_ 
the total varianc. 0' the ori~in.1 RAOB ensemble, then an 
adJustment factor F=P/G mav be applied to each eigenvalue to 
convert explained test ensemble variance to explained RAOB 
ensemble varianc.. It should be explained that a singular 
value decomposition is performed on each retrieval ensemble 
independent 0' the RAOB information, except that the 
covariance matrix contains variances and covariances about 
the RAOB mean rather than the mean of the given retrieval 
ensemble. The scaling performed bV the multiplication bV 
(PIG) merel~ transforms the retrieval covarianr.e matrix 
eigenvalues to numbers which reflect a percentage of total 
variance as though the total variance was that of the RAOB 
~ns~mble. The ensemble covariance matrix and t~e structure 
of the eigenfunctions, how~ver, reflect the variabilitv of 
the retrievals and not the variabilitv of the RAOe 
information. Thus, to speak in terms of how much RAOB 
variance is "explained" bV a given eigenfunction of the 
retrieval covariance matrix is, strictlv speaking, an 
inc orr e c t ph r as i n 9 but 0' i 11 b e use d her e any wa V . 
5. Results 
RAOB data from the Phillips data set collected ov~r oce~n 
surfaces in Januarv were partitioned into a tropical set 
(30S,30N) and a mid-latitude set (30N.60N). Radiance 
measurements were s~nthesized and each of the retrieval 
" algorithms were applied to the result. For this studV' a 
priori statistical information was derived using one-half of 
each ensemble, and retrievals were perfoimed on the 
independent remaining half. There were 200 mid-latitude 
profiles divided into d~pendent .nd independent sets of 100 
each, and 218 tropical profiles divided into sub-sets o( 109 
each. As described in the previolJs section, a singular 
value decomposition was performed on each ensemble, and 
ei~envalues were F-adJusted. 
Fig. 3 shows a spectra of F-adJusted, cumulated 
~igenvalues of the information for the mid-latitude data. 
The RAOB curve shows a rather broad spectrum of structure 
inFormation in which 991 of the variance information is 
spr~ad over about 15 orthogonal eigenfunctions. Radiances 
were conv~rted to brightness temperatures using the Planck 
relationship, and the spectrum of this information is 
labeled BRIGHT. Since there are 65 levels of RAOB 
in~ormation but onlv 11 channels of radiance information, 
the total variance of the brightness temperature ensemble 
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wa~ further adJu~ted bV the 'actor (65/11) in order th.t 
result~ could be compared to RAOe~ and retrieval~. Comparing 
the RAOe and aRIGHT curves, one sees the ~ubstantial 
smoothing 0' information effected bV the radiative transfer 
ph~sic~ of the atmosphere. The integration 0' the detailed 
thermal structure of the atmosphere into 11 channels 0' 
radiometric information i~, indeed, a dra~tic proce~.. The 
brightness spectrum is assvmptotic to the value 51.5 which 
medn~ that the total variabilitv 0' in'ormation in the 
radiance dat& i~ onlv about 51.57. 0' the total variabilitv 
of the information in the RAOa data. Thi~ is a significant 
reduction 0' information content. Temperature retrieval 
~lgorithms can extract no more information than thi~ from 
the rddiance data alone. Th. corollarv is, 0' course, that 
~n~ extra information in an ensemble 0' retrievals has to 
come from other sources, such as l priori data. 
The curve labeled SMITH represents th. spectrum 0' 
in'ovmation in the retrieval ensemble using th. Smith 
physical iterative method. As discussed earlier, the Smith 
method does not use a prio-i statistics as such but, as the 
other method~, does use a first guess profile, which is the 
R40a mean profi Ie her.. Further, the transmittance 
information, which here has been computed exactlv for each 
RAOP profile to be retrieved, is a form 0' a priori 
in'ormation and helps to eJpand the spectrum of information. 
Hence, the SMITH spectrum is assymptotic to 69.8'l. of the 
total variabilitv of RAoa information, which is somewhat 
more than Just the brightness information alone. 
On the other end of the range of retrieval methods, 
regression retrieval results form the spectrum labeled 
REGR~SSION in Fig. 3. The regression method does not use ~ 
priori estimates of atmospheric transmittances but does use 
a priori statistical information in the rullest possible 
~~~. The information spectrum is the broadest of any shown. 
( In Fact, in this case the regression retrieval'i (:xhibit 
sli~htly more total variance than the RAOa data. The 
difr~rence between the REGRESSION and BRIGHT spactra 
( r .? fIe c t s the am 0 u n tor apr i 0 r i i n for mat ion a d .d~.! tot h e 
::tellite measurement in pruducing the temperature 
retrieval. Evidently, this added inFormation is a 
~ 9igniFicant amount Or the total information in those 
retri>?vals. For example, the total RAOa variance i'i 2340(K") 
. The edJusted total variance Or the brightness temperatures 
is only about 51. 5Y. of that. Adding a priori RAOa 
statistics through the regression approach brin!'i the total 
variance of the regression retrievals to 2350(K)' Thus, 
the a priori statistics imbedded in the regression method 
contributes about 1145(K~) to the total variance of the ,. 
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r~trieval ensembie which means that the regression 
retrievals are about 51. 3Y. satell ite inFormation and 48.7'l. a 
priori radio~onde information. One should keep this in mind 
when assessing the impact of "satellite temperature 
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num~ric.l prediction models since the 
to have onlV a limited impact on 
retrievals" depending on the method 
The information spectra curve. for ~tatistical 
r~gularil.tion and minimum information retri.val methods are 
also shown in Fig. 3. The minimum information algorithm 
Vi~lds a similar, although slightlV broader i~~ormation 
Spfctrum in compari50n with the Smith m.thod. The minimum 
information method is almost a pure physical method •• cept 
for the mild influence of the • priori vertical mean 
t~mperatur. varianc. included 'n th. r.trievcJI matrix. ThuS. 
the sp~ctrum is assymptotic to a ~lightlV larg.r percentage 
(73 OX) o~ total RAOe vaT'iane. than th. Smith method. The 
statistical regularization which includes both the phvsics 
of radiativi transfer and the covariance stati~tics of the. 
priori radiosonde inFormation gives a broader spectrum than 
either the minimum information or Smith method, but onl 
which is flatter than the regression result.. Th. total 
variance of the ens~mbl. of statistical regularization 
retrieval ... it 2085(KA ) about 89.17. of the total variance 
of the original RAOe set. 
The stability and reliabilitv of a retri~~al method can 
be assessed by ex~mining the error characteristics of the 
method. Fig. 4 shows vertical profi les of the root mean 
-;q,uare retrieval errors for the resultCJi in Fig. 3. Th. 
err 0 l' t rae e sal' e s i iii i 1 a l' wit h reg ,. e s s ion and s tat i CJi tic a 1 
r~9ularilation methods showing better accuracy than minimum 
information and Smith iterative methods. Thus. a 
co,T.bination of results. such as cont.-3ined in Figs. 3 and 4. 
are necessary to m3ke a reasonable assessment of the 
fidelity of information transfer. 
Fig5 5(a)-(f) show the actual empirical orthogonal 
eigenfunctions of the various covariance matrices for the 
mid-latitude data. These figures cle~rly show the smoothing 
3nd distortion of the structure information due to the 
radiative transfer integration and the retrieval, or inverse 
step. The Smith and minimum inFormation methods show the 
most ~moothing of the vertical structure. Once again, these 
two methods make minimal use of .3 priori data from past 
radiosonde cbservationCJi. Thus, the structure shown, even 
though drastically smoothed, exhibits the vertical thermal 
structure information contained in the radiance 
m~dsurements. On the other hand, the regression and 
~tatistical r~gularization retrieval m~thodCJi recovers more 
accurately the vertical structure of the thermal field, but 
clearly this is due to the incorporation of historical data 
on that structure. By the third or fourth eigenfunction, the 
structure of the original RAOe data is very poorly 
r~presented by any of the retrieval methods. A curious 
feature of these results should be pointed out. As the 
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'pectr. in Fig. 3 become 'l.t, thlre is an ambiguitv in 
ranking the eigenv.lues. Th.t is, luccI,.iv. eigenv.lue" .re 
small and not .i9ni'icantlv di"erent 'rom each other in 
this limit. Thu" obJective ordering 0' the eigenvalue, mav 
actuallv lead to an incorrect ordering 0' the structure 
functions. In Fig. 'Cd), 'or el[ample, the fourth structure 
function 0' the Smith retrievals i. Ihown in comp.rison with 
the third structure function of the RAOe •. In Fig. SC,.), the 
third Smith function and th. 'ifth minimum information 
function bore the close.t resemblance to the 10urth RAOe 
function. In Fig. '(f), the lil[th minimum information 
function i. shown in comparison with the 'ifth RAOe 
function. These events are not particularlv tro~blesome but 
indicate that care should be taken in truncating sets 0' 
eigenfunction" in representing atmospher'ic sOI/!iding.. 0' 
course, since degradation of the structure fun~tions begin. 
with thl first 'unctiQn itself, on. expects t.hat it grows 
continuallv wor!e through higher ord.r functions. 
Figs 6 and 7 show result. 'or the mid-latitude cas. when 
random errors are added to the s~nthesized meusur~ment,. 
Errors were drawn randomly 'rom a population whose standard 
deviations were equal to the expected noise levels of the 
ch~nnels of the HIRS instrument. These nois" values were the 
current estimatel for HIRS and wert provided bV L. 11tHillin 
of NOAA/NESS. For th~ results in Fig' band 7, the same 
error contami~~ted radiance' wert presented to ear.h 
algorithm. 
Now the variance of the set of random errors added to the 
synthetic measurements is significantlv less than the 
variance, over the mid-latitude ensemble, of the synthetic 
measurement, them5elvel. Thus, the imp~~t of this noise on 
the inFormation spectrum For ~~hJne51 ~~~~eratur~ is 
rather minor. The error contaminat~d brightne~s temperatures 
have total variance of 1214(K~), only slightly larger than 
the 1205(K~) for the uncontaminated measurem:nts. Yet, the 
t~mperature retrieval algorithms re~pond to these errors in 
various way.. Th. regression, statistical regularization, 
and minimum information varianc. spectra are flattened in 
this ?tp€riment in comparison with Fig. 3, while the Smith 
vdrianc~ spectrum is slightly broadened. This result was 
un~~p~cted For it iffiplies that, except for the Smith method, 
~he temperature retrieval algorithms actually 
overcompensated for the radiometer noise and produced 
retrievals with less overall variance than the retrievals 
IJ5ing error--Pree m~asurem~nts. On the other hand, the error 
profiles shown in Fig. 7 For these experim~nts clearlv show 
a degradation of accuracy for retrievals using error 
contaminated radiances. Curiously, the Smith method behaved 
very well in this experiment with only a very minor 
degradation in over'all accuracy. Thus, in analyzing th. 
information transFer and distortion in sounding systems, it 
is of importance to first examine noise-free cases in order 
'£*"~ ..... if *Aw- I.., ............ jn.... '*!t""' ... _ .... ' _ .. nf_f ..... _· 'A ft. ~ b...... « ... , 
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to establi,h a ba,eline which involve, onlv 
transfer integration and the retrieval method. 
It wa, al,o of interest to test the effect of ~.diometer 
noi.e level e,timate, on the information transfer. The 
statistical regularization, minimum information, and Smith 
method, were iterated until either the root mean 'quare, 
instrument nois8 ,caled deviation. between e,timated and 
actual radiance. fell below 1, or until the rms temperature 
retrieval Irror reached a minimum. In addition, the 
~tatistical regularization and minimum information method. 
contain the radiometer noise covariance matrix explicitlv in 
the invlr"e solution. ThuI, assumed radiometer noile value, 
will h~v. an impact on the result,. 
A series of experiment, for the mid-latitude band wa, 
per;ormed in which the radiometer nO{Ie value, were 
increased to values approlimatelv equal to IX of spectral 
radiance, produced bV a mean atmo~pheric profile. <*) These 
noise value, arl u~ed both in the noise covariance matrix 
~nd in the convergence criteria. Fig' 8 and 9 show th. 
r~$ult" for noise-Free radiance" which should be compared 
with result, in Fig' 3 and 4. The RAOe, BRIGHT and 
REGRESSION r~sult, arp. not changed bV the change in 
radiometer noise characteristic,. The remaining three 
retrieval methodl each produced smoother variance spectra 
with les, total variance when the expected noise values were 
incre~sed. 
Fig' 10 and 11 show results for the tropical latitude 
talid using noise 'free synt"etic radiance meao;urementl. The 
total RAOU variance for the tropical data set wa, 3810(K~) 
as com~ared with 2340(K~) 'or the mid-latitude data. Notice 
also that the brightness temperature variance wa~ a much 
:maller fraction of RAOa variance in the tropics: onlv 27.31-
or slightlV more than one-Fourth. ConSEQ.uel1~lv, all 
retrieval methods in the tropics recovered smaller' fractions 
of the RAOa information than in mid-latitudes because the 
in~ormation was more drasticall~ filtered bV the radiative 
transfer physics. A comparison of Fig. 11 wit.h Fig. 4 shotlls 
that the tropical RAOa variance was smaller in the 
troposphere but larger in the stratosphere when compared 
'.I.1i t h mid .- 1 a tit u d e 'i . G €' n era 1 1 Y s pea kin g , the ret r i e val err a r 'i 
e.hibit this same behavior with the regression retrieval~ 
showing the most reliabilitv, even in the tropical 
stratosphere. 
---~-----r-----~---- ---
(*) The noise values are rounded so that there is a single 
value for the 15~ C02 channels and a single valye f~r the 
4. 3 I.&. C02 channels which are, respeetivelv, 0.63 and 0.0044 
mw/(m& -sr-em-·). 
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Fig. 12 and 13 ~how tropic.1 result. with svnthesized 
radiance. which have b.en contaminated bV random error.. A. 
in the mid-latitude test, all method. except the Smith 
method showed • 'light 'lattening 0' the in'ormation 
'pectrum and an increa~e in over.ll rms erro~. The Smith 
method showed an incr~ale in ov~rall v.riance and handled 
the radiance .rror. re.,onablv well. 
Experiment. in the tropic. using the larger "tX" 
instrument noise values behaved in a manner siMilar to thOle 
elperiment. in mid-latitude.. The results are not shown 
here. 
To ~ummarize our experiments, Table t shoWI value, of the 
to-1000mb mean value 0' overall rml retrieval errorl far 
•• ch latitude band, each ,imul.ted version 0' the HIRS 
instrument, for both noi,e-fr~e and noi~~ontaminated 
m.a'lurement,. A, ,een, the regre'lion retrieval method gavt 
the b.,t overall results. Thi, il to be ~xpected when the. 
priori statiltic, at hand are trulv representative of the 
profiles to be retrieved. The Smith iterative method 
exhibited highlV favorable resultl for all categorie,. Thi_ 
il • particularlv important finding because that method 
dependl le~~t on • priori data and, hence, ~hould suffe~ 
least if obJect profilel are not well represented bV a 
priori data. The two matrix inverse methodl exhibit les. 
itabilltv to radiometer errors, although the statistical 
r@gul~ritation method o~erated best for error-free 
mfa$Urements and "corre~t" a priori statistic •. 
Tdble 2 showl what we shall call the impact 0' satellite 
data on sat~llite temperature retrievals. The entries are 
the ratio Q' the (adJusted) total variance of brightnesl 
temperatures to the total variance of various temperature 
profile ense .. ,;'lel. The brightnesl temperatures represent 
the inFormation measured bV a satellite device. A. seen in 
Table 2, thil information i. only about one-hal' the RAOa 
infor/T,ation in mid-latitudes, and only about ol,e--'ourth the 
RAGa information in the tropics. Retrieval methods using a 
lot of ~ priori information (Eg. re~ression) get much 0' 
their variance structure Irom thil ~ priori information. 
Thus, the satellite data contributes onlv a T~lativelv small 
~mount of the total retrieval information in t~is method. 
Physical methods (Eg. Smith iterative) are more ~aithful to 
the satellite measurement information - hence. tllf' satellite 
data contributel a relativelv large fraction of the total 
te~rieval information. In mid-latitudes, the regression and 
~~;~~ ~c~hods show le3st sensitivitv to measurement noise 
wnlle all but the Smith method s~ow mild sensitivity in the 
tropici. T~e Smith and minimum infcrm3tion methods would 
exhibit the least sensitivitv to "incorrect" ~ priori 
statistics . 
b. Conclusions and discussion 
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In thi~ paper, we have had an •• ten.ive look at the 
transfer and distortion 0' in'ormation toncerning the 
atmo~phere'~ thermal structure a~ thi~ in'ormation ta.e~ on 
the di".r.nt for.~ relevant to the ,atellite temp.ratur. 
retri.val problem. The contribution, here, ha. b.en to 
quanti'v thi. tran,'er proce~. .ince mo~t worker~ in the 
'ield und.rstand that di.tortion ta.e~ place. Our analv~il 
m.thod ha~ b •• n to perform singular value d.compo.itionl 0' 
the varioul .nsembl.1 0' in'ormation and then to compare the 
variance 'p.etra 0' tach v.r~ion 0' the information and to 
compar. .n,embl. av.raged error~ b.twee" r.presentation •. 
Sp.cificallv, the goal ha~ be.n to quantit~tivelv a.se,. the 
di,tortion of atmo'pheric th.rmal intormation a. it actl 
through the phvsic~ of radiative transf.r to produce the 
outgoing radiation which i~ mt.sured bV .. satellite 
radiomet.r, and the turthor distortion caused bV variou~, 
classical temperature r.tri.val algorithml operating on 
these radiation measurement •. 
We have shown that the ~roces, of radiative transfer in 
the atmosphere -- being an int~gral procesl transtorminv 
3t.Tlospheric tt:>mperature into outgoing f'adiation .. - cause ... 
drastic smoothing of intorm3tion. That ii, the total 
variance of outgoing radiation (rendered al .. finite set of 
brightnQs, temparature.' is half or less of the total 
variance ot the atmo~pheric thermal field, even when values 
have be~n adJusted 'or the different numbers of measuring 
interval, for the two quantities. 
Temperatur. sounding systems which produce retrievall 
with a larg. amount of varianc., and with gr~ater apparent 
vertical resolution than simple profile~ of brightnesl 
temperatur., gener~ll~ do so b~ adding ~ priori in'ormation 
(virtual mea~urements in the langu~ge of Rodgers (1976», 
taken usuall~ from past observation, of the temperatu~. 
profile, or from a numerical 'or~cdst model. While passing 
no Judgement on the usefulnesl 0' this technique in ~nv 
~iyen case, we have attempted to quanti'~ how much ~ priori 
inrormation is added in each 0' several type, of temperatlJre 
retrieval scheme. Thus, ;or mid-latitude retrievals using ~ 
statistical correlation-regression technique, wi\h 
rapr~sentativw A priori statistics, about 48-49~ of the 
total variance in an ensemble 0' retrievals is attributable 
to the l priori data. Th. total ~ariance of the regression 
retrievals themselves il about the same as the total 
variance 0' the atmospheric thermal field producing the 
r~diances upon which the retrievals are based. Using a 
physical retrieval technique, such as the iterative method 
of Smith (1970), about 73-75~ of the total variance of th. 
r t" t r i e val s i I a t t rib uta b let 0 r a d ian c e I '" F 0 j' mat ion, tJJ h i I e 
onl~ 25-27~ is attri~utable to ~ priori information such al 
atmospheric transmittance 'unctlonl. However, the total 
variance of these retrievall is onl~ about 707. 0' the total 
variance of the original th~rmal field. R~trleval algorithms 
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or statistical regularization 
two e.tremel, and re'l.ct th. , 
a priori statiitici of thos. 
In e.amining th. average t~mperatur. r.trieval .rrorl, w. 
find results consistent with oth.r tnv.,tigatorl, Nam.lv, 0' 
the four retrieval methods tested, th. ranktng bV ov.rall 
accuracv and ,tabiJitv to meas~r.ment .rrors il regression 
(highe~t), Smith ittrativ., statistical regularization, 
minimum in'ormation, 
The vertical profilel 0' th. empirical orthogonal 
eigenfunctions of each retrieval ensemble wer. compared 
3g~inst the s~m. for the RAOD data defining the original 
in'orm3tion, The smoothing and distortion of these 'unctions 
h<1l1 been ~p.cificallv tJlustratl'd, OeneralJv speaking, w. 
have ~hown that fidelitv 0' the vertical ,tructur. 0' 
sat.llite r.trieved temperature profiles i, rath.r low for 
phy~ic41 retrieval methodl, The increase in 'idelitv for 
~hysical-stati5tical or pure statistical retrievals is 
~ttributable, thereFore, to the inclusion of • priori dat., 
As suggested bV the work of Crosby and Weinreb (1974) and 0' 
Sp,3nkuch, Timofeyev and Guldner (1977), the vaUditv of this 
procE.'SS of "'leshing out" the vertical 5tructur. in 
~at.llit. temperature retrieval, it onlV as good a~ th. 
corr~(tn~~1 of the atmospheric 5tatistici 'or ~ach ObJect 
retrieval. 
We ~nd this paper wilh a 'ew philosophical remarks. Ther. 
is, and should continue to be. a ~uestion concerning the 
impact of 5atellite ob~~rving system~ on the analysis and 
prediction 0' atmospheric behaVior. The Data ~ystems Test 
presented our first ccmprehensive look at the impact on the 
large scale numerical prediction problem. Thil test has 
produced a mixture 0' results (See Tracton, Desmaris, 
Vdr.lhrr~n, and f1cPher=on (1980), Ghi L Halem and Atlal 
(1979» which indicates that the impact is a complicated 
'unction of initialization and assimilation procedurel and 
the numerical forecast model itself (Atlas, et a1 (1981», 
Our results here show that even the ~uestion of the impact 0' s~t~llite data on satellite temperature soundings it one 
~hich produtes a mixture of results depending on the type of 
r~trieval d!gorithm used and the representativeness of l 
priori data. Secause of the natur. of the at. set used 
here, we were not able to simulate the initialization-
dssimilation step to measure the further smoothing of the 
original measurements in preparation 'or the large scale 
problem. ~JIt strongly recommend that thit be done. The 
re;ults shown here indicate that statistically optimized 
satellite temperature retrievals ar~ very heavily influenced 
by the statistics so that impact te~1s mav be assessing the 
ef'~ct of ~ priori statistici on wo~.~er forecasting as much 
as they are assessing the impact of satellite observations 
-- "-' 
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on 'ur.casting. It would be intere.ting to conduct an impact 
te.t using, ~av, • phV~ic.l method ~uch •• the Smith 
iterative m.thod. Alternativ.l~, one could ,eek. wav to 
conduct the assimilation step in r.dia~ 'D.~l instead 0' 
temperature space, perhaps avoiding the inverse problem 
., Ito get h • r . 
w. expect that these iSlue, will become even more pointed 
a' on" delve, deeper into mesot.cal. appl icatio". 0' 
~atellitl soundings. To achieve me50~cale observations from 
satellite. in the horizontal or temporal sense IUtn a. 
through VAS, (Smith, Suomi, et al (1981» i. signi'icantlv 
difFerent than to achieve the correspondinglv relevant 
~,~.tJ.f.~J. scalel 'or th.se meteorolClgical '!lsteml. 
Presumablv, the interesting vertical structur. of mesoscal. 
systems will have to be gotten from ~ priori data, from 
independent observations such a~ discussed bV Westwater and 
Grodv (1980), or, possiblV' from a significantlv different 
in~orporation of radiosond. observations (Fritz (1977». To 
the extent that atmo$rheric mesoscalp. systems are not merelv 
miniatures of the gloLal seal. svstem, we suggest that 
~lobal scale satellite sounding procedures are not 
n~cess~rilv the optimum technique~ for sounding mesoscale 
weather systems. 
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TABLE 1. 
Irrors. 
30N-60N 
---
HIRS2 nn error 
HIRS2 errors 
HIRSI no error 
HIRSI errors 
30S-30N 
HIRS2 no error 
HIRS2 error9 
HIRSI no error 
HIRSI errors 
RAOB MEAN 
6.042(K) 
6. 042 
RAOB MEAN 
4. 885 
4.885 
REGRESSION STAT. REO. MIN. INF. SMITH IT. 
1.730 1. 625 2.882 2. 702 
2.073 3.517 4.047 2. 703 
1. 730 2. 208 2. 747 3. 049 
2. 440 
.3·3-'< J.$l!l!. ~. ,,~ 
REGRESSION STAT. REG. MIN. INF. SMITH IT. 
-- --------------
1.627 2.896 3. 656 2. 703 
1. 679 3. 141 3. 896 2.647 
1.627 2.006 3.190 3.088 
2.176 Z·r7? 3· .3.?, ,3.z/? 
TABLE 2. The impact ~f satellite data on satellite 
t~mperature soundings. Ratio of adJusted total varicnce of 
satellite briphtness tempera~ure ensemble to total variances 
of other temperature profile ensembles. 
[TOTAL VARIANCE XJ/[TO~~_L_V_A_R_IA_N_~E __ Y_] ____ ~ 
MID-LATITUDES TROPICS 
30N - bON 305 - 30N 
eX/Y] 1 
Error~1 
------------_._----------------------------
27. 1'l. . 
No Errors Errors No Errors 
I3RIGHT/RAOB 51. 4'l. 51. 9'l. 27.3'l. 
BRIGHT/REGRESSION 51. 4 53. 5 28.8 28. 7 1 
13R I GHT ISTAT. REG. 57. 7 76.2 36.7 38. 4 
DR IGHT /MIN. INF. 70. 5 96.8 64.1 65. 0 
BR IGHT ISI11TH IT. 73.8 73.9 84.3 b6. 1 
----------- ------_. 
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Figure 1. The flow 
t~mp~rature retrieval 
different versions of 
thermal structure. 
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of information through a satellite 
and analysis system. Ovals represent 
informdtion concerning the atmospheric 
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~19ure 2. Singular value decomposition of temperature and 
corresponding satallite measured radiance inFormation. Shown 
is the spectrum of cumulative percent explained variance in 
the empirical orthogonal Functional representation of the 
information of each type. 
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Figure 3. Cumulative percent explained RAOS variance for 
various satellite temperature retrieval m~thods in mid-
latitudes (30N,60N) for JanuarCJ. Also shown are RAOa and 
satellite brightness temperature information spectra. 
Radiance measurements are synthesized for the HIRS sounder 
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Vertical profiles of root mean s~uare temperature 
errors for mid--latitude cases included in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 7. Vertical profiles of temperature retrieval errors 
in mid-latitudes for the noise contaminated experiments of 
Fig, o. 
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Fi~ure 9. VerticaJ profiles of temperature retrieval errors 
in mid-latitudes for the Experiments in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 12. Same 15 Fig. 10 ercept using error contaminated 
synthetic HIRS radiance measurement5. 
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Figure 13, Same as Fig, 11 except ~sing ~rror contaminated 
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v. Satellite Temperature Soundings in Cyclones 
(Microwave Satellite Observations) 
by 
Sigmp" Fritz 
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Satellite TIROS-N microwave radiances were used to derive 
temperatures and thickness over a cyclone in the Gulf of Alaska. 
'fhe radiances were used in conjunction with the closest radiosonde 
data to the cyclone. 
The method empluyed solves three equations in three unknowns. 
The unknowns are the three coefficients which are needed at each 
pressure level. to multiply the rnc[;sured radiances in order to 
retriev~ the vertical temperature distribution. From the derived 
vertical temperature distributions. the thickness between 700 and 
300 mb ,~ere computed. Maps of the thi cKnessC's were c~mrared wi th 
NMC maps and wiUI thicknesses dprivpd from NESS operational sound-
ings. 
From a few soundings the trorOpBu~e height is seen to have a 
minimum near the Culf of Alaska I )c1on~" 
'. 
---.1M&-_~""~. - ............ _t-""':tt:...-.~-~-:::::-:-:-.-... ~-::-~ .. ..,~. _ ... _.... ______________ • ______ _ 
Satellite Temperature Soundings in Cyclones 
(Microwave Satellite Observations) 
by Sigmund Fritz 
1. Introduction 
Cyclonic areas over the Pacific Ocean are among the most 
significant regions for weather analysis and forecasting for 
North America. 
86 
However, in such important regions, it"is difficult to make' 
;Iccurate tem?erature soundings with illfra·-!"(>d s<itelli.te measu .... c-
ments because clouds gr(>atly influ~nce the eml~si6n to sp<ice. Con-
sequently, satellite measurements do not represent the effect of 
atmospheric temperatures alone and it becomes difficult to extract 
the atmospheric temperature from the satellite observations. 
We have therefore restricted our invI!stigation to the use of 
mi crowave satelli te obs.ervati ons. At some frequences microwave 
observations are usually hardly influenced by the presence of 
clouds. Nevertheless, recently, Phillips (-)80) has raised a caution-
ary flag regardi ng the influence of precipitat ion a reas or. the r,casure-
ed microwave data; we shall address this problem later. 
On April 6, 1979 a cylcone was located over thp. Gulf of Alaska 
(Fig. 1) and TIROS-N microwave observations were available. From 
the obsel-ved radiances, temperature sC'undings (an be derived by many 
ml:thods. Thls case ,,'as also studied by Brodrick (1980). brodrick lIsed 
NESS operat ional so\l11llings ""h ich d(~p~nd on cer tain parameters; these 
parameters are derived from statistical relations betwee& satellite 
soundings and radiosondes which arc Indinly located far from the Gulf 
of A1Rc~d, and also preceed the April 6, 1979 date by a wuek or more. 
Yet according to Grody (1980) "temperature profiles, having large 
R.'lplitude small scale fluctllAt i(Jns relative to the a·priori melln, 
result in the largest retrieval errors". This leads to his further 
conclu!;;i.on that the "a'-priori" vertical u.'mperature sounding should 
be based un a particular synoptic situation rather than on "a-priori" 
statistics according to three basic latitude bands. It is partly 
for that reason that Fritz (1976), and Hi11ger and Vander Haar(1977,1979) 
used radiosonde data together with satellite data to derive vertical 
temperature strllcture in specific synoptic situations. 
~ 
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The method we have selected doee not oepend on any statistic •• 
Instead the available radiosonde. closest in sp~ce and time to the 
cyclone are accepted as basic true imput dftta. The satellite data 
are then used to interpolate the temperature soundings between the 
radiosonde stations. 
In this method, there is no .~~E.!. at the radiosonde stations 
because we have assumed that the radiosondes are perfectly correct. 
The retrieval results can be compared everywhere with the results 
from operational methods discussed by Brodrick (1980), and with 
the data llsed in NMC analys es. 
2. The Method 
- _. -- ---
Solyi!\B .~ .~~l!.a_t}.o.n_s_ .!:.I! 1 u,!kn_o~n2.' The method used here has 
been described earlier (Fritz, 1976, 1977(a), (b), 1978). The 
method assumes as do most linear methods, that the temperature, at 
any height or pressure level in the at mopshere, can be expressed as 
a linear combination of satellit~ observations. 
'rhus, we compute a 'emperature deviation, AT, from the re-
J ation 
AT (k)" E F(k ,j) • AR(j) 
r j 
and find the temperatura., T, from 
T (k) ~ T (k) + AT (k) 
r g r 
(1) 
(2) 
Here T is tc'mpcraturc, R is radiance rn~asured by the satel1ite, and 
the F's are a set of coef fi dents. The subscript, "r" , means the 
retrieved value, "g" me .. ms the "guess" or initial value. The letter, 
"k" refl?rs to a pressure level in the atmosphere, and "j" refers to 
the spectral flequency of the radiation measured. 
llR(j) = R (j)-R (j) 
m g (3) 
where the subscrpt "m" means the measured value. 
The problem is to se1f>ct the "best" values of F(k,j). 
I, ,I 
I 
f 
44$ Q -
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In general the values of F(k,j) depend on the vertical temper-
ature structure of the atmospheres from which they are derived. Thus, 
in statistical methods the F's depend on the lapse rates of the sample 
of soundings which are used in the statistical sample. However. if 
the F's could be related to vertical temperature distibution in the 
cyclone under investigation. the temperature retrievals might be more 
accurate than the retrievals which depend upon a relatively unrelated 
statistical sample. 
Therefore, in the study we selected the nearest radiosondes avail-
able. Figure 1 shows a picture of the cloud distribution over the 
cyclone. the dots locate the radiosonde stations (Table 1) used to 
derive the t"s. The cyclone center was located on the surface synoptic 
,nap at 1200Z at about 54N, l67W. The center of the cloud spiral seems 
to be at about 53N, l65W. 
The Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) on TIROS-N has four channels 
Microwave S_ound}n&. t!n(t Fr£>.quC'·lc}.e! 
Channel No. Frequency (CHz) 
1 50.30 
2 53.74 
3 5/~ .96 
4 57.94 
The radiance in channell is strongly inf1l1enc,~J by clouds. Therefore 
channell was not used tn ~ound the atmosphere. Channel 2 may be affected 
somewhat by clouds where rain is occuring. (Phillips, 1980). It may have 
been raining at Ship Papa, \o.'hen TIROS-N vie ... 'ed the area, however ,"'e shall 
show that channel 2, radiance did not seem noticeably affected in this case. 
'Ole remaining channels, channels 3 and 4, are presumably affected 
only by ci!dnges in atmospheric temperature. 
\~e therefore have radiances avai lab1e from 3 ~lSU channels n<1'1c1y, 
channels 2,3, and 4. 
'TIle method used her'!:! is therefoIe limited to the solution of 3 
equations in 3 unknowns. The ~quations are 3 equations like Eq.(l). 
To generate the ~T(k) at 3 ra~~~sonde stations, we select one radio-
sonde station as the "first guess' .tation. We selected station 1170308 
(St. Paul, Alaska). We then selected 3 additional stations "surrounding" 
the cyclone. These three stations are listed in Table 1. 
:1 
.'; 
," 
~. 
I 
f 
Station ____ ~_ ta t1 on n lll!l!__ _ __ , 
. ---- - .- -~ -- -~.--
70308 St Paul 
- --- - -- - -- - -- - - -- ---
.. ~.-- --
70454 Adak 
70316 Cold Bay 
C7P Ship Papa 
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Lat • 
-~ -----
57.15N 
-, -
- - -_. - -- - - -
51.88 
55.20 
50. !)O 
(G) ::a "First Guess" Station, 1170308 
.w. 
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__ .. _ ._~o~&.!. 
170.22W (G) 
------
176.65 
162.72 
145.00 
TlROS-N viewed the al"S at About 1320Z and 1500Z on April 6, 1979; 
the ob'i(·rved radiances O\iec the four stations (Table 2) were selected 
from maps of MSU radiances for each of the channels. No adjustmt>nt 
",as made for tIle dHfere>l1ce in time frOID the radiosonde data, nominally 
at 1200Z. 
o Tahle 2 -MSU ra<1iances over Rad.toso.llde station!!.. ( K) 
Station Channel Nlmber 
2 3 4 
70308 245.5 229.5 222.0 
70454 244.0 228.5 222.1 
70316 245.3 230.6 221. 5 
e7P 2/.8.7 225.5 215.3 
(G) '"' "First Guess" stations 
Table 3 
St.at.) on 
'(0454 
70316 
CjP 
! 
J 2 
-
-1.5 
-0.2 
3.2 
C'r.&~Jnel r:'.l'Dber 
1 __ ;3 l 4 
-1.0 0.1 
1.1 
-0.5 
-4.0 -6.1 
(G) 
1 
1 
I 
1 
i 
I 
1 
~ 
.. 
I 
r 
~ 
r 
I 
I 
- ;z;;:t 
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The radiance values, expressed in equivalent degree. K, were 
subtracted frOID the values at the "First Guess" station, to obtain 
the values of AR(j) shown in Table 3. 
- $$ 
The radiosonde temperature data were available at standard levels 
up to 100 Db, except that at Ship "Papa", the data were given to 30 mbs. 
In order to URe a pC\Jgram ah'cady available, fictitious temperatures 
were added at the 5 mb and ,0.1 mb level. The radiosonde temperalures 
were then interpolated tq 100 pressure levels from 1000 mbs to 0.01 mb 
level according to a p2/7 law. 
This interpolation retains the measured temperature values at the stand-
ard lev~ls ~xactly. Incidently, the surface pressure was generally low-
er than 100 mbs; e.g., it was 967 mb at station 11"0316. 
Having now obtained temperatures at 100 prensure levels (actually 
only those at 50 levels, from 1000 to 104 mbs were meaningful) it was 
a simple matter to solve the 3 pquations like Eq(l). separately at each 
prpssure level, k, to obtain 3 values of F(k,j) 3t each pressure level. 
An example of the distributions of F(k,j), is given in Fig. 2. 
Below about I~OO mbs, the coefficients arc fairly small never exceeding 
an nbsolute value of 2. However llleHr the 300 mb level, the coefficient 
for ch.1nne-} 3 r(>;l('h(>s a value of +5. This may be, too large to give stable 
values of ret ricved tC'TlIperature for i_n_dependc_nJ. radiance measurements, if 
substantial random errors exist in the radiance observations. For that 
pressure 1 ev(>l, errors fit the radiance me:lsurernents would be amplified 
more because they would be multiplird by the l&rge values of F(70,3); 
(k = 70 corrpsponds to 299 mb). However. wll('n we drri ve the thickn(>ss 
over the layer 700-300 mbs, as we shall rio later, the coeffieciC'nts are 
quite small when averaged over that thickness layer. 
In spite of the variations of the F(k,j) in Fig. 2., obviollsly 
whC'n the F(k,j) are mUltiplied by the ~~(j) at the radiosonde st~tions 
(Table 3), and then added to "guess'! t(~mperatures. we obtain eXiictly 
COllect temperatures Itt all levels at each radioso.1de station. Witli 
this 1'1ethod there are!1_~_er~oE.! in the temperature at the dependent 
radiosonde stations. Since there are no errors in the temperatures, 
there rlre no errors in the heiehts of the pr('ssure surfaces or of the 
1;lyer thic1-Ilt~sses at those dependpnt radiosonde stations. 
Having obtained values of F(k,j), we are now ready to apply them 
to all the TJROS-N l-lSU measurements over the cyclone. \-1e derive temper-
atures at all ~O levels from 1000 Illbs to 100 mbs. From those derived 
If,·,r,ppratllres, we can compute the heights of pressure surfacps and tl,- • 
compute the "thickness" between any two pressure levels. : 
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This was done for lUi area large,· than the reglon surroundins the 
Julf of Alaska cyclon. (Flg. 1). For that, data from two TIROS-N orbit. 
wp.re used. T~e time. of those observation. ~ere approximately 1320Z and 
lSOOZ. 
The thickness of the 100-300 mb layer is shown in Figure. 3 (l320Z) 
and Fig. 4. (lSOOZ). The dots in Fig.3 show the locations of the HSU 
observatt.ons at about 1320Z; in Fig. 4., the data ahow the locations at 
about 1 SOOZ. Along the !ati hide SON, the thickness increasea from l1SE 
eastward. The thickness is about 5850 m at 17SE, about 6000 m at lS6W, 
and reaches a maximum of 6230 m, at 14OW. At 53N, 170W, just west of the 
cyclone center, 88 shown in Fig. 1., the thickness gradient is quite 1;1:.a11.-
in fact 8 low thickness of 592S m was located there, surrounded by some-
what larger val \Ies of thickness. 
How do these vahJ('S compare wi th other results? Mr. II Brodrick of 
NESS, kindly supplied values of 700-300 mb thickness('s derived from 
"operational" retrievals. 'Jnfortunatply those retriev:lls where not made at 
each MSU observation spot. So Brodrick's valu(>s were interpolatl'd b£>twl'('n 
the thi(kn£'ss shown in Figs. 3. I and 4. NMC's thicknl'ssPs, Rlso supplied 
by Brodrick, were also ~ompared in a similar manner. 
Comparisons wi th NMC (thickness 700-300 mb) and between NESS and "_3--f-qf!" 
retrievals 
It is interesting to compare the 700-JOe ITO thicknt'Bs retricv.'lls 
with NMC's thi rknesses. 'n,is is done In figs. 5(a) and 5(b). for 1500Z 
obsl'rvat Ions, nr.d in fig. 6(a) Clnd 6(b) for 1320Z ob~H.!T\,ilt iOlls. Let's 
call the Illeth(llls described ahove the "3-F-qs" llil'lhod. Fig. 5(a) compare·s 
the TtlWS-N l~OOZ observation rvsults of the "3 Eqs" I;ll'thod witla NMC; 
Fi~. 5(b) C'_'I:IIHires the r('sults of the NLSS statistical method with NMC 
(BrnciricK, 1980). 'nle largl'st diffl,rt'IlCl'S from f'iMC occur near 45N, IS5\.J. 
Nei,l Ihilt lCleation, both cOlllparbons would rt,duce the ~HC thicKnpsses. 
But rile !l3-Eqs" H1ethod ,,'ould [(·duee the thicknvss by ilbOllt 80 1;lcters, 
whereas the NESS method wCluld reduce the NMC values by about 150 meters. 
Thus while both methods would int~nsify the NMC trough at that location 
the "3-E4S " method would do so h'ss drastically. That result is doubtless 
Inf1\ll.ncE'd l'j the ut~lizntf()n of the sOllnding at Ship Papa (SON, 145W) in 
the "3-Eqs" ;nelhod. 
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) are based on comparisons with interpolations by 
NMC and NESS to the NMC polar-sterographic grid-point locations. Moreover, 
in these figures, the TIROS-N observations were made ncar 1500Z. Hr. Brodrick 
kindly supplied also the NESS retrievals at sp~cific locations. 
These 'Ire ·~ESS retrievals made over an averi1~e of scv(;ral satelli te obser-
vatL .. ': th(:refClre the location of the NESS retrievals, unfort\lOalf'ly. also 
do not correspond e~actly to the retrievals at the MSU observation lOLdtionG 
indicated by the dot in Fies. S. Nevertheless the NESS retrievals were 
(ompared '-lith th.: "3-Eqs" rf:'trievals; the comparisons are shown in S(c). 
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Fil· S(c) ahows that differences ot about +100 m were computed neMr 
155W from about 49N to 56N. Elsewhere the differences were smaller, near 
SON, now the larlest difference was -40 m. Doubtll'sS some of the val-
ues in Fia. S(c) are influenced by the interpolation made necessary be-
cause the retrievals were not made at exactly the same locations j but the 
patterns of positive differences near longitude 155W, and negative value 
near now is probably vnlid. This would of course ('hnngE: the gradient 
of thickness nnd, therefore, the thermal wind. 
Another factor which may l:ave aff(>etl'd the reHults, is the fAct 
that 45N, 155W is near the satellite vil.'wing horizon. The obsenmd 
radiances arc nlade at a large slant angle therp~ corrections are mdde 
for "I imb effects" in an att(>mpt to calcul;He what the radinnces would 
have bepn If the satellite observations had been i~ the nadir. It was 
these "~ir~-corrected" radiances. k indly ~>uppHpd by Dr. Grody. which 
were llsed in the ret rievals wi th the "3-Eqs" method. Perhaps some vari-
at ion in the" I iub-correct ions" made in the opernt ional n>t l'ievals may 
account for some of the dHf(>rf"nces in the N~:SS and "3-Eqs" rpsults. Of 
course near the center of Fig. 5 and Figs. &. the satellite obHervea 
nrar nndir. nnd the differencps in Figs. 5 and 6 would be due to other 
faclors. 
TIROS-N, 1~20Z obRervation~ 
Tn Figs. 6(a) ,md 6(b). the rrt rie vills flUm the "3 Eqs" ilnd from 
the NESS nJ£'thods are comp:HPd both t\MC for satell ite observations made 
tJt about 1320Z. Near SON, ],)5W. the rf'sults are similar to the ones in 
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) at th;it location. In Fig. 6(a) the f(>sults are ~on:c­
what diffl'rf'nt than in Fig. 5{a) b"'(':luse no adjllstll,l'nt was IT,ade to rnnke 
the retricv;;ls ('(,UBI nt both obsprvAt ion t imC's. Tn Fig. 6(a) near 55N. 
135W, the "3-Eqs" method differs from NMC by 'about 100 r.l wht·reas the 
NESS retrievals agree with NNC almost eXActly. At 57N. 130W NESS retrievals 
are about 28 m In rger than NMC. while' the "3--f:qs" mt-thod sho",'s nbout 
+70 m. The reason for th(·se discrepancit,s are not obvious. and should 
be investigated further. Ho .... 'ever. it should be notl"d that in an"opera-
tional Hpplication o~ the "3 Eqs" rndhod. a radio~,onde (Annette Island), 
rwar 56N. 132W would hdve be>en utilized to retrieve the correct thickness 
at that location. 
The difference bet",een the "3 Eqs" and NESS n·t ricvals for 1320Z. 
is f,hown in fig. 6(c). Here Again we Ilote the rc>lativ(>ly large differ-
ences near the horizon. Npor the renter of Fig. S{c). that is. near 
satellite nadir. the differences are stnaller although they still rear:h 
about +50 m. 
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Which result is better? It does not f.o.:!elD possible to decide frOID the 
thickness field alone. If the radiosonde measurements are accurate, 
obviously the results of Fig 3 and 4 must be better at th~ radiosonde 
stations. But the NESS results are a180 1n approximate agreement with 
the Aleut1a~ Is. radio30nde station •• Ncar Ship Papa the NESS resulU 
are not in such good agreement. 
Thicknesr ..las also deriverS tor the IH)'er 1000-500 nt>, but the re-
suI ts arc not I:.'!ported here. The average values of the coeffiCient. 
which yield average temperatures over the layers are shown in Table 4. 
Table 4 
Average coefficients, F(k,j) averaged over pressure intervals 
Pressure Interval. eh;mne 1 No. 
(mbs) 2 3 4 
1000-500 1. 16 -0 • ~, 8 , --0. 21 
700- 300 +0.86 +{). (,1 -0.99 
4. TropOpilllS~ 
Since the retrievals yield t~mperatures at 50 pressure levels 
between 1000 and 100 liI},S, it W,IS intt:>resting to ~('c what the vertical 
temperature st J-lIctllre was. 
It should be n'III('lnb£'red that the v~rt ieal tl'lTliJerature structure 
at the radiosonde stations ('fable 1) fire accept('d as true. 'nH!r£·fore, 
the troI~op;HlSC at thc>se stations, and all the tr·mperatures at every 
lcvf'l are assumed J..l1own. The satellite measurements merely serve as 
a ri'tional way of intl?rpolating betw('('n the rAdiosonde Rtations. 
Wi th that in mind. \Oe see in Fig. 7 two radio::;onde temp~ratures, 
dnd also a s~t of retrievals at fIve locations along a line irom Ship 
Wi J..eX 
?Rpa to Adak (070454). It is interesting to note that the lowest trop-
opause lwight oC<:\lrs j\lst south of RtAtion IJ70316 which itself had the 
h'lolest tropopau"e height of the four ralli.obunde stations; namely at 394 mb. 
The lowest tropopause height judging by Fig. 7, seems to have 
occurred just to cast of the low lcvpl cyclone. 
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s. On the question of the value of channel 2 radtance at Ship Pap. 
Phillips (1980) ha. shown that when precipitation 1. c'ccurin& itl 
the atmosphere under the =atellite, the observed radiance in channel 2 
may be too low. Under such circumstance. the cold cloud i. p~rtially 
substituti!d for the warmer atmosphere which 11e. belOW. 
'In order to detec~ situations when precipitation i. occuring, 
Phillip~ suggested comparing channell with channel 2. Without pre-
cipitatlon. over the ocean, the radiance R in channel I, tends to 
be much smaller than the radiance R2 , in c~annel 2. but when precipi-tation is occuring, Rl approaches R2 in value, and ~ may even exceed 
R2• 
Fig. I shows that Ship Papa was located under a frontal band; 
1t may have been raining there. Is the radiance RZ' observed over Ship Papa too low? Should the radiance be increased som~what? To 
test this a rnap of R2 - Rl was p"epared; the data arc shown in Figure 8. 
The value of (R 2- RI) at Ship Papa is about 10; Phillips quggested 
that when (R 2 - Rl ) is less than 12, then R2 might be affected by the 
clouds. To test this further, and to determine by how much R at Ship 
Papa should be increased the observed values of R2 where compired with 
theoretically computed values. 
The value of R2 i~' given by mainly 
R2 "" 11:r d T 2 • 
0; 
In Eq.4~ "T" is the temperature obtained from 
T2 is the atm,)spheric transmittance for channel 2. 
were kindly supplied by Dr. N. Grody. 
radiosondes and 
Values of T2 
The radiosonde data were mostly available up to 100 mbs although 
some stations supplied temperatures to greater heights. The surface 
pressure at most stations was lower than 1000 mbs. Equation (4) was 
therefore applied for pressure levels frum 970 mbs to 100 mbs at 
several stations. The results are shown in Figure 9. From Fig. ,9 it 
appears that no correction should be applied to the observed value 
(4) 
of R at Ship Papa. A line fitted by eye through the Hawaiian stations 
and ~e Alaska st,ations passes through the poir.t for Ship Papa. Another 
line ~hich takes account of Midway Island, would indicate that the 
radiance at Ship Papa should be ~edu~ed, instead of increased. 
were 
were 
Because of this analysis, the thickness shown in Fig. 3 and 4 
computed with the observed value of R2 at Ship Papa. Computations 
also made with the value R2 increased from the observed value of 
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of 248.7 oK to • ficti liou. '.al ue of 250.5 oK. Of course, because 
of the method of solvina 3 equation. in 3 unknown. to derive F(k,j), 
no errore apI-ear in the temperature. of the radiosonde stationa, with 
pither value of R2• It is not until the retrieval. are made at a sUb~ 
stant!al distance south of the radiosonde stations that a significant 
difference appears in the 700-300 mb thickness between the retrievals 
with R2 • 248.7 and R2 -250.5. 
The coefficiF.'"1 t~ F (k ,j) for the average temperatur~ from 700-
300 mbs were: 
Channel No. 
----:1--~2 R2 ~ 24B.7 0.B6 
R2 ~ 250.5 0.82 
3 4 ~9 I -0.83 
0.01 
O.OB 
Since AR is small nCdr the Aleutt'an Island stations, and the 
temperature errurs are zero at the all dependent radiosonde stations. 
it is only when the ARts change appreciably from the value at the 
radiosonde stations th&l signif:f.cant changes in the thickness can 
occur. 
6. Further Discussion 
As Grody (1980) suggests, the details of the vertical temperature 
structure may introduce errors in temperature retrievals from satellite 
data. Fritz (1969) also indicated that true deviations from assumed 
average temperatures make it impossible to derive error free retrievals 
at a given height from satellite data alone. Grody suggests that the 
vertical temperature structure in every synoptic situation needs to be 
considered separately. 
Retrievals, using both radiosondes and satellite radiances, attempt 
to employ both types of data as a consist-~-nt data set. There are however 
-questions raised when such methods are u~ed. The present method dependF. on 
radiosonde data. If any radiosonde sounding is in error, that error 
---_. -
will be propogated into the retrievals in the vicinity of the erroneous 
radiosonde. Moreover, if th~ satellite data are not made at the same time 
as the radiosonde, irl a changing synoptic situation the two data sets. 
would not be consistent. Therefore, the two sets of data should really 
be colocated in space and in time, although no att~mpt was made in the 
present study to account for the time differences between the radiosonde 
ascents and the satel _ te observations. The radiosonde data are taken, 
nominally, at 1200Z. although some allowance should be made for time 
taken by the ascent and deviations of the release time from l200Z. The 
satellite data were taken in l320Z, in Fig. 3 and near l500Z in Fig. 4. 
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Doubtless, =o~What different retrieval results would have been 
obtained if tbe radlv~onde data had been adjusted to tbe satellite times, 
by for example, usina forecast temperatures made at bourly interval •• 
In the course of the w(Hk, it wan noted tbat tbe satellite radi-
ances were substantially different durina local dayt~lIIe frail tbe values 
during local night-time. If tbiA is due to some instrumental error 1n 
tbe satellite, ohv"ously the coefficient. derived for 1200Z would not 
bp. appUcable to any other times. Space interpolation mig!.t still. be 
permissible, but extrc.polation in time would not be vaUd. 'this day-
night variation in the MSU data needs to be investigated further. 
Another item which needs to be looked into further, 1s the reason 
for the 100 m discrepancy in Fig 6(a) between the t.hicknesses derived 
by the "3-Eqs" method and NMC's result, in the vicirity of Annette Island. 
Further test's of the "3-Eqs" method can readily be devised., For 
example it wi ... ;l" be interest1.ng to substitute another station for Ship 
Papa, and to '~·:>myute thickness retrievals again. Instead of Ship Papa 
we might employ a radiosonde in the Hawaiian Islands, or another one 
of the Alaska coastal stations. 
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!!.&.'!L- Leaends 
Picture of spiral cloud band over the Gulf of Alaska fro. 
TIROS-N, AllrU 6, 1979. The heavy I tne. surround!n. tbe 
spi.ral, encloses the area emphaabed in the report. The dota 
in the enclosed area show the locations of tbe radiosonde 
stations used aa dependent stations. "Ship Papa" ts denoted 
by "P," the "first guess" atation by "G." Midway Island is 
labelled "M." Ship Papa appears to be under I. frontal cloud 
band. 
Vertical distributions of the coefficient» F(k,j), for 3 
microwave channels. The tick marks on the presBure scale 
are f\Jr every S units I)f "k." k· 50 refers to p • 97 mb, 
k • 100 refers to p • 1000 rob. 
TIlickness (meters) of 700-300 mb layer, computed on the 
basis of TIROS-N microwave radiance measurements and radio-
sonde data. Microwave measurements were made at about 
13202. April 6, 1979. The dots show the location. 
of the micro\"ave measurements; temperature and thickness 
retrievals were computed at each dot. The symbol at SON, 
145W shows the location of Ship Papa. 
Figure 4 Same as Figure 3, except for microwave measurements made at 
about 150OZ. The symbols denote the loc2:tions of the 
dependent radiosonde stations. TIle storm symbol. denotes 
the approximate center of the cloud spiral in Figure 1. 
Figure S (3): Comparison wi th N ... tional Heteorological Center (NMC) 
thicknesses (meters). Thickness from Figure 4 (1500Z) 
minus thickness from NMC. Symbols denote locations of 
dependent radiosonde stations. Note about -80 m 
difference ncar 45N, 155W. 
Figure 5(b): Same as Figure 5(a) except differp~ce between NESS 
operational thickness and NMC thick.less. Note about 
-150 m near ~5N, 15~W. 
Figure S(c): Comparison of thicknc.>ss (m(~ters) in Figure 4 with 
thickness from :;!!;SS operational soundings; F,igure 4 
thickness minus NESS thickness. Symbols show locations of 
dependent radiosonde stations. 
Figure 6(a): Same as Figure 5(a) , except for 1370Z TIROS-N observaticns 
(Figure 3) • 
Figure 6(b) : Same as Figure 5(b) • except for area further East. 
Figure 6(c) : Same as Figure S(c) , except for 1320Z TIROS-N observations 
(Figure 3) • 
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Temperature 80undin._. Soundinl5 no. 1 and DO. 7 are oba.rve. 
froll radi080nde etation.. Sounding. no. 2 throuah no. 6 ar. 
retrievab frOIi the "3-eq •• II method, alonl latitude SO-SIN. 
between the t~o radi080nde station.. Note the low tropopau •• 
near the center of the longitude interval. 
Radiance, R2, minu8 radiance, Rl , for TIROS-N observation. at 1320Z. Note tight gradient along coastal area •• 
Comparison of partial radiances comruted frail radiosonde 
temperature (eq. 4) vercus MSU channel 2 radiances observed 
at the same radiobonde stations. Values "First Cues." 
~tation (computed or observed) subtracted from corresponding 
station value. 
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Abstro1ct 
Horel and Wallace (1980) show the 
sea-surface temperature (SST) patterns 
for DQcember, January, and February). 
equatorial Pacific SST and the 8 years 
from their data. 
time variation. of Pacific Ocean 
for the winter month. (averaae 
The 10 year. with the warmest 
with the coldest SST were selecte' 
Northern hemisphere maps of the 700 mb heights, £veragea }.)r the 10 
SST warm years, were computed. nlis was done for the mean monthly heights 
at each 100 latitude-longitude intersection, it waA done separately for 
November, December, January, and February. Sim11 .. u maps were prcpal'ed 
for the average of the 8 SST cold years. Then. the dHfere,lce in thC' 2 
averaged height fields was comput~d. ~~ps f~r the difference are shown 
as Figures 1-4 in this report. 
In February and ~n January the distribulion of the height field 
agrees most with the cu~relation field shown by Horel and Wallace. 
Especially in February, a ring of relatively low heights surrounds the 
North Pole, with the ring displaced southward along 90W. This agrees 
alsO with theoretical findings cited. In January the pattern is almost 
as coherent, but in December and even mo~e in November, t~e pattern 
deviates more from the "ring pattern" evident ill February. 
Fourier harmonic analysis shows that wave numbers I, 2, and 3 con-
tribute substantially to the pattern, especially in middle and high 
latitudes. 
Finally, an interesting 10 year repetition occurs in the 700 mb 
heights at 60N, 90E. The cause is unknown; but the possibility is 
raised that SST in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans may respond to gyres 
with different periods that are harmonics of 10 years. 
, 
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Horel and Wallace (1980) (abbreviated H-W) show that a correlation 
pattern exists between the 700 mb heights over the rorthern hemisphere 
and certain patterns of the sea-surface temperature. (SST) of the Pacific • 
Ocean. For the SST t they use an empirical orthogonal f .. nction (EOF) of 
Pacific SST given by Weare t Navato and Newell (1976). H-W show a time 
series graph of normalized fST from 1949-1~19. They indicate by shadina 
their "subject iva definition of major wanu SST episode8 in the equat(:>rial 
east PacifiC." (It should be noted t howeyer t that the EOF SST patterna 
characterize the SST over the whole Pacific Ocean. On the average t when 
the equatorial east Pacific Ocean is warm in winter t the SST is warm 
also in the central Equatorial Pacific; but in mid-latitudes at about 
40N t the central Pacific is cold then. It is really this total pattern 
which characterizes the "wano" SST years selected by tJ-W.) 
Horel and Wallace analyzed their data for winter seasons: namely for 
December, January and February grouped together. It is interesting to 
see how consistent their results are for all the wannest SST years which 
they selected and also for the coldest years which can be selected from 
their diagram (their Ffgure 2). 111e)' found that the largest correlation 
coefficient between SST and 700 mb heights for the winter season occurred 
near 60N, 160E. The correlation coefficient there was -0.66. To test 
for consistencYt the departure from normal (DN) of the 700 mb heights at 
that location were tabulated in Table 1. There were 10 SST-warm years and 
8 SST-cold years (i.e., years when the Equatorial Pacific Ocean SST wa. 
anomalously warm or cold.) 
We note in Table I that in all 8 .~eb~~Il!0l!ths with SST cold, 
the 700 mb height was above normal at 60N t 160E: also in 8 out of the 10 
SST warm years, the 700 mb height was below normal. In Janua~, almost 
equal consistency was found. In 7 out of 8 SST cold years the 700 mb 
heights were above normal. In 7 out of 10 SST warm years the ZOO mb 
heights were below normal. PI rsistence of the DN sign t from January to 
February, was more consistent in the SST cold years than in,the SST warm 
years. 
However in December, consistency was not evident. Half the 700 mb 
heights were above normal and half were below normal in both the SST 
warm years and in the SST cold years. 
Therefore, thft results shown in Table 1 are conaistent with H-W 
as to the sign of the 700 mb DN, but mainly in January and February. 
Presumbabl), H-W might have found an even larger correlation coefficient 
at 60N t 160E, if they had confined their study to January and February, 
although the magnitude of the DN's are also a factor. 
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numbers of negative cases number of positive cases 
(out of 10 possible) (out of 8 possible) 
5 7 8 4 8 
1 
1 
, 
I 
r 
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~. 
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t 
~ , 
I • 
• • 
· 
Yean 
1951-52 
57-58 
58-59 
63-64 
65-66 
68-69 
69-70 
72-73 
76-77 
77-78 
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De "!!"!. u..f.!_ f f0I!~P J'1I.~ 
~ aD !'Pn tJl k}_O~Q. ._1IIb _H.eJ -Ah_t. __ {'!l 
60N now .-~~. ,,'.--
SST. _",-arm .l.l"llrl!, SST .c.otd ,}'l'l!f.! 
Year. 
Dec Jan Feb DeC' Jan Feb 
-51 --46 +10 19/.9-~0 -8 -68 +36 
-36 +59 +32 54-55 -11 +10 -8 
+12 -11 -8 55-56 -1 +74 -27 
H8 -28 -9 64-65 ,·37 -4 -68 
-15 H6 ~20 67-68 -5 +11 +78 
+32 +4 +50 70-71 -22 -17 -0 
+58 +7 +23 73-74 +32 -54 -16 
-29 +17 +39 75-76 -14 +16 -41 
-3 +33 +50 
-17 +89 +101 
number of positive cases number of negative case. 
(out of 10 possibl~~ (out of 8 possible) 
.. 
4 7 1 7 4 6 
'. 
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Horel and WaUac. found. corr.laUon co.:richnt of +0.45 .t 60 •• now. 
Tabl. 2 show. the 700 .b ON •• in Tabl. 1. Her. the re.ult •• re not a. con-
.i.tent a. they were in Table 1. In Feb~uary, 6 out of I 700 .b DN'8 were 
nesative for the SST cold y~ar., only 4 out of I neaative ON'. occured In 
January. In the SST war. year. the number of po.itlve ON'. were 7 out of 
10 in both February and January. tn December, the SST cold year. showed 
consistency with 1 out of I ne&aUv. ON'.. B,.t for the war. SST year., 
December had only 4 out of 10 positlve ON's; t ••.• more than balf with the 
"wrona" .1sn. 
So over all. January and February seem to IJhow &r~lIte.t consiStency 
ilnd agreement with H-W 118 to slgn of the DN. but December seem. more 
doubtful in that respect. 
Because of the montfi to month'variation of the results at the two 
locations ln Table. 1 and 2, ~e decided to examine the 700 mb height 
variat 10n over JOost of the Northern Ucmisphpre fleparat~f!.11.' for eacb 
calf>ndar month. A magnNic lapp. had already bl'(>n furnishpd by the NOAA 
tong Range Predictinn C,·,IUp. This t.ape Includl'd m('an monthly 100 mb 
height "atll from January 1947 through May 1979. and had been used p)Cten-' 
sively to study tte 7~0 lOb variation, especially at 60M. (Fritz. 1980). 
The tlipeB contained data frOID ISN to 90M. 
We Accepted lhe SST characte" ['I,at ion as given by Horel and Wallace lo~ 
the years llstpd in TablefJ 1 and I. For the 10 SST warlD years, the averag .. 
o 0 700 mb ht'ight was computed at each 10 latitude and 10 longitudt" grid 
point from LON to SON. The snme computation was made for the SST cold years. 
Then the following difference, lIH, was computed. 
!.IH .: H - ii 
w c 
where ii Is the 10 year Rverage for thr SST-warm years and ii is the 8 
year av~rage for the SST cold years. This was done separateiy for each 
calendar month. And bpcause Table 1 5ug8csts that the February results 
are most consistent we shall describe the maps of lIH in the order February 
January. Decembet. We shall also discuss the results for November. 
F~b!.-\J_ary_ 6!f.~ 
The map of l'.H for February is shown 1.n Fig. 1. The largest value of 
f,H was -94 m at 60N, 170E. In addition there was a belt of negative heigIlt. 
sur rounding the pole in a ring wllich was displaced· southward approximatel; 
along longitude 90W. Along this circumpolar bel t weTe several negative ' 
height centers. The most extensive one was' the area centered near 55N, 115E; 
another center, with magnitude about -35 m was located just off the U.S. 
east coast. centered at almost 35N. JOW. A third center. with magn" tude' 
about -35 m, lay near 60N. 10E; and finally a center of about -57 m appeared 
near SON. 90E. Angell (19S0) also found that warm sea-surface temperature 
in the tropical Pacific was related to '~isp1acement of the polar vortex 
to\,/ard the region lSO-90· west". 
1 
" 1 
, 
, 
I 
~----~-~~ ~~~~~sa~~l 
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An ar •• of poaitive hei,ht. appeared over Northern Canade and ~he adjacent 
Arctic Ocean; it. central value wa. about +31 _ and it wa. located near 65 •• 
125~. Tht. i. n~t far fro. the cent.r of positive correlation found by H-V 
for the wint.r MOnth •• 
The strikin, feature of the circumpolar rin, of neaativ. AR, wa. it. 
similarity with theory and with obaervation. H-W found a rin, of center. 
of nc,ativ. correlation, (a. described Above) ly1n, al.o in a qu •• i-circua-
polar rtnl with foar center. of ne,ative corr~lation coeffir.ient •• Two of 
these center. lay near the c.ntEr. in Ft,. I. n.mel,. 
the one _lready mentioned near 60N, 170£, .nd the one off the U.S. r.st 
coast. nley show abo .nother center in the Pad ftc (r' • -0.59) n .... r 40N, 
14OW, and on. In the Atlantic (r ~ -0.30) nrer 50N, 2OW. 
This 8grC't!ment 18, of course. to be cxpected becr.,use both studies U8. 
the Bame 700 mb data a. the ones used in Fil. 1. nowever, their rrsu] U 
are for the whole !I('080n, D(!c('mber, January, February, and they presumably 
used all yearrl, not only the "warm" cwo "cold" year.. So 80me of the 
disagrepmpnt brtween the height df8tribution, AH, in FiS. 1 and the distri-
bution of "-W'ft correlation coefficipnt~ is doubrlvss due to thpse differences 
i, the data base used. 
Horel and Wallace also find a region of high corrrllltion, +0.63 near 
25N, 155E. In Fi8. 1, a rrgion of pusiti~e valups of 6" appears there 
also. Other arrs. of positive AH Drc evident over th~ Mediterranean and 
over Asia. 
Turning to theory, Opsteegh and van ~en DJo1 (1980) have computed the 
gcopotentlal hright responst! lO an SST anomaly in the tropic"l oc(>an. 'nley 
also show comparison with l<owntree's GeM for 300 mba. Both thc>oretica1 
results contain the ring of low heights displaced from the pole along a 
meridian ~lich i. somewhat downwind frum the heating area. In Rowntree'. 
rcsJlts, which refer to a tropical heating in the AtlalltiC, the largest 
negative height anomaly apprars n('ar latitude SON, somewhat upwind (Wl!st) 
of the longitude of tropical hrat1ng. This too is in qualitative agreement 
with Fia. 1. 
. 
Thus, the Fenruary l'e~ul Is RSree wi tb H-W' s seasonal resul tEl, and 
with theorcticai-r(>sults too. In Jnm,'(y, many of the same fe;iure." ,-
appear. but differences are present aler. TIle map for 6H in January i. 
shown in Fig. 2 • 
. " 
Janua~6ft. 
In January, the largest negative value of 6ft wa~ -83 m, also at 60N, 
l70E. nils time, the band of negative I1H, does not completely surr6und 
the North Pole, it is interrupted by a positive area which stretches from 
Greenland to A.rabia. However, the band of negative 6H, as in February, 
does reach from Kamchatka 8crOS9 the southern U.s. and into the Atlantic. 
Again a center of negative 6H, value about -35 m, lies alon8 the southe.stern 
United States; this time, however, the center seems to be somewhat further 
west than the corresponding low cent.er in February. The low in the Atlantic 
is considerably further south than in February, in January, it was located 
i 
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nl'lar 4011. 2SW with a value of about -25 a. Th. n.,attv. area which waa 
pre •• nt in February at 80N. 90!. 1. not preaent In January. In.tead the 
rellon of the whole Arctic baain ahow. po.ltlve value. of AI. with a 
moxfmun .pp.arln, over Greenland (value about +45 .) In.tead of over Canada 
where it Ipp.ar.d in February. The poaittv. ar.a in the Woatern Pacific 
fa a.aln puaent a. it wa. 1n February. A htlh .:. +45., .pp.ar. near 
55N, 401, somewhat to the northweat of the weake, hilh wh1ch appeared ln 
F~brtlary near the Arel Sea. 
In summary. AH in January appear. quit~ aimi1ar to AH in Februar, 
over the Pacific Ocean and over the sc~thern United State.. Elacwhere, 
the values of positive AH 8~em to have been displaced .aatward fto •. 
Western Canada to Greenland and perhaps have expanded into the Arctic 
Ocean borderj ,1& Siberia'. And as we shall see (Fil" 10 and 11) the 
weak ~~ntp~ ira the Atlantic and it. pouthward displacement, aive mora 
prorrilnance tn wave no. 1, while wave no. 2 is suppressed in amplitude. 
Dec~j)b(~r "H. 
,- In (c-c~'rnbe.r, fur ther changes f"'>111 F(lbr ual'y were observf"d. 'i1le l1Iap 
of flH for DecC!mber is shown in Ffg. 3. In Dt·cl.mber a cf'"nter of np8ative 
a 
AU ap9cars over the Pacific near 45N, 160W. Its values waR -48 m. Thta fa 
considerably w(laker than the values in January or February, and the center 
was farther to the southeast. TIle band of negative 6H, again stretcheR 
across the Pacific Ocean, then wf'akly across Mex'fco. ThfB tiane the negative 
area "trough" passcs wpl1 inland ovcr the eastern United States and eastern 
CAnada, then to • center, (6H - -95 111), ncar SON, 20W. It then continue. 
across F.urope to Turkey. Was the large n('gative hH in the Atlantic related 
to the SST's in the tropical Atlantic Ocean? It would be interesting to 
investigate that possibility. 
The positive values of AH now again app('ar over western Canada and 
the adjncent Arctic Ocean (flH'S +45 m). The high 6H which had appeared in 
February near the Aral Sea and in January south of Finland, now appeared 
still further northweut fAH ~ +60 111) centered over SCAndinavia. 
To some extent then the negative pattern 1.n the PaclUc .ppa.r. ag&ln, 
although weaker and further cast. The positive area in the 8cuthwest 
Pacific seems to have shifted towards the northwest, with a high value of 
+20 m appearing over the south China Sea. 
Of Significance for the eastern United States is the location of the 
lowest 6H there. In January and Fe~ruary, centers of negative 6H la, 
along the east coast. Therefore, from geostrophic wind consideration. 
one might expect below normal temperatures in SST-warm years along much 
of the U.S. en6' COBst In th~se months; the reverse would he pxpected in 
SST-cold years. A preliminary review of the "temperature departure from 
normal" maps in the Nonthly Weather Review indicates that :1n l,'ebruary 
this expectation was often fulfilled. 
. , 
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----F-~m-P;Clfic tropical SST kindly supplied by Dr. E. Rasmusson (Climatic 
Analysis Center, NOAA), l(~ppeir. that SST'. in November in aeneral. had 
the same sisii as the SST anomalies for necember, January and February. It 
is therefore interesting to examine the November value. of AR. 
Fig. 4, shows the map of AH for November. Again we find a low center 
in the central Pac1fic with a value of -59 m. This center was located near 
SON, 170W. There also was a weak negative area over the southern United 
States, with a center of a'lout -20 m near southern Arizona. Althougb 
negative values still appear over the southeastern U.S., the value. are 
very small. Another negative center appears over the Atlantic Ocean, 
(6U .. -46 m), ncar SON, 20W. The negative zone, although weak, conHnue. 
across central Asia. 
Several cent~rs of positive lIU appear around the hemisphere near latitude 
~ and 40N; a zone of ~ositive lIR lies over Greenland and the Arctic Ocean 
north of Siberia. One of the positive AU centers appears near the webt --
coast of North America. Interestingly, the axis of positive lIR, stretchtns 
from Greenland across the Arctic Ocean to Northern Siberia, is essentially 
perpendicular to the axis of positive 6R across the Arctic in necember. 
In November (Fig. 4) again the negative band of lIR is not continou8 
around the Earth. If the SST was producing the negative area over of the 
North Pacific, in November and December the effect does not seem vigorous 
enough to produce a con1:inuous ring of negative lIH as it did in February. 
Still there is a suggestion of a continuous ring ~r spiral ~f negative 6B 
that stretches from North Canada, across the Pacific into Asia, thence 
across ScandinaviA and England into the Atlantic; after a weak break 
(6R = +5), that negative band continues across the southern United States, 
to Northern Hexico and into the tropical Pacific. 
Sumrnar.r.. .o..f_ l~fl£.:!'O.£.._a.E!!.~tl an t i.<:....Qcei'l.'l......n~a..t i.Y~_..!'~21_~e.!!. 
In all four months, the negath' lIH centers in the Pacific and Atl,antie···.·. 
are' .su!Ilmari zed in Table 3. 
Tahle 3 
--- ~.---
L~~_?tj.-?-,.:!.~.of _n~.a~ive .1IU ~nterB 
Paclfic Ocean Atlantic Ocean 
. Lat:(l1) (m) (N) ---(W) (m) Long. 6U Lat. Long. flU 
Nov 50 17 OW -59 50 20W -46 
I ~ 
.. 
Dec 47 170W -48 50 20W -95 
Jan 5!) 180 -83 40N 20W -25. 
Feb 55 l75E -94 60N lOW -35 
1 1 
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The patterns for 811 four months show persistent negative AH center. 1n 
the central Pacific near longitude 180·. In the Atlantic Ocean. center. 
of negative AH a180 appear near longitude 20·W in all four month.. Thl. 
suggests that wave number 2 plays a prominent role in the response of the 
~tmosphere to the influence of the Pacific SST anomalie.. However. because 
the magnitude of the AH centers in the two oceans varies. wave number 1 Hnd 
other Fourier components also affect the results. To examine this fur'thetr 
the Fourier components for February and for December were computed • 
. ~o_u..r..!.er t~ave CC?.mponen~ 
.'J1l~~n_o rma ~,!I_eJ-.&h t f i e).d" • 
Fig. 5 shows the phase and amplitude of the trough of the tlnormal" 100 
mb heights for wave no. 1. The "normals" are the average heights for the 
period 1951-1973. The phase varies very little from October through March. 
from 20N to 60N; Eliasen (1958) had already found similar results. At 
latitude 70N and 80N more variation occurs, but the amplitudes are relatively 
small there. Fig. 5 is also in agreement with tlle values of van Loon, Jenne 
and Labitzke (1973). 
The amplitudes are largest near latitude SON. val~ing from about 70 m 
in December to 59 m in February. In October and March the amplitudes seem 
substantially smaller; namely, about 48 m. Therefore unless interaction of 
the SST with the mean circulation is very sensitive to sm2l1 changes in the 
"normal" height field, we probably cannot depend on intetBcdons between the 
SST effect and the IInormal" height field to "explain" the observed difference 
between the De~ember ~~.(Fig. 3) and the February ~H (Fig. 1). Opsteegh and 
van den 0001 (1980) found that the mean zonal wind variations between winter. 
fall and spring, do not produce weaker effects in the response of the SST. 
If aaythfng they found even more pronour.ced response in fall and spring than 
in winter. 
Fig. 6 shows the "normal" phase and amplitude for wave no. 2. Again 
the phase wave varies little from month to month except at latitude 30N, 
where the amplitude is small. It is interesting to note that the slope 
of the phase line in Fig. 6 is from east to west with increasing latitude 
this is opposite to the slope for wave no. I (Fig.S), a result also found 
by Eliasen (1958) and emphasized by Austin (1980). 
The amplitude in wave no. 2 is again a maximum at SON. Moreover, the 
amplitude is similar in December, January and February, i.e., between 50 m 
and 59 m. Now however, the Bmpliturle in November is substantially smaller 
and e~en smaller in October; in March the amplitude is also smaller than in 
the winter months. So again, it might be difficult to look for differences 
between December and February (Fig. 1 and 3) based on variations of the 
"nonnal" height f:i elds in those two months. 
Finally, Fig. 1 5hows the phase and amplitude for wave no. 3, of the 
normal 700 mb height field. Again there was almost no variation of the 
phase from month to month for October through March, this tiwe at all 
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latitud~.. The amplitudp. was somewhat smaller in December than in February 
(46 m verses 59 .). It is interestina to note that at latitude 50N. the 
amrlitude for wave nos. 2 and 3 was about the same in March as in December, 
and the am~litudes were also mainly similar for those months at all latitudes. 
Compon~ilts of the I1H field. 
Wlwt about the variation of the wave number component in 11.1; i.e •• 
in the heights for the SST warm years minus the SST cold? Fig. 8 shows 
the phase of the minima for I1H for wave numbers 1 through 4, for February. 
Fig. 8 shows that the slope of the phase with latitude was from east to • 
west with increasing latitude. This is the same sense as the slope of wave 
no. 2 in the "normal" height field i only now it is observed even in wave 
no. 1. At latitude 60N and SON, especially, all the wave number co~ponentD 
contributed to the negative values of 11M. In fact all the phase lines 
aPE-ear to intersect at about 45N. Dependh-,I!'. on the amplitudes of the Fourier 
components, we might find Ii large negdtive All at 45N. However, the all~pUtude 
(Fig. 11) of wave no. 2 (40 m) at 60N. ,,,as a maximum, decreasing in magnitude 
both north and south of 60N. 
Figures 10 through 14 show the amplitudes of the Fourlt:!c compuuents of 
I1H for ~~y"ember through March. In December, Jan','ary and February, the -
amplitudes of wave numbers 1, 2 and 3, are usually the largest at latitudes 
50 to BO. In January, as noted earlier, waVE: number 1 dominated. Still, 
depending on the phase relationships ShO~l in Figs. 8 and 9, contributions 
from wave numb~rs 4 and •. S may also be, important. 
The sum of the amplitudes at 60N is not sufficent 
large negative values of I1H, namely -94 m in Fig. 1. 
values we need to include the zonal average value of 
zero. The zonal mean v~lues are shown in Table 4. 
to yield the observed 
To attain such large 
I1Hi i.e., wave no. 
T''1b1e 4 - Zonal average value of I1H (m) 
L-3titude December JanuarI Februarl, 
BON + 4 +25 - 6 
70 + 2 + S -10 
60 -10 2 -10 
50 -18 -11 -11 
40 - 6 -11 - 6 
30 + 6 0 + 4 
20 + 7 + 7 +10 
* 
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Table 4 show. that for latitude. 40 to6OM 68 was nesative in all three 
winter month.. At latitude 20 and lON. there was a tendency for po.itive 
~H to appear. This pffect would increase the west wind. near 40N in the 
SST warm years relative to the SST cold year.. A tendency for the subtropical 
Jet stream to strengthen significantly in response to sea surface temper-
ture changes in the equatorial Pacific wal. also noted from nUlJ'lerical 
experiments at GFDL (1980). 
The slope of the phase lines in Fig. 8 suggest that one of the effecta 
of the SST anomalies might be to strengthen the influence of wave no. 2 in 
the "normal" 700 mb height fit.~ld. In the normal Held, wave no. 2 18 
prominent because of the effec~ of mountains and co~tinent-ocean contrast on 
the_.atmospheri~- chell.l atio~ (Man-:'1be -and Terpstra, 1971.). 
Discuss:1on 
-----The "normal" 700 mb height field does not seem to be sufficiently different 
in December from February to explain the difference between the ~H fields 
in those months (Fig. I and 3). What other effects might have done that? 
Of course the poss~~ilities are very large. Among the possibilities, are 
the actual -detailed var 4 ations in SST not only in the tropical Pacific but 
also in mid-latitude SS~ variations, Numerous empirical studies (e.g. Namias. 
1979) and many theoretical studies discuss relationships between central 
Pacific SST and aspFcts of the atmospheric circulation. For example Fritz 
(1980) has found that the correlation between the SST in the central Pacific 
and the mean monthly 700 mb hl'ight at 60N, 170W was positive in all winter 
months and i.ntwo sepafat~ decades. Therefore it mi.ght be useful to examine 
the SST In the central Pacific for the "warm years" aad the "cold years" in 
Table 1. We note again that, on average, the SST in central Pacific would 
tend tn have 0pposite si.gns from the SST in the equatorial Pacific (tveare, 
et aI, 1976). 
Another factor might have been the SST in the AtlantiC, Rowntree.(1976) 
had shown that the SST in the Atlantic would affect the circulation of the 
atmosphere over the AtJantic. Perhaps a large SST anomaly in the Atlantic 
produced the observed large negative value of ~H (-90 m) in the Atlantic 
in December (Fig. 3). Depending on whether anomaly in the Atlantic were ._ 
in phase or out of phase with the SST in the Pacific, the Fourier wave 
number components of the 6H pattern might be affected in different ways. 
Other factors might be the snow and ice distributions. These would not 
only vary from November to February but also --from one year to the next. 
The southward extent of snow and ice, and the thicknesses would of course 
influence the surface temperatures. Can differenceD in the surface 
temperatures, due to ice and snow, also influence the general circulation 
of the atmosphere, in addition to ~ea surface temperatur~ effects? 
In December (Fig. 9), the slop..:: of the phase line of ,~ave no. 1 is 
differe,lt from the slope in February (Fig. 8). Although, there is some 
ambiguity about the slope direction between 60N and SON, from SON to 30N,-
the slope is opposite in Dece.mber from the slope in February, In December 
for WF Ie no. 1, the slope is more like the slope of the "normal" wave 
no. 1 phase. The shift of the wave no. I minimum in December from the 
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Pacific north of 60N to rhe Atlantic .ector at 40N and SOH, 1. cQnnected 
with the large negative value of A8 (-95) in the Atlantic io December. 
Whether this shift was caused by alarse SST anomaly io the Atlantic 
Ocean is unknown at present. 
Th~ possibility that the SST io the Pacific and Atlantic misht 
affect the large scale ~irculatlon simultaneously raise. many possibilities. 
For example, the Pacific and Atlantic Ocean gyres have different periods 
(Reiter, 1979). If the gyres carry with them SST anomalies, then observed 
cyclic variation. in the atmospheric circulation might be related to 
combinations of two or more periodic variat.ions of SST in the two oceans. 
Earlier Fritz (1980) showed that the lowest 700 rob height anomaly at 
60N, 90E tended to occur at 10 year intervals. Specifically, In the sum 
of wave no. 1 and wave no. 2, the lowest 700 mb height at 60N did occur 
at about 90E in 1948, 1957, 1958, 1967, 1968, 1977, 1978. To see what 
happened in B11 the years from 1948 to 1978, the 700 rob hei2ht deoarture 
from normal (DN), is shown in Fig. 15. The similarity in the DN's for the 
decade 1948-1957 and 1968-1977, is striking. Moreover even in the decade 
1958-1967, the years 1958, 1959, 1966, 1967 follows the t~en~s in the othe~ 
two decades.' Fourier har-moore analysis of the data -in Fig. 15 show that the 
period 10/4 ~ 2.5 years had the largest amplitudes in the decades 1948-57 
and 1968-1977. The time resolution of the data by Fourier analysis is not 
very detailed. It is nevertheless interesting lo nute that 2.5 years i. 
not far from the quasi~biennial. period; also 2.5 years is not very far 
from 28 months, twi~~ .the .Ch-aiidter \'/obble period . of about 14 months. 
Maksi~ov (1958) claimed that the surface pressure near 90E in high latitud2. 
exhibited a periodicity w'~ich he attributed to the Chafl.~ler "polar tide" 
and to the non-spherical shape of the Earth. Whether periodic SST 
variations in the E~rth's oceans, or the Charid1er wobble, or some other 
effect 1.s the "cause" of the regularity in Fig. 15 is at present uncertain. 
In summary, the circulation change differences from November to 
February (Figs. 1-4) in relation to SST seem consistent in same respects 
but different in other respects. The cause for the difference are unknown; 
perhaps surface effects or atmospheric effects such a& vertical stability 
might be causative factors. It will also be interesting to extend the. 
analysis to other months, pe,~aps for the whole year July to June, extending 
Figures 1-4 in both time directions. It should also be interestin'g to 
examine maps such as Fig. 1-4 for sea-level pressure data. 
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1: Map_for I~b~~~ of AH for 700 mb betsbt.. AH. i - i • 
where H 1. the averaae 700 mb beight for the 10 yearl vheR w _ 
the tropical Pacific SST va. anom.lou.ly v.r.. and H va. the 
e average heigbt vhen the SST va. cold. Note the circumpolar
o rina of negative value., displaced southward along about 90 W. 
2 Map for .J_a.~!!~~ of AR. (see F1g. 1). 
3 Map for December of AH. (see Fig. 1). 
4 Hap for Ncvtomber of AH. (see Fig. 1) • 
------
5 Wave number. 1. Phase and amplitude (m) of the "normal" ... - ---.-- ------700 mb height field. The phase is the longjtude of the 
minimu" height for that Fourier component. 
Figure 6 .~~,,-e~l!.'.!l_b~_!:l. (otherwise the same as Figure 5). The bar 
shows the range of phases at latitude JON. December phase wa. 
at the western edge, January at the castern edge. 
Figure 7 '''ave number 3. (otherwise the same as Figure 5). 
. ------~--
Figure 8 Phase (Longitude of minima) of AH, for February; wave 
numbers "1 through 4. 
Figure 9 Phase (TJongitude of minima) . of AH for December; wave numbers 
1 through 4. 
Figure 10: 'vave number 1. Amplitude (m) for November through Harch, from Til-u tlJde--20N to BON, of AH. 
Figure 11: Same as Fig. 10, ~c:..~~_~ave __ .!!..~mbe~~. 
Figure 12: Same as Fig. 10, except wave number 3. 
- ----~ ---"-------
Figure 13: Same as Fig. 10, except wave number 4. 
Figure 14: Same as FIg. 10, except \lave number 5. 
Figure 15: DNWIW2 is the sum of Fourier components f~r wave number 1 
plus wave 2 of 700 mb height departure from normal (ON) for ) 
December, at 60N, 90E. The abscissa show the years arranged 
in 3 decades, 1948-1957, 1958-1967. 1968--1977. The years 1958 
and 1968 are repeated in order to include 1978. 
Figure -16: "Normal" 700 mb height map for February aft.~r latitudjna1 
average heights \t'ere subtracted from mean heights. Zonal average 
heights shown in rectangular boxes along longitude 40E. [Note 
this figure not discussed 1n text, but included for comparison 
wi th Figure 1.] 
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1. Introduct1on 
Th. r •••• rch of th1. proJ.ct 1. dir.ct.d tow.rd ••••• on.l eli •• t. 
v.ri.tion.; th.t 1., fluctu.tion. in the met.orololic.l v.ri.bl •• on ti .. 
• cale.of.bout • .onth .nd on .p.ti.l .e.le. of 1000'. of kiloa.t.r •• 
It 11 An und.rlyinl ... umption th.t the "climate" on th ••• scale. c.n b. 
re.olved if the c..u.e. of pl.net.ry-ae.le, qu.ai-.t.tionary diaturbanee. are 
underatood. Then, .ine. th.re i •• correlation betw.en the amplitude .nd 
pha.e of the pl.netary wave. and the loc.tion and inten.ity of .ynoptic-
.c.l. disturbanc •• (e.I., Blackmon, 1976, Lau, 1979), it may be pos.1b1e to 
predict the fluctuation in reaion.l climate through the u.e of empiric.1 
.t.ti.tic.. Althouah the prediction, per se, ia not the object of our 
project, it is the under1yins motivation for the .cudy of planet.ry··wave 
dynamica. 
TIle causes of the planetary wave-patterns have been recognized for many 
years since the rather successful studiea of Charney and E1ia8~en (1949), 
Snagorinsky (1953) and 000. (1963). Using linear steady-scatct modeh, they 
were a~le to explain the existence of th. stationary, planetary-scale wave. 
in middle latitudes. From these early studies the importance of topographic 
forc1ng and thermal heating were recognized. 
It is somewhat of a surprise, then, that the prediction of the lona wave. 
in forecast models has been 80 difficult. Apparently, the nonlinear dynamic. 
of the long waves on a sphere are a more complex process than was visualized 
with early model. for .tationary flow. Recently, there have been several 
developmerita which have 1l1\tstrated the important dynamic. of planetary wave •• 
• Spherical geometry 11 import:ant in the description of ultra-lona 
wave. (Kallen, 1980: Sommerville, 1980). 
1 
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• There an iaportaant "telec.oMectiona" between the f"rcinl in the tropica 
latitud •• and the r.lpona. in .1ddl. iatitud.1 (Bor.l and Wallac., 1980, 
Oplteelh and van den 0001, 1980). 
A Multiple equiUb'.'1a 1n a nonlinear dyna.1cal Iytte. uy exilt for 
*ome condition. of mechan1cal and th6rm~1 forcinl (Charney and DeVore, 
1979. Vickroy and Dutton, 1979. Lor6nl, 1980). 
The.e developll8ntl aive .0Me 1nliaht into the pO.lible predict10n of 
planecarY-lcale wavel and their l~a80nal variationl. That 11, it eay be 
pot.!bl. to simulace the ultra-lona WRve. beyond the time period of det6r-
;l'.1nbtic foracutina if we can correctly model the dynamic retpon.e of the 
atmo.phere to Ilowly changing, but perliscent thermal and topolraphic forcinl. 
The minimum requirement.·of luch model. are: 
• Global in latual extent, tuo layera. 
* Non-linear dynamic •• 
• Resolutjon of planetary Icale •• 
* Balanced conuit1onl for pressure/velocity determination. 
* Capable of long-tera integutiont; t. e., energetically consistent 
ilnd able to explain long-term chanaes 1n the d:illtribution of ma .. 
and kinetic enersy. 
A low-order, spectral model with these characteri.stiCI he. been developed 
and i. operatins on the GtAS computer (Section 3). A steady-state, ~e08trophic 
verlioc of this model hal recently been constructed also by A.he (1919). Thia 
type of m:,del recof J zel the collective fore ina of all Icale. lell than 
planetary lize only implicitly through an equivalent impoled heatins function. 
Of coursa, it 11 a se~ioul limitation to ignore the explicit interaction 
of cyclone-Icale eddy fluxel with the planetery Icel. It.a.ins wave.. However, 
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if the forcinl by sjnoptic, baroclinically unstable distuttances is really 
the mo.t important forcinl function of plar-etary-.cale dynamic., efforts to 
make dynamic, sea.ona1 climate forecaats are aeriou.ly impaired, since the 
forecast will depend on stati.tical products from an i~stability proces. whi~h 
cannot itself be forecast more than a week or so in advance. In fact, we 
have some evidence that this pe~simistic view ia not warranted; reasonable 
planetary wave structures have been determined by many authora from topo-
g.:aphic and external heating sources without resort to explicit forcing by 
the transient eddy fluxes. Howev9r, this question is by no means settled 
(Gall, et al., 1979). To predict the variationa in seasonal climates, it 
may be necessary to have some explicit knowledge of the transient eddy fluxes. 
In that case, two choic~S are apparent; the eddy fluxes must be parameterized 
or specified from climatic data or conteropora~y analyses of synoptic-scale 
observations. 
Another important question for a model of planetary waves concerns the 
mechanism of "blocking" which is usually associated with stationary "",aves \)f 
synoptic scale. To explain this phenomenon there are several theories which 
have been proposed which use physical mechanisms that are also important in 
the dynamica of planetary waves: 
N0~-LINEAR THEORIES 
* Multiple equilibria (Charney and DeVore, 1978; Hart, 1979; Kallen, 
1980; Lorenz, 1980; Vickroy and Dutton, 1979). The possibility of 
the existence of multiple equilibria in a nonlinear dynamic system 
suggests that the "blocking" phenomena may simply represent dynamic 
solutions in a different attractor set of a stable equilibrium point 
which is distinct from the usual case of quasi-periodic flow. 
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* Wave: wave interaction reaona'.lce (Eller, 1978). Blockinl action 
occurs in pr~ferred reliona of the atandinl wave forced by planetary 
scale heat~~~ and toposraphy. Travellins wave a near resonance (C = G) 
interact nonlinearly to create a 8maller-scale, persiatent diatur-
bance resemblins a blocked flow condition. 
LINEAR THE01U!! 
as 
* Local resonapce of Ro~sby lee waves caused by topography (Kalnay-Rivas, 
1980; Faller, 1980). lhe response of the atmosphere to topographic 
forcing depends on the local flow condition at the mountain ridge and 
the existence of a disturbance upstream to deflect the flow. 
* 
Planetary-wave resonance controlled by mean flow conditions, therm&l 
and mechanical forcing (Tung and Lindzen, 1980). Medium-scale, propa-
gating waves are excited by fluctuations in thermal forcing or changins 
fluw conditions over variable topography. These waves are easily 
trapped (in the vertical) by the zonal wind field, and under the proper 
mean flow conditions, may be near the resonance for stationary waves, 
thereby producing a "blccked" cOlld1. t ton. Blocking by lor.ger, planetary 
waves is more unusual, but its influence is. felt for a longer period 
and over a greater area, even penetrating into the stratosphere. 
* Unusual thermal forcing drive both exceptionally large amplitude 
stationary and propagating planetary waves to produce an (apparent) 
large-scale blocked flow (Austin, 1980). Subsequent steering of cyclonic 
storms by the pl,n~tary mean flow reinforce, intensifies and maintains 
the blocked flow. Conditions may permit the development of inter-
mediate wave numbC"rs (e.g., wave numhe!' 4) which are easily resonant 
to the usual mean atmosphere flow conditions; this is the usual scale 
of blocking anticyclones. 
In general, theories of blocking depend on the strength of thE! pi.:lDetary 
thermal forcing or the state of the atmosphere (resonance) or the nature of 
the quasi-equilibrium and its dynamic fluctuations. But these same mechanisms 
are responsible to some degree for the existence of planetary waves and their 
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larae-s~al. anomali.l. In addition we have already di.cuI.ed the POI.ible 
contribution of cyclone-Icale dilturbancel (tranlient eddiel) to the planetary-
scale flow. 
Therefore, we study the dynamic I of planetary-scale wave. which are 
driven primarily by topography and thermal forcing. We use the global, 
truncated spectral model already developed for this purpose. 
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2. Raviaw 
Recent diaanolt1c Itud! •• , a.l. Van Loon (1973), Lau (1979) and 
Boettger (1979) indicate that tha .eaeonal climate, al defined in :ha 
introduction, il determined largely by :he long-wave componentl (wava 
number le.e than or equal to 4). Van Loon (1973) finda, for exampla, 
that 96% of the variance of the winter normal 500 mb geopotential 
height is contained in the first four wave numbers at midlatitudes. 
Blackmon (1976) PQrformed an analysis of the same field in term. of 
Fourier series in time and Spherical Harmonica in space, and found 
most of the var.iance concentrated in the long-wave, slow moving (quasl-
stationary or stationary) part of the spectrum. Lau (1979) finds that 
the contribution of the stationary components of the local vorticity and 
heat transport budget!r ex,.~.!eds that 'of the transient component by a fac-
tor of 2 to 5. Similar conclusions are reached by Wallace (1978) in his 
discussion of the role of stationary versu~ transtent components in 
maintaining t~e g~neral circulation. 
The transient components are present at all scale9. The short scale 
features (baroclinic waves) contain most of. the variance associated with 
the transient components. Statistically, these waves are correlated with 
the stationary ones. Boettger (1979), among others, clearly shows in-
creased cyclogeneais east of stationary long wave troughs. 
The transient long waves have been analyzed by Madden (1979). They 
are propagating Rossby waves. They are of some importance to the 
stratosphere (Charney and Drazin, 1961; Matsuno, 1970~ and some slowly 
moving modes near resonanc, may contribute to important tropospheric 
anomalies (Lindzen, 1980). 
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The stationary 10na wllve. are a respon •• to the large-scale atmospheric 
forcina field.: 
(a) orography, 
(b) diabatic heating by turbulent heat transfer from the ground, 
release of latent heat, direct radiational heatina and cooling, 
and radiative transfer within the cloudy atmosphere. 
(c) internal mechanical dissipation, and 
(d) energy transfer from an ensemble of cyclone-scale disturbances. 
The response of the stationary component to forcing was first investi-
gated usin~ linear models on a beta-plane. Charney and Eliassen (1949) 
considered the effect of orography using a linearized equivalent baro-
tropic model. TI1e 500 mb. geopotentia1 field was decomposed on a latitude 
circle into a large-see1e stationary component and a shorter, transient 
component. The predicted height field was accurate enough to establish 
the importance of orographic forcing. 
Subsequently, Smagorinsky (1953) treated the effect of sinusoidally 
distributed heat sources on a simple baroclinic model with constant lapse 
rate and wind shear, including fric~ion. He found the response of the 
perturbation height field, with a trough east of the p,oint of maximum 
heating. These results agree qua!itatively with ohservation. 
Since the basic s-tate used by Smagorinsky was not entirely realistic, 
other investigators have refined his resul.ts. Doos (1968) used a lapse 
rate and wind shear varying with height. His results are not markedly 
different from those of Smagorinsky. Saltzman (1965) considered heating 
and orography simultaneously, using a linearized model. Recently, Tung 
and Lindzen (1979) performed a similar analysis, but using a multiple 
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perturbation technique. They bave propo.ed an explanation for rare but 
large anomaUe. in the planetary wavu by a "blockins" mechani.m due to 
a resonance of a nearly stationary Ro,.by wave. 
All these analyse. rely on linearized dynamic.. However, they are 
limited by <a) the necessity of prescribing an equlibrium ba.ie state, 
which i. usually assumed to be consistent with some imposed forcing, and 
<b) by the resonance effects which may be unrealistic. These shortcoming. 
are reviewed by Ashe (1979). Furthermore, the studies are carried out in 
Cartesian seometry which is not appropriate for planetary waves and which 
may provide spurious reflections of energy by the lateral boundaries. 
General circulation models have also been used to analyze the effe~t. 
of the forcing fields. Manabe and Terpstra (1974) computed the f.nfluence 
of orography in the GEDL model and found significant differences in the 
distribution of energy between stationary and transient components. The 
response of GCMs to thermal forcin~ at locations in middle latitudes has 
not been very strong (Kutzbach et al. 1977; Houghton et ale 1974). However, 
there is some evidence that the thermal forcing from the subtropics strongly 
influences the atmospheric d.rclJlation in the GCM (Chervin, 1980). 
TheGMCsare, as a rule, unable to reproduce planetary scale, persistent 
features (Sommerville, 1980), or persistent "blocked" flow, although 
Miyakoda (1980) has been able to show improvement in this respect. There-
fore, it is apparent that stud:fes of simplified models are needed to 
clarify the important dynamic processes in complex GCM experiments. 
Simplified models attempt to lower the order of the system by 
expansion in series of orthogonal f'.mctions or by asymptotic expansion. 
In some cases analytic solutions are possible (Baer, 1970, 1971); however, 
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the truncatiQn 1. neces.ar1ly •• vere. An alternative approach 1. to 
use the methods developed for analyzinl .y.tem. of nonlinear ordinary 
aifferential equations. These method. are treated in Minorsky 
(1962). The methoda emphasize the .tudy of the system in pha.e space in 
the vicinity of the points where time derivatives vanish (critical pointa, 
or steady stat6~). In the case of the atmosphere or simple fluid flow. 
each steady state is identified with a parti~ular flow regime. 
Lorenz (1962a, 1962b, 1963a, 1963b) carried out studies motivated by 
laboratory experiments with rotating flows, where the fluid exhibit. 
several flOW regimes determined by the imposedforclci (in this case a 
thermal gradient and the rotation rate). He found different, steady 
state soluti~ns as the for~in8 was changed, i.e., the Hadley and Rossby 
regimes. The Hadley ~egime contained a number of subclasses identified 
by wave numbers. The behavior of the system near critical points was 
examined to show that transitions between states could occur. For other 
values of forcing the trajectory in phase space fermed by the expansion 
coefficients is closed, surrounding two steady states (vacillation). For 
still other values of forcing the trajectory in phase space is chaotic. 
Veronis (1963) performed a similar anaylsis for a barotropic, wind-
driven ocean in a square basin, with rather realistic results considering 
the approximations made. Stable steady states were found. Under some 
conditions of forcing, the system goes into a limit cycle. 
These studies suggest that even though the forcing is fixed, a system 
can execute transitions from one regime to another. This vacillatory 
behavior is suggestive of the variability of seasonal climate. 
Charney and De Vore (1979) applied the methods to an equivalent baro-
tropic model forced by orography and a vorticity source, using a channel 
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model with hiah truncation. For certain combinationa of forcinl, multiple 
equilibria are found. Three ateady atatea appear for reaaonable valuea of 
forcinl although only two of these are atable. One solution augaeau a 
"blocked" flow pattern, while the other corresponda to more normal condi-
tiona of small-amplitude wavea. This work ia suggestive of som9 atmo-
spheric conditions although lateral boundaries, truncation and the baro-
tropic model limit the application of these results. 
Hart (1979) was able to obtain a set of identical equations using an 
asymptotic expansion method. This result and others indicate that the 
results of Lorenz and of Charney and DeVore are not a fortuitous consequence 
of a particular truncation procedure. 
Furthermore, Ashe (1979) has found a steady state for the Lorenz four-
variable model in spherical geometry, using modes symmetric about the 
equator. However, Ashe did not investigate the existence of multiple steady 
states nor the nature of solutions near equilibrium. The forcing function 
was obtained from observations, and there was some success in predicting 
the mean fields. 
Charney and Straus (1980) have extended the work of Charney and DeVore 
to a baroclinic, two-layer channel mJdel. Multiple equilibria were confirmed. 
The orography is necessary for the equilibria to exist, but the energy 
comes from the potential energy of the mean flow. Blocked flows, however, 
require unrealistically large thermal forcing. This may he due to the 
extreme truncation, to Cartesian geometry, to quasi-geostrophic dynamics, 
at to idealized for~ing. 
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Spherical ,eometry appear. to be mandatory in the .tud, of planetary 
wave.. Somerville (1980) .how. that the u.e of a ,lobal model produce. 
a .i,nificant improvement in the predictability of the 10nl wave., even 
compared to a hemiJpheric model. A Itudy of the oblerved ,10bal anomalie. 
by Wallace (1980) and Horel and Wallace (1980) find. that tel.connection 
patternl in the 500 mb. le~Jotential fieldl are global in extent. A 
dynamical experiment by Hoskin. (1978~ who 1nveatigated the response of 
a linear barotropic model to lonl-term forcin& showed .imilar result •• 
The applicability of qual i-leo. trophic dynamic. to the long wave. 
was reviewed by Kesahara (19~6), who note. from scaling argument. that 
the divergence 1. of the same order a. the vorticity for long waves. 
Kasahara suggests the use of the primitive equation., but an alternative 
approach is also possible. Lorenz (1962a) has simplified the primitive 
equations based on energetic consistency, rather than on scale analysi •• 
This set of equations is superior to the quasi-geostrophic approximation 
for planetary wave studies. 
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3.0 Model Equation. 
!he equation. Qf the model are tho.e of the two-layer enerly-con.ervin, 
model pre.ented by Lorenz (1960). The model con.ista of proano.tic equation. 
for, and T, reprelentina resp~ctively the .tream field and it. vertical 
shear, and e and a, which r.epresent potential tempurat~re and itl lap.e 
rate. A dialno~tic equation i. employed to obtain the diversent pert of 
the motion field. We employ the notation of Lorenr. (19bO). 
The model levels are numbered from 0 to 4 with 0 repreJenting the top 
of the atmosphere (p • 0) and 4 representing the ground (p - p. • 1000 mb). 
Variables are subscripted according to which layer they refer. With thi' 
notation, the winds at the upper and lower layer. are, respectively, 
~~" '" v;t 
-
/1.' ~ V ( tf + 7:' ) + t (3.1) 
1\ V(¢-'C) 9~' \V
Z IK )( (3.2) 
The corresponding potential temperature fields Gre 
eL3) 
(J .4) 
Thus, ~, and e represent the stream field and temperature, respectively, 
at the middle level (500 mb); t and a represent their vertical shear. In 
terms of these variables, the equations for " t, e, and a are: 
-.r(~v";!t.f+I)- J(c,,+/ll:) + /(ZV'{P-r:) (l.S) 
-I- LV'. ( ~ V 'j: 0) 
z 
• 
L ...""ilflllil·: ... ··,.w..' . ... ' ..... _rtli&.":...,· ",,"' " •• '-"0>."'I0Il" lllllllit ....... i"'-'··e"~~.----"'"~. _,. _~~' .~ ... -.~->, u .. ,~ ".11, 
tM 
• 
. ~... - .... f!I 
• 
~ I "'t 
-;riC', v"t-.,.,.) + .j(q,,9·r) - l.:,v'2r 
-I. 1:"2 V 1 If + V. (/\t:t ) - i \i'.( IV~J (3.6) 
- Je iiI") - J( [", tJ'" J 1" hz (8'-9- r~) + ,. (£9i) (3.7) 
J"( ~ &) .. 1,7, ( e-tJ lI) + h~tT + (3.8) 
V8,v~ 
The constants K2 and K4 account for frictional dissipation (exclusive of 
Ekman layer forcina which is included in (3.9»;snd the constants h2 and 
h4 for heat transfer. The function 0* represents the surface temperature 
and therefore controls the magnitude and phase of diabatic heatina. 
'!'hese equations will be solved on a sphere of radius a. nlerefore, there 
are no lateral boundary condicions. The vertical boundary conditions will 
be specified as: 
(a) At the upper boundary, the vertical velocity is zero. 
(b) At the lower boundary the vertical velocity is the sum of that 
caused by Ekman pumping and of flow over opography of prescribed height 
ns' This implies that the term X is sFecified by: 
" 
V 7. ~ :: -}o 9 [!. vZe «f- V) + j (lj-t:: h .. ) 1 (3.9) 
D - 2.. • 
W'nere D is a paramete~Prepresent1n8 the depth of the Ekman layer, (2K/f)1/2 
A diagnostic equation for the velocity potential X 115 obtained from the 
thermal wind relation 
-
- ( 3.10) 
Where b • .124 
i 
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Fro. equatione (3.6), (3.7), and (3.10), we can derive an equation fo~ X. 
-
- (3.11) 
,bc,j' V-2V. f V ((V-'( ~V2r:) + ~ ) 
,}I; Je 
Equationl (3.5) throuah (3.8) are lolved prolnoltically; (3.11) provide. 
the equationl for x. 
3.2 Method of Solution 
Equation. (3.5) through (3.8) and (3.11) are lolved by the spectral 
method. The prognostic variables are expanded in a serie. of Ipherical 
harmonic I. When the seriel expansions are substituted into the orilinal 
equations, we convert the partial differential equations into a set of 
ordinary, coupled nonlinear differential equations, one equation for each 
coefficient in the series expansion. In practice, the seriel mUlt be 
truncate,J at some point. The method is well-described elsewhere (Platzman, 
1960, Merilce~ 1968). 
In recent years, the transform method has been used to compute 
nonlinear interactions because of its computational efficiency. The current 
model uses the interaction coefficient method (Merileel, 1968). Thil il 
done for a number of reasons: 
(a) In systems with few modes (low-order systems) lha computational 
panalty is not excessive. 
(b) The ~.nteraction coefficients are essential to analytical work. 
(c) The interaction coefficients can be used to filter allt certain 
types of interactions, for instance, wave-vave interaction •• 
Thus, it is possible to linearize the model without reprogrammins. 
L •• ': •.! _______________________ ~ ____ • ___ ~_. __ ~,.,,,," L 
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The 'Ylte. of ordinery differential equation. which re.ult. fro. the above 
procedure mu.t be intelrate~ nU81rically. In the current veralon of the 
prolra., a fourth-order RURle-lutta-Gill procedure taken fro. the 11M 
Sc.ientlf1c Subroutine Packale i. u.ed. 
The model ha. been proa~Ammed in luch a way that any combination of 
mode. may be Ipecified. The model uler il free to lelect trianaular 
truncation, trapezoidal truncation, or limply a collection of mode •• 
3.3 Hodel Verification 
A number of preUminary runs have been made with the spectral model 
described in the precedins sections. These runs are by no means exhaustive, 
al their purpose il to serve as a demonstration of the fealibility of the 
model. The run. 811 use the same truncation, time step, and lnitial con-
dition.; but the forcing 18 different in each run. We now will describe 
these COD~on elements. in addition, a number of ographic resonance experiment. 
have been performed. These are described in section 4. 
3.3.1 Truncation 
The modes selected are given in Table 3.1. (called the "12 mode set" 
d 
hereafter). The numbers are, respectively, the zonal index 1 and the longitudinal 
index m of the spherical harmonic 
YI1l p"" \ eimA e = IJ"'I i t (" 11 ".) . (3.12) 
Whe:e N iiii the normalization factor <Platzman, 1960) 
m,l 
2 The modes selected are a "minimum triangular truncation" plu. Yl • Thl. 
mode wal included <a) to give some detail to planetary wave 2, and (b) 
to prov1.de a nonzero result for the operator (V.tw yieldinS Y~. It 
I ~." __ iiiiM""7 ______ '_'3 ..... ~ .. itiiiii" _. -_ .. pt ...... -----------.--.... - .......... .. 
1 
-
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It .hould be noted th.t the ~~.ponentQ of the .tre •• field (., t) .re ~ 
for .ymmetric flow (with re.pect to the equ.tor, where •• the co.ponent. of 
temper.ture .re !!!! under the .... condition.. Therefore, equ.tori.ll, 
.ymmetric condition. require both even .nd odd mode. to be pre.ent. 
T.ble 3-1 
Hode. U.ed in all Run. 
Zonal. Sectorial. Teuer.la 
0, 0 1, 1 2, 1 
1, 0 2, 2 3, 2 
2, 0 2, -2 3, 
-2 
3, 0 1, -1 2, -1 
3.3.7. Initi.l Condition. 
The zon.1 components of the streamfunction ~ and" its shear t 
were chosen so a. to yield a reasonable value of the zonal wind .t th~ upper 
and lower levels. The model then calculate. an initial temperature field 
o from the thermal wind equation (3.10). The static stability fieLd (a) 
was initially chosen to be • constant 30K, represent ins a vertic.1 strati-
fication of 30~/50Omb in the middle troposphere. Note th.t the st.bility 
i~ not constant, al the model emploYI the prosnoltic equation (3.8) to 
cRlculate atability. 
3.3.3 TiMe ~tep .nd Run Duration 
The time step wal chosen by experimentation a~ • compromise between 
accuracy (judsed by energy conservation\,r'operties) and computation.1 lo.d; 
it was fixed .t 1.0 houri. It should ~Q ~entioned th.e the Runae-Kutt. 
algorithm will eventually be replaced by • more suitable mathod. It i. u.ed 
~ , 
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becau .. it t. self-starUns, ,table and accurate, but it t. Urne consumina and 
requires a .hort time step. Run duration for ail verification r~ns was 20 days. The 
constants K2, ~4' h2' and h4 were chosen to sive a relaxation ~lme for 
the model of about 5 days. The run duration i. thus a factor or 4 larser 
than this relaxatio~ time and permitted many runs to be made with a 
reasonable expenditure of computer resources. 
3.3.4 Results 
A series of r'Jns were made using the initial conditions described 
in 3.3.2. These runs differ in the forcing '.lsed in each case, described 
below: 
Case 1. Unforced (Benchmark run). No friction, no heating, 
no orography. 
Case 2. Oro~caphy only. The orographic heights are from Tung and 
Lindzen (1979) 
Case 3. Heating and Friction only. 
Case 4. Heating response runs. 
Case 5. Heating plus orography (Phase Plan~ runs). 
Based on the output of the unforced run, it was decided to analyze 
the output as a time mean plus a transient component. This follows 
standard practice in general circulation ancl permits one to examine the 
effects of forcing on the stationary components. Presumably with the low 
wave numbers employed there is little if any baroclinic activity so that 
the model is essentially barotropic in the behavior of the low wave numbers. 
In the absence of fot~ing we should observe, basically, free Rossby-Haurwitz 
waves, with phase speed -2nM/L(L+l) for the coefficient of ~. In the lowest-order 
;1 
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• 
+1 +1 +2 
mode. ~l'~2' ~2 r.hi. i8 exactly what we 3ee, with .mall amplitude 
and phase speed modulation.. These wave. will have almost no .tationary 
component. On th~ oth~r hand, we expect orography or diabatic heatina 
to set up some kind of stationary pattern. Thi. i. in fact observed in 
the runl. 
In addition, phase-plane diagrams are obtained for some 2-dimensional 
subspaces of the 12-dimensional phase space representing this model. The 
results of the runs are described below. 
(1) Case 1. Unforced Case 
In this case we can observe the appearance of the abovemen t iOl.led 
Rossby-Haurwitz waves after a few days, following the adjustment period 
in the model. The run verifies conservation of energy and enstrophy to 
better '\an .1% in the- 20·-day period. No stationary components develop. 
Amplitude and phase speed plots for the nonzonal modes versus time would 
be a ~traight horizontal line and arp- not reproduced. 
(2) Case 2. Orography Only 
Orography is introduced through the term in psi and tau equations 
(3 5) and (3.6), of the form 
( 3.13) 
where X is obtained from equation (3.9). 
o 
In these runs, the effect of 
the Ekman layer is not included, i.e. D • 0 in (3.9). Orographic forcing 
then reduces to 
+ c v. ( f V J' (hsi 1j;- r)) (3.14 ) 
2 
where h is the dimensional height of orography and C 1s a constant. 
s 
The v61ue of this constant was -5.0 x 10-5 in a ~'uns • The order 
1 
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of maRnitude of the coefficient. of h is 400 m. There is • nonzero 
I 
coefficient for each mode within the truncation lim~tts. 
The effectl of orographic forcing o~ .\. modes ,~ and 1 '2 are the 
most pronounced (Figurel A.2.a and b). A stationary part appears. The 
magnitude of the stationary part is about 20% of the maximum value of 
1 2 
'1 and 5% of the value of '2' These coefficients now exhibit both ampli-
tude and phase speed modulations, with t~e maximum of phase speed often 
coinciding with the minimum of phase speed. 
(3) Case 3. Heating and Friction Only 
Diabatic heating is modeled with a term proportional to the tempera-
ture difference relative to a fixed "ground temperature" 0*, in equations 
(3.7) and (3.8). In th~ run described here, the function 0* was chosen 
tv be identical to 0 (t • 0). Thus, the initial contribution of the 
h~ating term is zero. As the temperature 0 and a changes, the temperature 
differential increases (or decre~ses) and tends to restore 0 to its 
initial value. The constants h2 and h4 were chosen to ba 10-6 sec-l • 
Friction is introduced into the, and t equations (A.S) and (A.6) 
by linear terms. The proportionality coefficients used are K2 - K4 -
10-6 sec-l 
1 2 The effect of heating and friction in ~l and ~2 are shown in Figures 
2 3 .• 3. a and 3.3. b and on O2 in Figure 3.3. c. For comparison, the unforced 
2 behavior of O
2 
is shown in Figure A.4. Except for the initial. transient 
behav1.or the effect of heating in ~i and ~~ is small. The effect on the 
temperature mode e~ is to smooth out the fluctuations in the amplitude 
~nd to introduce nonlinea~ities in the phase curve. These affects are 
r 
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reaaonable, ina.mu,:h a. t.he thermal fore ina 11 very .mall and not chocsen 
for reaU.m. 
(4) Ca •• 4. Heating Response Run. 
2 In this ca •• , the heatina wa. introduced only through the mode 92*, 
i. e. all other modes of 0* '.rere set to zero. Twelve separate runs (three 
sets of four run. each) were performed for this case. In each run the 
amplitude and phase of 0~. remains constant throughout the run. However, 
2 the amplitude and phase of the forcing 02* changes from run to run. Each 
2 set of runs holds 62* at constant phase and varies amplitude. For the next 
Ret, the phase is changed from the previous set's value and ~he amplitude 
varied. 2 -2 The stationary component of 02' 92 , is calculated for ttach case. 
The results are sllmmarized in Table A-2. As one would expect from linear 
forcing, the stationary component 
tude of forcing, the larger 10~1. 
-2 2 02 approa.ches O2*, The larger the ampl1-
-2 The phase adjustment of 02 after 20 
days depends on the amplitude of forcing; for large amp!itudes of the 
forcing, the phase of the stationary component almost coinci~es with that 
of the forcbg. 
1 
1 
I 
I 
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Table A-2 
Response of Stationary Component to Forcina 
(After 20 Days) 
I e*l~ Arg. 2* 92 le~' Arg. -2 92 
2 _450 2.09 "5 40 -, . 
7 _450 3.88 -51.5 0 
14 _450 6.1.0 
-49.80 
21 _450 8.91 -49.00 
2 450 1.41 -30.50 
7 450 2.59 11.50 
14 45° 4.92 26.90 f 
21 450 7.38 32.60 
2 1350 0.72 -72.1 0 
7 1350 1. 20 147.50 
14 1350 3.59 137.20 
21 1350 6.21 135.70 
...... 
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(5) Ca •• 5. Heating and Orography 
In thil run, the effectl of heating and orography were combined. 
The results are prelented in the form of phase subspace plots in terml of 
the amplitudel of .el~ct.d coefficientl. In Figure 3.5 •• we see the 
2 2 
amplitudes of ~2 and ~3 plotted with time as a parameter. The model il 
obviously approaching equilibrium, possibly a tight limit cycle as can be 
seen from the spiral behavior of the phase plane plot. 
Figure 3 .S.b shows similar behavior for (~~, ~i) subspace. 
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4.0 ResonaneM E~periment. 
4.1 Motivation 
The existence of multiple equilibria in approximate, but non-
linear, barotropic systems (Charney and DeVore, 1979j Hart, 1979) i. 
int1.mately connected with the existence of a linear resonance condition. 
In fact, the equilibrium associated with a large wave amplitude "blockin~" 
flow is located close to the linear resonance point. Consequently, as 
We will show below, the study of the resonance condition is important 
for understanding multiple equilibria. 
However, it is instructive to begin with a much simpler system 
which exhibits this type of equilibria, even though it will be in an 
ad hoc way. Consider the barotropic vorticity equation with forcing 
on a beta-plane: 
(1 ) 
where ~ is the stream function and F some as yet arbitrary forcing 
func tion. tole can find a solu don to (1) on a a-plane of the form 
(.eonal flow plus a sirlble wave): 
(2) 
Which reduces (1) to the linear partial differential equation 
(3) 
~ , 
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. i • 
'rhe plane-wave solutior. for the hornogeneou. equation i. 
with c given by the usual Rossby wave dispersion formula. 
(5) 
We can find a partic.ular solution by s~tting 2~/at • 0 m eq. (3). 
-'I 
The,'l, if '!'o is the particular solution 
if; /=-
-
I< -; - f!;/O (6) 
and we now note that, as k ... aiu equation (6) becomes resonant. This 
is a well-known condition discussed, for example, in Dickinson (1980) 
with respect tQ orography. In general the solution to (3) is the 
sum of the stationary wave plus a tr~veling wave with phase speed given 
by (5). Resonance corresponds to the case where the traveling wave 
slows down, and interferes constructively wi~h the stationary wave (as 
suggested by Tong and Lindzen, 1979). 
The unboundud response predicted by eq. (6) is not expected to 
occur in the atmosphere. (Note that the inclusion of friction would 
prevent the unbounded resonance in eq. (6». Instead, nature will act 
in such a way as to prevent the resonance. This can be accomplished 
r 
by non-linear interactions between the different waves which will be 
.. 
I 
L 
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present which will modify the zonal flow away from resonance. Thul 
there will be a nonlinear wave-zonal flow feedback mechanism inhibit in, 
resonance. Therefore ,. we introdure an ad ~ linear feedback 
mechanism between the aingle wave of eq. (2) and the zonal flow, i.e. 
u (7) 
then we can have mUltiple equilibrium solutions to the system (6) and 
(7) as shown in Fig. 4.1. Here, the solution of the system (6), (7) il 
given by the intersection of the straight line (7) with the resonance 
curve (6) for a particular value of k. 
Fig. (4.1) has been drawn with B>O and A>O such that there are 
three possible solu~~ons (1,2,3). These correspond to the multiple 
-quilibria found by the previously cited authors, who, however, have 
introduced more than one wave into the problem and physical mechanisms 
re~rescnting the ad ho~ constants, A and B. The existence of the 
equilibria depends on the values chosen for A and B. 
Thus, the existE:nce of multiple equilibrium solutions to forced 
barotropic (and presumably also to baroclinic) models Is closely 
connected with the exi~tence of a resonance condition in a forced wave, 
and to a feedback mechanism of the wave with the zonal wind. It is 
of interest, therefore, to use the model described in the previous sections 
and to attempt to induce a resonant state in this mod~lt both for the 
f 
i baroclinic and barotropic conditions. This work is the subject of 
the following sections. 
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4.2 Barotropic Re.onance Experiment. 
We con.ider the 12-mod •• et described in section 3. In this let of 
modeSt we restrict oUT.selve. to the barotropic ca •• (t-o-e-O) and further 
simplify the set by assumina hemispheric symmetry. Thi. i. accomp1i~hed 
by setting all even modes of fto zero. The remaining model are given 
below. 
Mode number 1 3 5 7 10 12 
H 2 1 0 0 
-1 
-2 
L 3 2 3 1 2 3 
We retain the mode (2,2) for the orography. If c i - Li(Li+l) then the 
following eigenvalues are equa'.: 2 
(8). 
(8)b 
The spectral form of the Larotropic vorticity equatio~ (1) is the 
following set of ordinary differential equ .• tions. 
efl (9) 
o 
(10) 
, 
4-'"6" = f.l2J 12, $" h2 ~- + f.I ti, 1,S I'i 'h 
(11) 
, it ~ 
--- .. ~~. ~--.-.-............. ~~-,,---- ... ~~ ~ .~ 
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-
- (12) 
Where ~1 is a mode in the stream field (see table) and 
c· - c,; 
., " 
(13) 
L· ('L' +L) 
.L .~ 
is the eigenvalue of ith mode (14) 
J ijk :I.s the Jacobian interaction coeffiCient, or "coupling integral." 
(15) 
:!..::; ~;Je Rossby- Haurwitz phase speed. 
Hijk is the coefficient of orographic interaction. The notation 
- Mn 
'Vn means (-) 'I'n*. In general, (8)- (II) T..ould contain other terms 
(see e.g. Kallen (1979» but these drop out because of. the Eigervalue 
relations (8). Thus, in this case we have no Wdve-wave -+zonal flow 
interactions. Of course, in a two-wave set we cannot have wave-wave-wave 
interactions. 
1 
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u. can obtain a resonance condition by linearizinl (9)-(12), 
aS5umina the zonal flow is constant: 
(16) 
(17) 
We can then solve for a steady state, analogous to eq. (6), by taking 
d'l',_ • 0 in eq. (9). The result is 
dt 
------
Where HI .. H251 h2 • 
(18) 
F.quation (18) is the analog in a spherical spectral system of eq. (6). 
Since ~l is the earth's angular momentum, it is very unlikely that 
we will ever encounter. this particular resonance in practice. However, 
a different set of modes would exhibit similar behavior (Kallen, 1979). 
The resonant value of ~7 (zonal flow) is given by eq. (18): 
(19) 
using a reasonable value for the orographic mode h2 (Tung and Lindzen, 
1979) we can plot eq. (18), which is shown as the broken line in Fig. ~~). 
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It i. fntereatina to ob •• rv. the behavior of the 'Ylte. when the non-
linear equationl are used. Accordinaly, a lerie. of experiment. were 
performed with the model to determine the I~lape of the relonanee eurve 
for the nonlinear case of eql. (9)-(12). Since the numerical model 
cannot solve for the steady state, the steady Itate must be found by 
Bveragins· Fi~. (4.2) showl the results of these experimentl. The 
solid curve repreaentl 'I' found by averagirig over a period of 30 day •• 
The ordinate il the initial value of '7' which for practical purposea 
is the aver~se value of '7 since it d0es not c~~n8e very much over the 
run. It can be seen that the response curve is broader than that 
predicted by (18) but that resonance occurs in about the right place. 
As predicted by (18). the traveling portion of the disturbance was found 
to slow down as resonance was approached. 
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4.3 Baroclinic R.lonance Experiment. 
We conl1der the effect ot barocUn~.city in the r.lonance condition •• 
We will use the l2-moda I.t, reotricted to odd mod •• in , and T and even 
mode. in a and X. The leability a i. taken to be con.tant. In order to 
.implify the onalytical wcrk we will consider only the , and T equation •• 
This will bypasa analysh of the "omega equation" for the variable Xi 
which is not :igorously justified. However, the principal result. will 
be obtained anyway. 
Using the same mode deslgnation .s before, we have thO! follow1nl 
equations: 
(f ~ IIlI tf, tf1 + I;", t; r; r f./zS( ( 4's- l:} )~+.2, l.y, 'fI l .r 2 (20) 
~ 
:[/11 L; 0 T ~.'1 l:'; '" r Its, -c; ~5 t £;" r;Cf, + ~ t; f C~, ~1' (21) Tl = 
'fI3 
H;z, '''. ~ ~ (If: -.Tj') ~~~ 1Il,1/ (tfs'GJI,.,. (22) = of 
T3 
tI'1.)IO, J h", { c.fa A_ ij") + l..£J '('3 (l3) :; 
'1'7 
.('t!e (~J.) (24) = 
~ 
T7 :. II (2S) 
'fIS :;. J.:::.t. ( IZ) (26) 
TS ::. I (27) 
The linearized analysis proceeds by taking the zonal flow and its shea 
to be constant: 
'f." = CPs 
tf, :: <PI 
(28) 
(29) 
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The equation. for the hiahe.t order wave IIOde (mode 1) are 
-i = (I/1/ +7 .,. ..12. ) '1', + [17/ ~ ~; t "UI (iii- -~) (10) 
• 
'"C. _ 
, 
-( I,'1 (-/'1 1-~, ) r; 
We will now assume that the term X2 represents thermal forcing, denoted 
by X*; while ~he o~o8rahic term will be denoted by H*. Also letting 
(32.) 
(32b) . 
We have the following set of equationr. for the wave: 
.. 1\ J\ ~, tpZ ~ + -.., 't' + HI(- (33) - Lz. I 
i\ J\ 4-XIt_Hll C1 - Tz <f, 1- t"'l -c; -
(34) 
Ul 
._ .. _---------.....,.,,_ .... ------------.~-.. ~.~~" ...... . 
a , 
I 
I 
I 
, ' .. 
..... -
lee 
The .t.ady .tate aolution (ct. (18) and (6» 1. liven by: 
~, It "A A ... 
. - /1 (tfz. 1"!'? ) - _ "Vl 'f, 
,. '2 
tA 1- (3S) ~- Cr 
" "01 .A ~ 
- H (<It +1;) + tP1. x: _ 1.:", - ... 
-
". 2 
'" (36) 
'lfz - T  ~ 
"'1. 
The resonance condition is then 
A 
" tfl -~ 0 - L - (37) ") -... 
Whereas in the balvtropic case' -0 is the resonance condition (from (18) 
1 
and 32a). Since fur a westerly positive stream flow T is negative, a 
z 
higher value of' is needed to obtain the resonance than i~ the baro-z 
tropic rase. That is, the zo~al wind required to obtain resonance in 
the baroclinic case is higher (for negative T corresponding to wind. 
z 
increasing with height). 
A series of numerical experiments with the numerical m~del were 
perfori(I(>d to examine the nonlinear resonance case. The experiments 
consisted of selecting values for mean wind '7 and shear T1 and finding 
the steady state ~1 by averaging Over a 30-day period. The results 
are shown in fig. 5.3, which displays the resronse of the wave '1 for 
vu~ious values of '7 and T7• The results are in agreement with equalion 
(37); we note that as shear increases, a correspondingly high value of 
'7 is needed to cause a resonant response. 
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-u 
fig 4.1 Schematic illustrating Qu1t1pl~ equilibria ohtained by solving 
equations 5.6 and 5.7 simultaneously. 
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5.0 Conclusions 
The model described in section 3 has been verified by demonstratin. 
that the medal yields reasonable results. In the absence of any forcing. 
and with reasonable initial condit ions. we find free Rossby waves 
propagating with the corrt::ct phase speed. When orographic fOlcing 18 
added, a stationary component develops. J'le nO(lstati.:mary component has· 
an instantalleous amplitude and phase speed which change~ with time. 
~ 
This is to be expected from the interactions with orography. When I 
j 
diabatic heating is added, the response of the Dtationary temperature 
field is roughly linear. 
The phase plane plots show an approach to equll~.brium as one would 1 
expect from constant forcing without feedback. Further judgement9, 
based on the l~mited amount of runs performed thus far and on the lack 
of verisimilitude of the thermal forcing, would be unwarranted at this • 
time. 
The barotropic and baroclinic resonance experiments are intended as 
preliminary steps in understanding the mechanisms underlying the 
existence of steady, or quasi-steady, states in the atmosphere. The 
theory of resonance for the case~ cover~d :.n the existing literature 
(zonal flow and two waves). are verified and extended by the model. 
The effect of shear on the resonance curves is also investigated. 
For positive shear (T) the zonal ~ind required to obtain resonance is 
very high. 
Further work in this direction will proceed along the lines of 
investigating more rea: Jtie mode structures both in zonal flow and 
~I.'i_ I· . : ,.;.~:.. .,,""'1~: .. _~"+ f =Aiitw. "''' .... _ .. _---._-" •• ,~ ~ A."" , 
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I 
in the wave Itructure.. Condderina firlt the barotropic cale, the 
addition of more wave. raise. the pos.ibi1ity of wave-wa\e-wave inter-
action., lome of which may also produce resonance Ieadina to Itationary 
situatiena. A guide to thio possibility i. the numerical resulta of 
Egger (1978, 1979) who ha. simulated blocking dtuationl by '''ave-wave 
interactions in a barotropic, forced, channel mode. Thp. extension of 
this work to spherical coordinatei now underway. Further experiments 
with both barotropic and baroclinic analog. of Egger'. experiments il 
planned. Also, analyti~al work based on these experiments is beinR 
carried out. 
The results of this study shOuld have an important bearing on both 
the atmospheric response to imposed forcing and f~edback mechanisml, 
r- but also on the nature and existence of multiple equilibria. But these 
i 
r two topics ar.e intimately connected, as we have shown. 
Thus we are addressing the fundamental cause of planetary-wave 
generation and their (nonlinear) interaction with other waves and the 
zonal flow to form occasional, smaller scale "blocks" in the atmospheric 
circulation. The role of multiple equilibria in this process involving 
several scales is of great importance. 
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6. Multiple Flow Equilibria and Chaotic Behavior 
W£ have undertaken an investigation of the occurrence of multiple stable 
equilibrium states in simple but heuristically valuable models of large-scale 
atmospheric flows. Our aim is to expand upon the recent results along theae 
liner; of Charney and his colleagues 0,2). Thl?y have shown that mUltiple stable 
equilibria do ~ccur in highly truncated spectral models of both barotropic and 
baroclinic flows which are topo'graphically or thermally forced at the lower 
boundary. By numerical integration o~ an associated grid-point model for the 
, 
topographic forcing, having many more degrees of freedom t~an the spectral model, 
they have verified the presence of these equ' li bri 11. The "'qui libria can be 
viewed heuristically as being capahle of undergoing transitions among themselves 
due to small-scale perturbations. From this-vieHpoint, one of the transitions 
• 
bears a striking resemblance to the often observed shift of the zo~al westerlies 
to persistent blocking patterns. 
Our work centers on several of the rlifficult mathematical issues involved 
in analyzing the dynamics of spectral models like those considered by Charney 
and his colleagues. Ultimately, one would like to characterize the attractor sets 
of these dissipative, nonlinear dyn; ~ical systems. The determination of equl11b-
rium states entails solving relatively large systems of polynomial equations that 
express the algebraic conditions for an equilibrium. The number of equations 
and unknowns equals the number of degrees of f reedo',J of the spect ral model. The 
only known systematic solution method for finding all of the isolated solutions of 
a poljnomial system is the so-called homotopy continuation method (3). We have 
developed a computer implementation of the Li-Yorke homotopy cont,inuation algorithm 
(4) to provide an appropriate numerical solver for our investigation. Our aim i$ 
to u';'" the computer capability to find all Qf the equilibrium states for Chame~-like 
• ,
, 
I 
. , 
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models, especially for cases with relatively large number. of degree. of freedom. 
Our solver ha. been tested on a Charney model having six degree. of h"eedom. 
We have thusly rediscove~ed all the equilibria indicated by Charney and DeVore 
in (1) for selected model parameters. In (1) it was shown that the problem of 
solving the particular polynomial systems that arose was reducible to sImpler 
subproblems which p.nabled the authors to find all of the equilibria in n finite 
region of the dynamical phase space. We are as yet uncertain if other equilibria 
exist outside this region and are pursuing the question. The next application of 
f 
our solver will be to the baroclinic models introduced in (2) where twelve degrees 
of freedom are involved. In this case it is almost certain that the equilibria 
already found do not exhaust the totality. 
Other efforts under consideration include (a) applyiug the solver to the 
glob~l baroclinic model of Rodenhuis, et al. and (b) applying recently discussed 
techniques (5) for estimating the dimension of the dynamical attractor set to the 
most meteorologically interesting of the spectral models studied. 
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VIII. A Simulation of the January Standing Wave 
Pattern Including the Effecta of Tranaient Eddie. 
by 
J. D. OpRteegh 
A. D. Vernekar 
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Ab.tract 
A .teady-.tate linear, two-level primitive equation 
model i. u.ed to .imulate the January .tanding wave pattern 
•• a re.pon.e to mountain, diabatic and tran.ient eddy effect •• 
The model equation. are linearized around an ob.erved zonal 
mean .tate which i. a functioJi of latitude and pre •• ure. The 
mountain effect i. the vertical velocity field re.ulting 
from zonal flow over the aurface topography. The diabatic 
heating i. calculated uaing parameterized forma of the 
heating proces.... The tranaient eddy effecta, that ia the 
flux convergence of momentum and heat by transi~nt eddies, 
are computed from obaervations. Separate respon.e. of the 
model are computed for each of the thre. forcing functions. 
The amplitude of the re~ponse to diabatic heatinq is 
small compared to observed values. The vertical .truct- ~e 
is highly baroclinic. At the_upp~r_level, the pha.e of the 
waves i8 approlcimately in agreement with the ob.ervation •• 
The amplitude of the response to mountain forcing is comparable 
with observations. The wavelength of the response in ~he 
Pacific sector is shorter than obaerved. The vertical 
structure i8 equivalent barotropic. The combined reaponse to 
diabatic heating and mountain forcing is dominated by the 
contribution from the mountains. The phase shows aome agree-
ment with the observations, but the Aleutian low is located 
too far to the west and an unrealistic high appears to the 
west of the dateline. 
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The amplitude of the re.pon.e to tran.ient eddy effect. 
ia comparable to the ob.ervation. in ndddle and low latit.ude •• 
At high latitude. the amplltude. are much too large. 1''-'0 
aaaumption of linearity i. not valid for .trong for~tng .~ 
high latitude. where the zonal wind ia very weak. The vertical 
atructure of the re.pon.e i. almoat equivalent barotropic. 
A compari.on of the respon.ea to mountain and tranaient 
eddy effecta ahow an intereating phaae relation.hip. The 
~rough. produced by the transient forcing are found in the 
lee of the trough. produced by the mountain. (very clo.e to 
the ridge) indicating that transient forcing is organized 
by the mountain effecta. 
The combined model response to all three forcing functions 
shows a good agreement with observations except at very high 
latitudes. 
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IX. A Numerical Simulation of the Influence 
of the Hadl.y and Perrell Circulation 
on Porced Stationary Planetary Wave. 
by 
J. D. Opateegh 
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ABSTRACT 
The influence of the Hadley and ,.errell circulation on planet.ar.y wave., 
re.ulting fro. a local b.at .ource in ai4410 latitude., the .ubtzopic. 
and the tropica i. in •• tigated with a linear .teady-atate prillitive equat.ion 
mo4el. '!he moa.l ha. been linear~.aecS around tne cb .. erved aonally averaved 
January _an atat.e. '!hi. _an .tate include. the _an _ridional cJ.rculat.ion 
(MMC). Both aiaulationa with and and without the MMC haw been perfoa.d. 
It. h .hown that incorporat.ion of the MMC cau.e. a .hift in the n.onance 
\,tavelength t.owazda wave. wit.h lower aonal wavenumber. Tho inclaion of a 
.mall amount. of friction ha. a Vt~ .ignificant influenoe on the qu .. i-re.onant 
wave.. However, it appear. that the .olut.ion i. not .en.it.iva to the part,1cular 
value of the frict.ion ,coefficient.. 
All a consequence of tropical heating a strong Valker circulat.ion can be 
observed with large meridional gradienta in zonal momemtum. This .. an. that. 
the advection of zonal mcmentum with tha mean meridior:.tJ. wind mu.t be an iIIl-
portent procea. and therefore the inclu.ion of the MMC ha. a .ignificant. 
influence on the u.,;,pical Walker circulat.ion. However, the remote n.pon .. 
at middle an4 high latitutle.; 1s only slight.ly daaptd and the ph .. e of the 
mia-latitude planetary wavea does not change. 
Heating in the sub-tropics generates a strong jet j.n the tropic.. Bow-
ever the stxucture of thia jet is '"'OlJI)letely 41fferent from a Walker ciruclat.ion. 
I It ia much more geoatrophically tied to the preasure pattem. The Hadley 
circulation has again a large influence on the atrength and poaition of this 
jet. But in addition, also the lilieS-latitude pressure pattem change •• ig-
nificantly. 
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x. Infrar~d Radiative Transfer Through A Regular 
Array nf cuboidal Cloud. 
by 
Harahvardt-an 
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A. I N'l'ftODUC'l'IOM 
There i. a need for an adequate radiative par ... teriaatian of clouda 
in eliute and general circulation lIOdel.. To date, al11lO4el. be". 
utilized plane parallel theory to con.truct par ... teriaation .chea •• 
although a significant portion of the total cloud field i. ~oken. 
!he particular ca.e of aonochramatjc radiati.e tran.fer thrOUVh i.olated 
cuboidal cloud. ha. beeb atudied in both 801ar an6 infrared wa.elenta 
(Hebe and Cox, 1914, Davie., 1978, Liou and au, 1979, and other.). 
Howe.er, in any broken cloud field, each eluent CL~ not be conaidered 
independently a. there i. cl0u4-cloud iftt.~.etion and for incident .olar 
.. radiation, there aay be partial 8hadift9 of neighboJ:incJ clowS el __ t •• 
Elling.on and Xolczyn.k.l (1980) have u.ed the technique of Ava.te (1969) 
to compute heating rate. ·.in the atmo.phere in the pre •• nce of an array 
of black cylindrical clouda. 
The pre.ent atudy conaider. a regular array of identical ~idal 
cloud., as in Aida (1977), cwerlying a non-reflecting surface. Only 
infrared radiative transfer is considered and the theory of truniaaion 
thr~~9h the array and emission from the cloud field ia fir.t develcpa4 
for black isothermal clouds. The ~k is then extended to lCpm radiation 
interacting with a cloud field having prescribed radiative properties. 
Por this, the two stream solution to the isolated cloud problem (Harshvar4han 
et al., 1980) is used in conjunction with tho black cloud results. 
Computations are made for both fluxes and radiance. a. a function of 
the cloud fraction. 
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Conai4K an idealised Ia'oken cloud field in the fon of an ext.en4ed 
revu1ar array of euboi4.. A p)rtion of th.t.. array i. illu.trated in 
Pi9. 1, froa which it followa that the area of the top ,and bottaa face 
i. At - .l aneS of each .i4e face, At • .... We define the a.ect ratio 
of eac~ eleaent a. 
. 
z· .. a • _ .::1 
. '" 
(1) 
If the .pacift9 between each el_ent i. equal in the x- arId y- 4izowction., 
then the fzoaction of the fie14 eov_e4 by cloud. when viewed nonally, 
the c10ueS fraction, is (" \ I 
f· .+ iJ (2) 
POI' an i.oth.J:1II&l cuboid, the monochl'cmatie pG'Mr eIIl1. ttec! by ~ t:op 
face i. WBoAD and by .aeh side face, WBoAJ vbezoe Bo(To,~) i. tbe Planck 
function. Half the enezogy eIIl1.tte4 by the .i4e fac.s e.cape. to apace 
wh.n the.cloud i. iso1ate4. Wben the cloud is .-be44e4 in a fie14 .. 
in Pi9. 1, a fraction, 7, of the enezogy 4iffuse1y eitteeS by .. eh .i4. 
face is intercepted by the face. of naighbozoing cloud.. In this ca.a, 
it can be .hown that the total powAzo _itte4 to apaca by each isotheZ1DA1 
cuboid 11 
P • nBoAo [1 + 2a (l-P)] (3) 
" 
We define the power ratio ana1ogou. to emittance in plane parallel theory 
a. 
P 
P • iiOAo· 1 + 2. (1-1'1 (4) 
W. also eSefine the effective emittance of • ~oken cloud array a. the 
power emitted by • region containing the azoray in the absence of groun4 
emi •• ion to the power that wou14 be emitted by the region if it wre 
• 
entirely covered br • bl.ck .urf.c •• t ~~ .... t.-per.tur.. If there are 
.. identic.l cloud. of top. A. ". il' tlMt pre."nt 1104.1, then it i ... i4 ... ~t 
,. that the .ffectiv. aittance i. , 
! • :.Ag -fp (5) 
bec.u •• f • tUtelA"~ where Ag i. the total ar .. of the refion. '!'he effecti •• 
tr.n_itt.ne. through .n .n.y of bl..ck cloud. i. givAl' by energy balance, 
'1' • l-! 
Thu., the power aitte4 to .pac. fr.:a • brok.n cloud arr.y .t '1'. ewer. 
black qrCNnd .t taperature, '1'., i. 
Pout • 1I'8.Ag! + 'llBsA,'!' 
'and the flux per unit ar .. of the fi.14 i. ,iven by 
(6) 
(7) 
Pout 
II • - - 'lIB B + 'IIB)'1' (8) A • 
9 The abov •• qu.tion i. .iIIlU,ar to that obtained by the plane parall.l th.ory 
with E pl.ying the role of the Cl~old fracti.on. w. therefore introduc. the 
concept 'of effective cloud fr.ction, fe- !, auch that 
M • waof + WBl(l-f ) 
• • • 
(9) 
1. Effectiv. Cloud Fraction 
The computation of f ••••• nti.lly involv.. the computation of F •• 
they are related through .q •• (4) .nc! (5). Alt.rnat.ly f. may be obtained 
by measuring the trana1 •• ion of diffu.e light through an opaque array. 
We have attempted both method., the fOJ:1Mr by u.ing the theory of angl. or 
confiquration fectors (Sparrow and c. •• , 1978) and the l.tt.r by utting up 
an array of black block. on a light table and mea.uring the fl~ with • 
Taktronix Model J 16 digital photom.ter with. co.in. corrected r~t. 
illuminance probe. The probe was moved around and the Man of • num.ber of 
. 
readings was use4·to compute fe for each configuration. The theory ia expected 
.. 
.. ~ ~ .. ., .... 
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to 9ive 900d renlt. a. 10119 a •• had1n9 i. not too .I'iou. a probl,. !:ut 
a. f incl' ..... it beCOlMf. incl' •• i.ngly difficult to e.tillate 1'. ,... nnlt. 
are ,iven in l'i9. 2 with a fit to the data an4 tbeol')' 9iven by 
f • 
e 
(10) 
The curve. follow .. 110 ,eneral pattem of the Hnlta preHnte4 1ft Ohftil 
an4 Epik (1978) and Ellift980n an4 Itolcaynllki. (1.0). It.y be notees that 
a. f+0, 'e+(1+2a)f, which i. the cozrect U.it '01' an i.olated cuboid • 
2. I'luxe. 
. 
• 
A con .. quence of the finit .. nature of Mch clow! in the AZ'l'ay i. to 
incr •• e the effecti"e clowS fraction bIIcau.e 'f i. &1wy. VZ'eater than f. 
e 
This implie. that energy 10 •• to apace frem a broken cloud array is less 
than that computed usin, the cloud frac~ion without conaieSed.n, the .ide. 
of the cloud.. The effecti"e black body .. ission tem~ratUl'. )f a broken 
cloud array at 25SoK overlying a black 9l'ound at 2900 lC i •• hown in Pig. 3. 
The curve marked a • 0 i. the flAt- plate or -plane ~.rallel ca... It i. 
evident that error. of 5° - 1001C can be made for cl0u4!1 of aspect ratio 
uni ty, which i. a COllllllOft value for fair •.•. ther cmwlu •• 
FurtheEmOre, there i. a change in the cooling rate acro.. the cloud 
layer becau.e of the radiation intercepted by the .ides of the cloud. POI' 
a black i.othezmal cloud in a n(,n-participating atmosphere, it can be lIhown 
that 
(11) 
l.nfini~e 
'!'hu., the cooling rate in the atmo.pheric window could be two to five times 
that obtained by the flat plate assumption. 
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3. Radiance. 
If the array i. campo.ed of black i.otheraal block., the radiance 1n 
,. any direction depen4. on the fie14 of view obticIlre4 by the clou4.. When 
viewed from on top, only the cloud frftction obscure. the ground, wherea. 
from any lower ob.ervation angle, the .ide. of the cloud al.o obMcure the 
ground. Thh effect ia .hown in Fig. 4 in 'lIIhich the radiance at •• 00 
for an isothermal regular array of cuboi~s of aspect ratio unity i. given 
o 
as a function of zenith angle. Th. cloud. are again at 255 K while the grouncS 
ic at 2900X. A plot of the brightne •• temperature when ~ • 450 i~ al.o .bown 
for f • 0.1 and 0.2 illustrating the efrect of viewing 4ir~ction. It i •• een 
that the radiance drop. off rapidly a. more of tbe cloud. an4 1 ••• groun4 i, 
visible. This suggest. that the brightness temperature measured ~ a ,ate11ita 
instrument can not be related to the cloud top temperature for broken cloud 
fields without considering the geometry of the array and the viewing angle • 
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C. MONOCHROMATIC JW)IATIVE TPAN'I'ZIt THItOOGH A NON-aLACK AJ.:JtAy 
Let u. now consider a regular cloud array a. in ri,. 1 but relax the 
a"umption that the cloud tace. are black emitters. We shall consider lOp. 
radiation and assume the clouds to be water droplets with a Cl size distribution. 
Furthemora, the clouds are i.otherRal and the ground is non-raflectin,. We 
.hall try and use the results obtained for the black array to solve for fluxes 
arae! radiances. 
1. Isolated Cloud, 
The rae!iation field in an isolatee! cuboidal cloud has already been obtaine4 
using the two stream approximation by Harshvardhan et al., 1980. It is sufficient 
to note hore that fluxes loavine; the faces of a C\\boid may be expressec! in tet1Q 
of a function, Lo, whic~'is obtained from the solution of a diff~.ion type 
equation. If the flux leaving the face is designated H, then at the X • t 
:2 
face, M - MCy,Z) and so on. We can also obtain the mean flux leaving 
-each face, M. If the ~uboid has ~qual si~e., s, then it i. obviou. 
that (M)x.~ -(M) ~ Using thi. information we may construct the boune!ary 
a }ZW! 
cone!itions to Bolve the array problem. 
2. Boundt.J Conditions 
_. 
.' 
In the isolated clouc! problem it i. assumec! that the side faces see the 
ground whe~ea. if the cloud i. in an array, the side faces receive flux from 
neighboring clouds as well a. the position of the ground that i. visible. 
If the diffuse emittance from the side facfts was independent of position, 
-such that M (y ,z) - H, then the boundary co:ndition on the side face can be 
shown to be 
eM) s· FM + (l-F) B, X-I :t (12) 
, 
• 
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wh.r. F 1. the anvle factor between the face 1n qu.,tion and all the oth.r 
fac., vilil;,le frOil itl 'Ant! n. 18 the ground .",i,don. 
How.v.r, .ven it we al'u.. the ~xitinv tlux to be diftu,e we can not 
as.um. th.t it i, uniform and the .rror introduc.d bf eq. (12) will be con-
,id.rable al the cloud fl'r\ction, f, incr...... In t.he limit, f+l, we know 
that the input to the .id. face i. eXActly the output of the n.ighborin; 
tAC., p~int for point. w. hAve therefore chosen to weigh the boundary 
condit.ion. A. tollowa 
where ¢~O when f<f* 
And ~!JI 1 _ 4 (1 _Ina '.men 
f 
with f* • .!t 
t 
(13) 
The problem CAn then be solved .s for the isolated cloud using the values 
of F obtained in the previous section. It n.'ty bit shown that the upward 
flux from this array i. 
2a(1-f)(1+0.1Sf)f N+fMt+ Cl-f) B1 (14) 
+ l+2at(l+0.15f) l+2af(1+0.15f) 
where K i, the flux out of ebch side face and Mt i. the flux out of the top 
face. 
3. Result •. 
computations have been made for awl and the radiative model mentioned 
... 
earlier for which the sin9le scattering albedo, w- 0.64 and asymt\tetry pr.t'ameter, 
9 - 0.86 at ~- lO~. Fi9' 5 show. the flux escaping to .pace from a regular 
array of cubes of optical depths varyinq from 0.5 to 20. Result, are pre.ented 
a. an effective black b:>dy temperature and may be comparea with the curv. urked 
Lf 1 .-. • ~_~ __ ~_" . ...;.;;;; .. ~;"":"""! • ......... _.50lil» ...... 
! 
l 
f 
.. 
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a-l in Fig. 3 to not. the d.partur. fro. the bl.ck c.... It 1 •• vid.nt 
that an optic.l d.pth of 10 or 9reat.r .. y be .ppr~xi .. t.d quit. w.ll 
by black cuboid •• 
'this 11 shown furth.r in Pig. 6 in which the r.d.hr., .t. - 0 i. 
plotted for various cloud fraction. for • re9Ular arr.y of cube.'f 
optic.l depth 10xlOxlO. Th. ground and cloud temper.ture. are a. b.fore 
and the plot mey be compared with Pi9' 4 which i. the black c.... For 
• 
o 
zonith Angle. 1 ••• th~n 60 , the two plot. are very cl0 •• indicatin9 that 
finite cloud tidld. may be approximat~d by totally opaque d1ffu.~ emitter. 
for purposes of modeling the radiative field ~xitin9 the array. 
D. summary 
Finite cloud fields have been modeled by a regular array of cuboid •• 
It i. sho~ that the rol. of the side. of the cloud. is very important in 
conputing radiative quanti tie.. Osing an approximate technique to solv .. 
che isolated cloud problems, results have been obtained for radiative transfer 
through a participating a~ray of cuboi~l. One conclusion of this study is that 
clouds may be modeled by black ~~~que emitters if the optical dimension. 
exceed 10 on each lide, which is true in the infrarea for virtually all 
cloud f.i..elds. 
.' 
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FIGU~ CAPTIONS 
1. Schematic showing regular array of cuboids. 
2. Effective cloud fraction, fe' as a function of the cloud fraction, f, 
for various aspect ratior. 
3. Upward flux from .rray expressed .s effectiv~ black body temperature for 
To ""' 2SS°i< and Tl - 290oK. Aspect ratios are marked on individual cUl1:Ves. 
4. Radiance VB. zenith angle expressedo.s brightness temperature for two 
azimuth angles, 4>. 0° (-) and 4>. 4S (---) J a:ll1, To ... 2SSoK, Tl • 2900K. 
Cloud r{actions marked on individual curves. 
S. Same as Fig. 3 but for non-black clouds of unit aspect ratio. Radiative 
properties given in text. Opticnl depths marked on individual curves. 
6. Same as Fig- 4 but for non-black clouds of unit aspect ratio at 4> ... 0°. 
Optical dimensions are 10xlOxlO. Radiative properties given in text. 
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Figure 1 
Schematic showing regular array of cuboids. 
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Figure 2 
Effective cloud fraction, fe • as a function of the cloud fraction. 
f, for various aspect ratios. 
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Figure 3 
Upward flux from array expressed as effective black body 
temperature for To = 2SSoK and Tl = 2900 K. Aspect ratios are 
marked on individual curves. 
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Figure 4 
Radiance vs. zenith angle expressed as brightness temperature 
for two azimuth angles, ~ = 0°(_) and ~ = 45°(---); a = 1. 
To = 2550 K. T1 = 2900 K. Cloud fractions marked on individual 
curves. 
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CLOUD FRACTION, f 
Figure 5 
Same as Fig. 3 but for non-black clouds of unit aspect ratio. 
Radiative properties given in text. Optical depths marked on 
individual curves. 
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Figure 6' 
Same as Fig. 4 but for non-black clouds of unit aspect ratio 
at ~ = 0°. Optical dimensions are 10xlOxlO. Radiative 
properties given in text. 
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XI. Retrieving Bouyancy and 
Pressure Fluctuations from 
Doppler Radar Observations: 
A Status Report 
by 
Tzvi Gal-Chen 
Carl E. Hane 
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1. Introducti on 
Doppler radars can now measure directly the details of the horizontal 
wind components. While great uncertainty still exists about the vertical 
components (Miller, 1978), it appears that under certain circumstances 
it is also possible to deduce that component as well (Carbone et al •• 1980. 
Clarke et al., 1980. and Gal-Chen, 1979). The radars cannot. however, 
measure directly the three dimensional struct~re of thermodynamical 
variables such as density and pre~sure fluctuations. These latter 
• 
variables are nevertheless essential in studies of convective systems. 
The ideal solution would be to develop instrumentation capuble of directly 
mea511ring thermodynamical variables with a spatial and time coverage 
comparable to that of Doppler ndars. Unfol"tunately, the techno~ogy 
for that kind of network does not exist and one must use indirect methods. 
Recognizing the above cited limitations, several investigators (Hane and 
Scott, 1978. leise. 1978. Gal-Chen, 1978; and Chong et al •• 1980) have 
proposed indirect techniques whereby the combined use of the relevant 
hydrodynamical equations and the observed win~ will permit a unique 
determination of the density and pressure fluctuations. 
In this paper the basic methodology for obtaining density and pressure 
fluctuations is outlined. This is followed by a discussion of possible 
approaches to verification and error analysis. The last section contains 
some demonstrations how the method works with real data. Temperatura and 
pressure fluctuation deduced from Doppler radar observations of the boundary 
layer (Gal-Chen and Kropfli work in progress) are presented. The results 
of Chong et al. (1980) and Gaillard and Gillet (1980) who ysed Doppler wind 
, 
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data to estimate the thenmodynamicil structure of weak convective cell 
generated by the passage of a front are also discussed. 
2. The Basic Methodology 
Because the method has been descr.~ed in great details elsewhere 
(Gai-Chen, 1978), only a brief description will be given here. The 
governing hydrodynamical eqs. for conservation of momentum in x-y-z 
directions (z-the vertical; x-y-the horizontal directions) are written as: 
ap/ax • -PoDu/Dt + f, = F 
ap/ay ~ -PoDv/Dt + f2 = G 
pg + ap/az • -PoDw/Dt + f3 = H 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
where p-pressure fluctuations; p-density fluctuations from the basic 
density-pot u, v, w-velocities in the x-y-z directions respectively; 
t-tim~; fi (i • 1. 2, 3~.- forces other than pressure gradients that can be 
specified in terms of the observed kinematics (e.g •• turbulent friction, 
cor1011s force); g-gravity; Du/Dt. Dv/Dt. Ow/Dt - accelerations in the 
x-y-z directions respectively. The right hand side of Eqs. (1), (2). and 
(3) are presumably known or can be calculated from the observed kinematics 
and are therefore denoted symbolically as f, G, and H. 
Inspection of (1) and (2) reveals that the system is overdetermined. 
it will have a solution if and only if 
aF/ay = aG/ax (4) 
If the measurements were error free and the modeling assumptions (e.g., 
the formulations of turbulent frictions) are exact, then one is assured 
that (4) is satisfied. In practice (4) is not satisfied and thus (1) 
and (2) do not have a solution in the usual sense. The system can 
nevertheless be solved in the least square sense. i.e., 
i 
! 
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//[(ap/ax - F)2 + (ap/ay - G)2] dxdy • Mtn (5) 
This .is a standar.d variational proble~ (Courant and Hilbert. 1953. 
pp. 164-274). The resul ti ng Euler Eq. is a PoIsson Eq. for the pressure 
fluctuations 
a2p/ax2 + a2p/ay2 • aF/ax + aG/ay 
with the Neumann boundary conditions 
(ap/ax)nx + (ap/ay)ny • Fnx + Gny 
(6) 
(7) 
Here nx and ~y are the direction cosines of the nonmal to the boundary. 
Eq. (6) with the boundary conditions (7) can be solved at each horizontal 
level where kinematics measurements are available. 
Inspection of (7) reveals that if a solution to (6) exists, it is 
not uniquely determined. In~tead. if p(x, y. zo) is a solution at a 
particular level z = zo~. the p(x. y, zo) + c(zo) is also a solution. To 
remove this spurious component one can subtract from the pre~~ure 
its horizontal average. Thus, the method allows the estimation of the 
deviation of the pressure from its horizontal average. The vertical 
profile of the hoy-i zonta 11y averag'.d pressure need to ~e es timated by 
other means (Gal-Chen, 1978). 
To deduce the density fluctuations-p, one substitutes the calculated 
pressure fluctuations in Eq. (3). Because only the deviations of the 
pressure from its horizontal average are given, the same is true for 
the density; ,:onsequently, one modifies the calculated H (Eq. 3) by 
subtracting from it it~ horizontal average. 
, 
·1 
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3. Possible Approaches to Verification 
.a. Statement of the Probl. 
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Because the method outlined in the previous section is indirect, 
verifications of the derived density and pressure fluctuations are 
crit1cal. Before discussing ~erifica·ion techniques, it is useful to 
outline possible error sources. These could be the following: 
(l.a) The given kinematics, while qualitatively correct is not 
accurate ellough to allow calculations of derivative of velocity produ'.:t 
such as auw/az, avw/az, aw2/az, v2u, v2v, v2w, etc. These quantitie~ art 
needed in order to estimate F, G, and H (Eqs. (1), (2), and (3». 
(2.a) The scanning rate is not fast enoul~h to capture the temporal 
evolution. This again, may lead to a significant error in the estimation 
of F, G, and H (Gal-Chen, 1978). 
(3.n) The data is correct, but does not satisfy the particular 
modeling assumptions. For instanr.e, in the case of a three dimensional 
cloud model, the turbulent friction parameterization may be wrong and 
if turbulent friction contribute ~ubstant1ally to the F. G, H estimation 
(Eqs. (1), (2). and (3» a serious error may result. Another common 
sour'ce of error is the use of fi nite di fferences to estimate spatial 
and temporal derhati ves. At 1 eas t fhe poi nts/wz,velength are needed 
to get a fair estimate of the first derivative. 
While obviously direct verifications are the most desirable. they 
are very di ffi cu1t to come by, parti cuhry. ''1i th respect to pressure 
fluctuations. C~nseque"tly. we are concerned in this review on three 
indirect verifications. They are: numerical simulations; momentum 
t 
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checking, Ind time continuity Ind physicil pllusibility. Thes. v.rifi-
cation methods Ire only pirtillly obj.,tiv. Ind I lot remains to b. don. 
before one cln confidently cllim thlt the technique is verified • 
..... . \. 
b. Numerical Simulltions IS I Guide to Verifications 
I 
To test the viability of the numericil procedure, and also to get 
an order of magnitude estimate of the sensitivity of the method to 
observational errors, numerical models have proven to useful. G~l-Chen 
(1978) and H,ne, Wilhe1mson. and Gal-Chen (1981) have used wind dati 
generated by numerical models as a replacement for observations. From 
this data,' they deduced the density and pressure fl"ctuations and 
compared them to the "exact" density and pressure. Thp. ~ensitfyity of 
the method is assessed by i nserti n9 simulated errors f nto the "observed" 
ki nemeti cs, and exami ni ng the resu1ti ng "error ll in the temperat:Jre and 
pressure field. The simulations indicated that errors of !,25 cm/sec for 
boundary layer studies and .t,50 cm/sllc for convective stonn studies can 
be tolerated. It was aho found that a scanning rate of 2 min/volume 
for boundary lLyer observations and 4 min/volume for convective stonn 
studies is acceptable. It mU5t be stressed howuver, that the numerical 
simulat1~ns do not take into account many other sources of systematic 
errors such as pulse volume averaging or incorrect lower/upper boundary 
conditions 'of the vertical velocity (f..arbone et al •• 1980). They '~1s0 
by definition cannot evaluatp errors which are due to incorrect modeling 
• 
assumptions. 
, . 
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To simulate boundary layer observations Gal-Chen has used Deardorff 
(1974a) model. For severe storm simulations, Hane et al. have used the 
. Klemp-Wilhelmson (1978) cloud model. With no errors added the procedure 
recovers exactly the vertical velocities, buoyancy, and pressure. To 
test the sensitivity of the procedure to observational errors we have 
contaminated the data as follows: (a) addition of random noise to 'the 
"observed" horizontal velocities !,15 cm/sec for the boundary layer 
case and !,50 cm/sec for the severe storm case. (b) We have taken 
"observations" which are 2 min apart in the boundary layer case and 4 
min apart in the sev~re storm case. This simulates the fact that radar 
measurements are non-simultaneous. In both models thp. actual time step 
(i.e., interval b~tween successive time integration) is the order of 
10 sec. Thus. the models. generate data ever,)' 10 sec, but we "observed" 
it every 2 or 4 minutes. The results for the boundary layer case are 
summarized in Fig. 1 and for the severe storm case in Fig. 2. In 
Fig. 1 four curve~ are plotted as a function of z: 1) (Iell) here el 
is the potential temp~rature deviation from the horizontal average, I I 
's a sym~ol for absolute value and < > is a symbol for horizontal averagei 
2) «(Iell -<le l l)}2> 1/2 i.e •• the standard deviation associated with 
<Iell); 3) <1t..ell)=(le l - el b I>where 8 1 bs is the "observed" os. 0 
potential temperature deviation. 166 1 1 is the "~bserved" absolute value 
of the "error"; and 4) «(/AS" ., <16e'f>}2)1/2, the standard deviation 
of the absolute value of the error. In Fig. 2 we have also plottpd 
the temperature statistics as a function of z. Solid ~ jne is the 
1 
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retrieved temperature, broken line is the standard deviation cf the 
temperature. Sho'rt dashed lines (near axis) is the measure of the error 
(average and standard deviation). From these simulations we have concluded 
that our procedure may be a viable one. 
c. Momentum Checking 
It has already been mentioned (section 2) that only under error free 
conditions the deduced horizontal pressure gradients will exactly balance 
the right hand side of the horizontal momentum Eqs. (Eqs. (1), (2»; rather 
they are a least square fit to these equations. The quantity Er defined 
by, 
ff[{ap/ax - F)2 + (ap/ay - G)2] dxdy (8) 
ff[F 2 + G2] dxdy :: Er • 
could be used as a meas~e of how good the retrieved pressure gradients 
are. \~hen Er = a the f"it is perfect. If F, G are generated by white 
noise then one can show that Er = 0.5. On the other hand, if F, G are 
perfect (i.e., aF/ay = aG/ax) but Eq. (6) is solved by second order 
finite diference approximations rather than exactly,E r = 0.25. Overall 
when Er ~'O.5 we suspect that the retrieved pressure gradients are 
virtually useless. It is also worth noting that low Er values are 
necessary, hut not sufficient indicators of good quality retrieved 
pressure gradients. For instance one can generate artificially a . 
kinematic flow field which is also potential (i.e •• v x U = 0) under 
that condition Eq. (4) is automatically satisfied and consequently 
the fit is perfect; but incorrect. 
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Gal-Chen (1978) finds typical Er values in the order of .1. These 
va1ues are obtained for simulated boundary layer flows with 100 m 
~ horizontal resolutions. The flow fields are perturbed by random white 
noise of the order !15 em/sec. The scanning rate is of the order of 
2 Min/Vol. Gal-Chen and Kropfli. on the other hand, find typical 
Er values of the order of .35. The wind data that they have used is 
based on dual ~oppler radar nbservations of the planetary boundary layer. 
The spatial resolution is 250 m in'the horizontal and 200 m in ~hl 
vertic.'.',l. The scanning rate is about 90 Sec/Vol. Tabie 1 surrmarizes 
these results for 5 vertical levels and for selected volume scans. 
Becduse time tendencies a/at are needed for the calculations of F and G 
(Eqs. (1) and (2)) one scan is ~ctually a combination of two scans. Thus 
scan 1 is a combination.9f scan 1 and 2. etc. Because there is a gap of 
100 sec' between scan 2 and 3, it is not possible to retrieve the pi'essure 
for scan 2. Taking into account the courser resolutions of the radars 
(compared to the simulated flow) the results are very encouraging. 
Smaller Er values could most probably be obtained for more organized 
c')nvective systems (e.g •• severe storms. squall line) provided thai one 
can be assured about the quality of the retrieved vertical velocities. 
Clearly, momentum checking is an important simple consistency check 
that should be used prior to any scientific interpretations of the 
retrieved pressure. 
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d. Time Continuity and Physical Plausibility as e Guide for 
. Veri fi cati on? 
0* 
This kind of "verification" is necessarily qualitative and subjective 
and must be pursued with caution and skepticism. In Figs. 3 and 4 we 
have plotted the pressure fluctuatiun deviations from its horizontal 
averages for two scans which are approximately 200 sec apart. The 'wind 
data which fOnTIS the basis for the pressure retrieval is deduced from e 
dual Doppler· radar measurement taken in September 1978 as part of 
PROJECT PHEONIX (Kropfli and Hilderbrand, 1980). The height where they 
are piotted is 500 m above the ground. roughly half the height of the 
mixed layer for that particular day. The boundary layer at that time 
seemf!d to be weakly uAstable. Because the larger scale features of 
wind field have shown some continuity and persistence from scan to scan, 
it is reasonable to expect the pressure fluctuations to show similar 
behavior. This is indeed the case. The magnitude of the pressure 
fluctuations is 0.5 - 2 pascals (.5 x 10-2 -'2 x 10-2 mb) in agreement with 
values obtained by Deardorff (1974b) for numerically simulated planetary 
boundary layer flows. The corresponding Er values (Eq. 8) are 0.33 
for the first scan (Fig. 3) and 0.26 for the second scan. 
The low E values. the time continuity of the pressure field, and 
r 
the fact that values of the order of 10-2 mb are expected for a w~aklY 
unstable planetary boundary layer, gives some confidence in the 
viability of the method. Direct verifications of such low pressure 
fluctuations is impossible with present technology. On the other hand, 
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pressure fluctuations play a crur.~al role in the dynamics of unstable 
boun~ary layer (s.ee e.g., Zeman, 1981) and great uncertainty exists 
about the proper modeling of the pressure tenns in the eqs. for the 
second moments statistics of a turbulent fluid. 
As another illustration of the potential of the technique, 
we present the resul ts of Chong et al. They compute the horizontal 
gradients of various terms in the vertial Eq. of motion. Fig. 5 presents 
these components in a horizontal plane which Is approximately 2500 m 
above the ground. The upper part displays the horizontal gradient of the 
vertical acceleration [a(Dw/Dt)/ax, a(Dw/Dt)/ay)]. the middle part is 
the horizontal gradient of the perturbation potential temperature 
rae/ax, a~/ay]; the lower part is the horizontal gradient of the 
vertical pressure force [-a/ax (ap/az), -a/ay (ap/az)]. For comparison 
purposes these gradients are normalized and presented as °K/km. Two 
distinct relative maxima in the vertical acceleration are apparent, one 
at the left and one at the right. The left updraft has positive 
bouyancy associated with it, and a vertical pressure gradient opposite 
in sign to the bouyancy force. The right updraft has negative bouyancy 
and again a vertical pressure gradient of a opposite sign. In the former 
case, the updraft is associated with thermallY unstable air which enters 
the cell from the west, approximately 1500 m above the ground (note the 
display is for air 2500 m above ground). Thus, in that case, the rising 
motion is due to thermal instability with pressure gradient as a retarding 
force. In the latter case, the air enters the cell at an even lower 
altitude (~lOOO m) where it is thermally stable. In that case the rising 
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motion is due to pressure gradient forces (probably induced by surface 
converg~nce) with bouyancy as a retarding force. The role of the non-
hydt"ostatic pressure as revealed by this study, corresponds closely to that 
suggested by conceptual models (Cotton, 1975) and seems highly plausible. 
Gaillard and Gillet als~ use dual Doppler radars to study convection 
forced by the passage of cold fronts. Their retrieved pressure at. 
the lower levels appears to agree qualitatively with surface measurements. 
It curves ou! cyclonically at upper levels as is to be expected. 
4. Summary and Conclusions 
It appears that the combined use of the equations of fluid dynamics 
and the three dimensional kinematics field derived from multiple Doppler 
radar observations also permits deduction of pressure and density 
fluctuations. In order for the method to work several conditions must 
be satisfied: 
(a) high quality wind data that will allow calculdtions of spatial 
and temporal first and second derivatives, 
(b) sufficiently fast scanning rate to capture the temporal 
evolutions of the spatial scale resolved.by the radars, and 
(c) a good fl ui d dynami ca 1 mOdE! 1 of the phenomenon under study. 
Studies using real data are encouraging. It appears that pressure 
fluctuations with 30% accuracy can be retrieved. Retrieved temperature 
and pressure .demon~trate the importance of non-hydrostatic pressure gradients 
in convective dynamics and appear to display continuity and coherence • 
Firm verification of these results, as well as further technique developments 
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(particularly in retrievals of vertical 1elocities) should be pursued 
with'vigor. Almost everything in this vast and difficult problem still 
remains to be done. 
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T .ABLE CAPTI ONS 
- Table 1: Velues of Er (Eq. 8) for selected scans and vertical levels. 
It took approximately 100 s to scan a volume. The vertical distance 
between consecutive scans is 200 m. Er is a measure of the average 
relative error of the retrieved pressure gr~dients. 
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TABLE 1 
~ 1 3 4 5 LEVEC 
1 .31 .28 .44 .37 
• 2 .35 .29 .35 .30 
3 .33 .26 .38 .32 
4 .36 .45 .32 .32 
5 .44 .23 .37 .42 
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.FIGURE CAPTJQ!i 
~ Figure 1. Statistical analysis of the calculated virtu.l potential 
temperature deviations 6' • e - (6) for the boundary layer s1mulation. 
Curve A is a vertical profile of <le'I). curve B is C::<le'l _ <le'I»~1/2. 
1.e., the standard deviation associated with Ai curve C is the average 
"observation err'or" (16e' I::>; curve 0 is the standard deviat10n associated 
wi th C. 
Figure 2.. Same as Figure 1, but for the severe storm simulations. Solid 
line is for the retrieval tempe~ature, broken line is the standard 
deviation of the temperature, and short dashed lines (near axis) is the 
measure of the error. 
F'lgure 3. Pressure deviations (from its horizo"tal average) for level 3 
(w500 m above the ground) and scan 1 (corresponding to the first 100 s 
of the experiment). The horizontal resolution is 250 m. The values of the 
pressure deviations are given in Pascals (1 mb • 100 Pa). 
Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, but for scan 3. Scan l and scan 1 are 
approximately 200 s apart. Note that larger scale features do exhibit 
continuity and persistence from scan to scan. 
Figure 5. Horizontal gradient in vertical acceleration of air motion. 
"iorizontal gradient in potential temperature perturbation e'. Uorhontal 
gr3dient in vertical pressure force. In o"«ier for the thr«:e gradients to be 
comparable, they are all normalized and represented in OK km,·l (Source: 
Chong et al., 1980) 
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